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A BSTRACT

The archaeology of the Barklv Tablelands in the Northern Territory is poorly understood.
A number of unpublished reports held by the Northern Territory Museum provide some
information concerning the distribution and type of sites which occur. Evident is the
widespread occurrence of sandstone grinduig implements throughout the region. Although
sandstone outcrops are found within the Ashburton Range, which lies between Elliott and
Temiant Creek on the western margin of the Barkly Tablelands, only one sandstone quarry has
been identified. This site is located on Helen Creek.
Archaeological research was undertaken to investigate the nature of production and
distribution of the sandstone artefacts produced at the Helen Springs quarry. Of particular
interest were the technological aspects relating to quarrying and reduction, and how the
various archaeological components of the site are linked.
This Helen Springs quarry is also a place of cultural significance to the Aboriginal people
of the area. They refer to the site as Kuru f/ti and associate it with the two sister snake,
Milyvaru tradition. Aspects of the mythology pertaining to the Mily'varu tradition relate to
the appearance and distribution of the sandstone outcrops and milling implements.
Dominating the physical character of the site is the extensive belt of angular sandstone
blocks and rubble spread over some 400 m by 300 m. Numerous sandstone pieces reveal the
quarrying technology and the process of reduction. It is evident that more than flakes and
chips were being removed from the jointed blocks of bedrock. In fact. large slabs of sandstone
were being manufactured to form grinding implements.
Over 2.200 petroglvphs are present at the site, situated on the bedrock and loose sandstone
pieces associated with the quarry and reduction areas. This places Kuru f/ti as one of the
largest repositories of rock art in the region. Macropod tracks, bird tracks, and geometric
designs dominate the subjects depicted. In addition, scattered over the ground surface in the
places associated with the sandstone reduction areas are flaked stone artefacts. Points and
adzes are the most frequently occurring tool types. Locally available silcrcte is the
predominate rock type utilised, although amongst the adzcs sonic 60% are made from banded
chert derived from throughout the Barkh Tablelands.
In evaluating the significance of the Helen Springs quarry, the singular existence of this
major archaeological site as the only feasible source of the dispersed grindstones across the
region, presents a challenge. An examination of ethnographic reports and contemporary
Aboriginal oral history suggests that a system of linked gift exchange sustained through
regional ceremonial performances may well provide an explanation. In this view, the Kurutiti
site provided a central focus within this exchange network enabling the scattered population of
the Barkly Tablelands to maintain social ties and access to resources during times of
environmental stress.
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No sooner do they reach ther campulçr1place after hunting than the grinding of seeds
starts. A species of Acaeia lines the banks of most of the watercourses in Central
Australia The native women gather them in large quantities in
the-in on hot stunes or in the hot ashes, then
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crack them and grind them between two stones, at the' same time moistening the
meal wth water to a consistency of pea soup, which in appearance it somewhat
resembles. As just stated, the water is sprted from the mouth of the woman while
grinding the grain From time to tie
m the soup is pushed off the nether millsto
ne into
a shallow pirtji until enough has been prepared. Grinding seeds is a tedious game.
((('hewings 19'6: 34).
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CHAPTER ONE

II NT R 0 D U CT 10 N

1.1

PRELUDE

The particular material of which these grindstones are made is
found only in the country around Walaya and along the Toko
ranges, where the natives cut, hew, and grind it into the required
shapes and bring them for barter either to Carandotta or to
Roxburgh. At Carandotta they come into the possession of the
Kalkadoon and other tribes living along and north of the
Leichhardt-Selwyn Ranges. At Roxburgh they start on their
journey down the Georgina River, branching off at Glenormiston
for Carlo and the Upper Mulligan, or at Herbert Downs for
Boulia, whence, via Springvale, they may reach the Middle
Diamnantina. It seems almost incredible that some of these large
slabs should be carried such immense distances: but then, the poor
women of course are the beasts of burden (Roth 1897: 104).
Our understanding about the production and distribution of sandstone artefacts is little
advanced from Roth's (1897) general observations written one hundred years ago. In a later
publication, Roth echoed his belief in the role of women in facilitating the dispersal of
sandstone implements in the western district of Queensland. Repeating his opinion, he stated;
"It seems almost incredible that some of these large slabs should be traded such immense
distances; but then, of course, the women are the beasts of burden, and even when shifting
from camp to camp, the slab will be included in the 'swag' carried over her back." (Roth 1904:
25). Such a simplistic notion of the mechanisms of conveyance and the motivational factors in
the production of these artefacts belies the technological and cultural innovations which
developed within Aboriginal society. This thesis attempts to redress this imbalance in
knowledge concerning the technology of grindstone production and mechanisms of acquisition
within Aboriginal society.
Archaeologists and ethnographers alike have noted the occurrence and usage of sandstone
implements among many Aboriginal groups. Utilised grindstones and fragments of such
implements occur across the landscape. At some sites they comprise the most frequent
artefact type in the assemblage. Other researchers and ethno-historians have looked into the
mechanisms of movement, use and discard of items of everyday utility, including sandstone
artefacts to a limited extent. Aspects of these studies include their social and economic
functions. Drawing on earlier recordings and his personal observations McCarthy established
that individual objects were being moved across vast distances, and that there existed an
enormous network of exchange facilitating gatherings of people. It was also clear that this
was an Australia wide phenomena, governed by similar principles, regulating the exchange of

goods within Aboriginal society. Writing just prior to the Second World War, McCarthy
(1939: 405) commented "Although the importance of barter in Australian aboriginal culture
has always been recognised, adequate records of its nature in various parts of the continent
have not, unfortunately, been made". Since then there has been additional inquiry into both
the distribution and the transferral mechanisms of items within Aboriginal Australia. What is
lacking is an investigation into production origins and the extraction tecimology. There has
been some research focused on flaked stone technology, with quarries associated with stone
axes and blades receiving some attention. A recent review of data pertaining to quarries and
reduction areas concludes the current state of knowledge is limited and patchy (Hiscock and
Mitchell 1993). Only one study into sandstone quarry utilisation, which also touches on the
manufacture of grindstones, has been undertaken to any extent (McBryde 1991). That work
looked at a number of quarries present in the Flinders Range area of South Australia and deals
chiefly with the ethno-historical data and exchange patterns.
In one of the few studies which has considered archaeological patterns pertaining to
grindstones, Smith (1988: 4) states that the "antiquity of seed gathering economies are of a
Late Holocene development". The appearance of what Smith identifies as millstones (Smith
1988: 96-98), specific implements manufactured to a template of functional form relating to
the processing of grass seed, rather than more generalised food processing surfaces, dates
from only the last 6,000 years. This is based partly on material recovered from excavated
deposits in Central Australia and on finds of much older dates from other sites within
Australia. More recently, microscopic and residue analysis of artefacts recovered in the
excavations conducted at Cuddie Springs, western New South Wales suggest that processing
of plants has a greater antiquity (Furby et al 1993). Grindstone fragments from the excavated
unit, associated with organic material dated to 28,000 BP (Before Present), indicated a clear
association of plant tissue and starch grains on the polished surface, this surface being similar
to the polish on Holocene seed grinding implements (Furby et al 1993: 208). Subsequent
detailed assessment of the grindstone assemblage confirms that these are specialised seed
milling implements one fragment at least with possible margin flaking (Richard Fullagar pers.
comm.).
Seeds, as a food source, generally provide a high calorific value, as well as important
sources of proteins, oils, vitamins and fibres. The significance of grass and other plant seeds
in the diet of prehistoric Aboriginal Australians should not be underestimated (Tindale 1974,
1977). Nor should the foraging and technological innovations that may have developed be
interpreted as necessarily of relatively recent origin. Certainly the Cuddy Springs evidence
suggests a greater antiquity for milling stones than was previously held to be the case, and that
as a specialist tool these have been retained as part of the material cultural baggage up to the
present day (Devitt 1988 Latz 1995 Smith 1985).

2

One issue arising from the Aboriginal consultations was that the current senior custodians
are less than certain over the name of this site. Initial research carried out by the Aboriginal
Areas Protection Authority in 1984 identified the name Guludugudugu for the Helen Creek
site, which related to the engravings and the sandstone quarry (Dymock 1984). This name has
been used by the Authority since then, and is the name under which the site is listed on the
Register of National Estate held by the Australian Heritage Commission. The current
situation is that some of the custodians, including Peter Toprail, now the most knowledgeable
of custodians for the Milywaru tradition, state that the proper name for the site is Kurutiti.
There is no ready explanation for this apparent difference. It may be that with the death of
certain senior male custodians, detailed information as to the relationship of these two location
names has been lost. The senior current custodians of the site give the explanation that the old
man who spoke with John Dymock just 'got a little mixed up' and gave the wrong name.
These custodians currently use Kurutiti, and at their request it is this name by which the
location is referred to throughout the text.
This thesis is concemed with the production of sandstone artefacts, principally those
implements used in the milling of seed. On this issue, data was obtained from research carried
out at one particular site located on the Helen Sprmgs Pastoral Lease. This site is situated on
Helen Creek, within the Ashburton Range, on the edge of the Barkly Tablelands, within the
Northern Territory (Figure 1.1). Aboriginal people of this region know the site as Kurutiti
and it has specific spiritual associations (Dreaming), which in part is reflected in the physical
character of the location (discussed in Chapter 3). Detailed recordings of the archaeological
features of this site were carried out in conjunction with work pertaining to legislative
requirements under The Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989, and tied into contemporary
Aboriginal concerns about the sacred site (Mulvaney and Gunn 1995). The design of the
survey partly took cognisance of the Aboriginal custodians concerns as well as reflecting the
physiographic character of the location (see Chapter 4). At Kurutiti the evidence is that the
specialised grass milling implements were being produced, utilising sandstone that had
favourable bedding structure which facilitated the manufacture of large plate-like artefacts.
The sandstone obtained from this location was also used to produce several other specific
artefact forms (discussed in Chapter 5).
Quarrying technology associated with extraction of hard rock, of which sandstone belongs,
appears uniform and relatively unchanged across most of the world and from antiquity into
historic times (Rosenfeld 1965). It is generally held that until the advent of metal implements,
prehistoric populations targeted the loose scree and surface pebbles for the raw materials
required. It is only since Neolithic times, in Europe, north Africa and the Middle East, that
the extraction of blocks from bedrock by cutting separation trenches and using wedges
appears. In Australia, at the Helen Creek site, associated with a non-metal society, is clear

evidence of the same quarrying technology as has been recorded for sites through the ancient
world. 'What appears evident, is that in this region of Australia there existed (and still does) a
particular and abundant food resource which required the particular implements for seed
milling. In addition, there existed suitable stone which, when extracted and manufactured,
provided the means for exploitation of the grass-lands.
In addition to the exploitation of the local sandstone, non-local rocks have been transported
to the site. Some of the artefacts produced on this introduced stone are evidently associated
with the quarry technology, while others pertain to different activities taking place at Kurutiti
(see Chapter 6). The range of stone material reveals that both nearby and more distant
sources were utilised. Typological forms of these flaked stone artefacts and the nature of the
debitage indicates that most were reaching Kurutiti as preformed implements, suggesting that
not only were sandstone objects leaving the area, but that other artefacts were being brought
onto the site.
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Other activities beside the production and refurbishment of stone tools took place at the
site. Present in the area are nearly 2.000 engraved motifs, with over 300 additional
petroglyphs occurring on nearby sandstone outcrops (discussed in Chapter 7). In general style
and subject, they fit within the cultural class identified as the 'Panaramitee' (Edwards 1966;
Maynard 1979). 'Panaramitee' art is believed to date from before 12,000 years ago and is
suggested as an Australia wide phenomenon (Clegg 1992; Flood 1983; Franklin 1991; Layton
1992; Maynard 1979; Rosenfeld 1993). By identifying the spatial patterning and intra-site
variability, an attempt is made to resolve the temporal utilisation of Kurutiti (see Chapter 8).
Through the analysis of the data from Kurutiti it is intended to provide a fuller understanding
of the prehistoric industrial strategies developed in the selection and manufacture of sandstone
implements, that were fundamental in the subsistence package of the Aboriginal people of this
region.
The understanding of the quarrying and production of the artefacts must be pursued
primarily through a study of the quarry debris, but must involve an understanding of other
activities, in this case the system of use and transport of the other stone artefacts and the
creation of the petroglyphs. It is important to identify the social and economic principles
within which the production of the milling implements existed. Does this reflect an exchange
system operating which moved material in and out of Kurutiti, or was it that people utilised
the site coming from distant and different directions (discussed in Chapter 9)? One aspect that
is at issue is whether the technology of the production of the grindstones was simply
time/energy efficient mechanics or was there an element of socio-cultural influences which
required the hammer-dressing of the finished implement?
In historic times it is known that exchange transactions of artefacts occurred at ceremonial
gatherings in this region, and that identified persons had control of certain lithic resources
(Paton 1994; Spencer and Gillen 1904). Thomson (1949a: 53) concluded that "the ceremonial
accompaniment is the important fact,
Arnhemlander, relatively unimportant.

...

...

economic aspects of the transaction, is to the

shorn of the vital ceremonial, the transaction loses

much of its meanrng and interest". It is the ritual, the social intercourse and obligations that
are paramount. However, other researchers maintain that the economic necessities, the
commerce in resources, is the prime motivation in the exchange transactions (for example;
Berndt 195 la). Grindstones, as part of the material cultural baggage, were of economic
significance. People acquired and used such implements. The historical data does not indicate
that such artefacts were wrapped in protective coverings and remained in bundles forever
passing between exchange partners. In this regard the place of the Kurutiti quarry and the
milling stones produced are assessed (see Chapter 9).

5

It is through the specific study of the one site on Helen Creek, where a particular
technology was adopted in the exploitation of the sandstone formation, that the issues relating
to the pattern of production and utilisation withm the broader framework of the socio-cultural
system and of resource utilisation and subsistence risk minimisation can be assessed. Kurutiti
affords a rare opportunity for establishing some notion of the principles concerning
technological innovations and behavioural strategies by focusing on the specifics of a
singularly functional implement, the seed milling grindstone.

1.2

PATTERNS OF EXTRACTION

The basic premise of this research has been expressed by Torrence (1986: xi) who wrote that
although most emphasis has been placed on using the nature of the consumption as a
reflection of the type of exchange, the study of the acquisition of raw materials and production
of goods holds just as much potential". Hiatt (1982) regards Aboriginal Australian society as
one with the 'ethic of generosity', and that monopolisation of resources was extremely rare. It
is likely that this view reflects an anthropological misunderstanding of the role of material
culture in Aboriginal societies. Ethno-historic data suggests that within the Aboriginal
Australia context aspects of the social and political organisation functioned in restricting or
controlling the availability of resources (Dawson 1881; Howitt 1904; Roth 1897; Smyth
1876). Acquisition through exchange and specialised production were both common and
necessary. If people can not produce a desired item themselves, or no suitable raw material is
available locally, then either they must travel or they must exchange goods.

This

circumstance is documented for one of the major axe production quarries in Victoria, Kreffi
(1865: 366) stating that:
the greenstone, serpentine, or jade tomahawks used by the natives, were obtained
at Mount Macedon, and that a certain locality on the side of the mount had been
considered neutral ground by the neighbouring tribes, who went there for the
purpose of obtaining suitable material for their weapons.
Even when people have access to the source they may not necessarily be the producers of the
acquired items. In certain situations, the technology of production may itself be a limiting
factor. An examination of the available literature suggests that both social and technological
principles governed the form of production and acquisition. Some materials could be readily
obtained, while others required knowledge of the physical properties of a particular resource
to enable their extraction or production. It is also clear that social relationships between
groups and to the spiritual landscape were important considerations in what may be
accessible. The religious system of totemic beliefs and sacred sites may restrict access or
enhancing ascribed value to a particular resource.

131

To better understand what may have been the situation with the extraction and production
of the sandstone milling implements at Kurutiti a synthesis of the relevant literature is
provided. In this regard, several studies that have been carried out in relation to silcrete
quarries in the Elliott area, some 110 km north of Kurutiti, are relevant. Of note is that for
the historic period, elderly men recalled that only two individuals worked at one particular
quarry (Murgatroyd 1991: 47). Possibly this restrictive number of stone knappers is a
reflection of the decline in those people's proficiency, or with the desire to work stone.
Alternatively, it may be an indication for the control of production by a limited number of
people. This certainly was the situation with Billibillary's control of the Mount William
quarry during the mid 19 th century (Howitt 1904: 340-1). In the Elliott area, Mudburra and
Jingili men also recall that there is variation in the degree of ascribed power in the stone blades
(djaperi) from the different quarries (Murgatroyd 1991: 52). People distinguished between
blades from different quarries circulating within the exchange sphere. For example, Paton
(1994: 177) noted that individual naming of the blades from the various quarries within the
Elliott area occurred, and that people ascribed differing metaphysical properties to the stone
blades. Control of working the quarries or supplies of pre-flaked material were also regulated
by those under Aboriginal tradition recognised as the owners of the sites. Given the proximity
and cultural similarity of the Elliott and Helen Springs areas, it is reasonable to predict that
aspects of the access and production were broadly similarly at Kurutiti.
That within Aboriginal Australia major quarrying activities took place and not just the
opportune working of surface deposits is exemplified by the evidence at several ochre
quarries. Davidson (1952) provides some information on the exploitation of the well known
ochre quarry of Wi/ga mia, near Cue, in Western Australia. This is a soft stone source
primarily of red ochre, which was mined using a combination of open cut, chambers and
tunnelling following seams of coloured rock. It is estimated by Davidson (1952: 82) that
several thousand tons of rock have been removed. Material appears to have been extracted
with the aid of hand mauls (crude, unshaped stones) for battering away the rock and with
hammers in combination with short stick wedges. Much of the material thus obtained was
taken to the head of the northern slope where the large chunks were broken up (Davidson
1952: 84).
Within the northern part of South Australia, the Bookartoo (Parachilna) ochre quarry
situated in the hills comprised four narrow openings (tunnels) set 2.4-3.6 m apart into the soft
deposit (Masey 1882: 3). It is reported that ochre from various deposits in the general vicinity
were mixed together with water, and when dried made into large thick cakes weighing 22-28
kg, each with a slight indentation to fit comfortably on the head for carrying (Masey 1882: 3).
Natural mercury is present in the haematite deposit, the shininess that this produced gave this
ochre particular value to the Aboriginals. These cakes are reported to have been transported
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north as far as the headwaters of the Diamantina and Herbert Rivers. The heavy weight and
these long distances that the material was carried, suggests that sandstone milling implements
produced at Kurutiti could be transported comparable distances.
Major earthworks associated with material extraction are documented from other parts of
Australia. One of these, is a famous ochre source located in the ferruginous sandstone of
Toolumbunner, in north-central Tasmania. A recent study of the site identified a 35 m long
open cut trench with irregularly shaped sides (Sagona 1994: 60). The trench is up to 1.5 m
deep and narrows to half a metre wide, and may in parts have been tunnelled, although the
roof has subsequently collapsed. Working of the mine appears to have been by "cutting of the
ochre vertically in rough rectangular blocks, leaving in places the clear rectangular colunmar
matrix from which the blocks were taken" (Sagona 1994: 60). The blocks were further
reduced and ground into powder, down slope from the trenches and associated short tunnels.
Present at the site are numerous dolerite waterworn discoid pebbles, known as Ballywinne
stones, used in the grinding and fragmentation (crushing/bruising) of the ochre rock (Sagona
1994: 114).
In contrast to the open cut operation of Wilga rn/a and the slit trenches of Toolumbunner,
is the small ochre mine located within the Campell Ranges in Central Australia. These
workings consist of a narrow entrance into the quarried central chamber of approximately 9 m
by 12 m by 1 m, with a horizontal shaft 20 m by 5 rn by 1 m running north off the central
chamber and a smaller working on the south side of approximately 6 m by 6 m by 1 m
(Peterson and Lampert 1985: 2). The worked deposit is a relatively soft haematite seam
sitting between quartzite bedding. Stone choppers of naturally fractured blocks of quartzite
were used to hack at the ochre deposit. Quarried rock was taken outside, where mitial
reduction by pounding and grinding occurred. Discarding the low grade stuff, the processed
powder was taken to the nearby camp and made into ball by adding water. It was these
compact nodules of high quality ochre that were transported away from the area.
Peterson and Lamperts' (1985) study of the Campell Ranges quarry was done in the 1970s
and early 1980s, in company with Waripiri men, and although observations were made
concerning the archaeological objects present, it was largely an anthropological study.
Information relating to quarry and reduction technology, and artefacts for prehistoric sites is
found in the caves of south-eastern South Australia and on the Nullarbor. In these regions
many cave formations contain chert nodules which were extracted from the relatively soft
limestone walls. As with the Wi/ga rn/a evidence, fire hardened sticks appear to have been
used as wedges to extract the chert.
The evidence from one site, Gran Gran Cave, where an extensive seam of chert exists, is
that the stakes (wedges) were between 10-40 cm long, semi-circular in section and up to 25

mm wide. They were tapered at the end to a fairly blunt, symmetrical point (Bednarik 1992a:
Some of the stakes were up to 35 mm diameter and over 100 cm length, so it is
postulated that at least two people were required in this mining operation (Bednarik 1992a:
In other sites, where individual nodules were extracted, the limestone matrix was gouged
out from around the nodule prior to driving in a wedge to lift and separate the piece. At
Koonalda Cave, siliceous material in the floor was obtained by the excavation of small bellshaped pits. Within some pits mining tools were found, along with small and scattered
particles of charcoal interpreted as the remains of torches (Gallus 1971: 119).
In the extraction of rock, as discussed above, a variety of implements where used,
including stone and wooden wedges and stone mauls. A combination of techniques were
employed depending on the nature of the material and the structure of the deposit. Paton
(1994: 174) describes quartzite (actually silcrete) cobbles and boulders being excavated with
digging sticks from the soil and heaped with wood, then fired. If the boulders were too large
to remove from the substrate, then the fire would be set to shatter or produce spalling.
Working of the fire fractured rock occurred on site, with a selection of the knapped blades
being taken away, while others were left at the quarry or cached on site (Paton 1994: 175).
A similar situation was observed at the Ngiliipidgi silcrete quarry of Eastern Arnhem
Land, where stone knives, fighting picks and spear heads are produced and circulate within a
vast exchange network. Thomson (1949b: 55) commented that 'the stone is not quarried from
a face of rock as I had expected, but from the open ground where a big overburden of earth
had been removed to expose boulders which were levered out, or fractured by the use of fire,
into pieces that could be handled".
The above studies relate either to soft rock or stone with conchoidal fracturing properties,
with only a few of the prehistoric sandstone quarries having been investigated within
Australia. These have focused more on the distribution of the material, with only limited
inquiries into mining technology. In Central Australia and the Lake Eyre Basin, quarries are
located within sandstone and quartzite outcrops. These may be small opportunistically
exploited outcrops or major quarries showing extensive removal and working of material. As
part of on-going research, detailed surveys of a number of sandstone quarries were undertaken
in the Flinders Ranges, South Australia (McBryde 1991). A complex of worked sandstone
exposures stretch along a ridgeline for two kilometres in the vicinity of Reaphook Hill. These
are based on outcrops of tabular sandstone, the formation is pocked with circular and oval pits
where the strata have been broken and levered out (McBryde 1991: 16). Where pavements of
rock were exploited, fire was used to break the surface. Larger slabs were roughly reduced to
rectangular shape, then further reduced in thickness by use of stone wedges, splitting the rock
along the bedding planes. Subsequently the margins were flaked to produce a curved oval

form to the implement. It appears that access to these quarries was controlled by the local
groups, outsiders who travelled to them had to negotiate for the stone (McBryde 1991: 16).
Near Innamincka, the sandstone occurs in deep beds. Fire was probably employed to break
the rock, then the large blocks were dug out, leaving large, deep mining pits. Reduction of
these blocks by bi-directional removal of large flakes was followed by further shaping by
hammer-dressing (McBryde 1991: 17).
As indicated by these few studies into Aboriginal quarrying activities, it is clear that
certain technologies were employed in the past and that these were adapted to the specific
physical character of the resource being targeted (hard or soft rock). Evident also, is that
prehistoric Aboriginal societies were capable of mining vast amounts of material. This
current study of the Kurutiti sandstone outcrop expands on the knowledge of quarrying
methods of sedimentary rocks. From the limited number of investigations into sandstone
extraction, it is evident that specific reduction technology was employed at Kurutiti (discussed
in Chapter 5).

1.3

BARKLY TABLELANDS REGION
ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES

To comprehend the position that Kurutiti had within the prehistoric society of the area it is
necessary to develop an understanding of the regional archaeological context. Unfortunately,
no systematic recording of archaeological sites had been undertaken in the general area of
Helen Springs prior to the commencement of the work which forms part of the matter
contained within this thesis. Staff of the Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory
have conducted some site location work, most of these with only superficial documentation
(Smith 1981; Smith and Cundy 1985a). It is clear from these records that quarries and
'workshops' comprise the bulk of the sites on the museum register. Several petroglyph sites
were visited during their field trips, including the site of Nyanya near the homestead of Helen
Springs Pastoral Lease. To the north of Helen Springs, associated with the Elliott/Newcastle
Waters area, more intense field documentation and excavations have been conducted (Smith
1986a; Murgatroyd 1991; Paton 1994). Excavations have been conducted on the beach ridges
of Lake Woods, that uncovered material associated with camping and other domestic activities
(Smith 1986a).
An archaeological study was undertaken in 1990 as part of the environmental impact
investigation in regard to a proposed Optical Fibre cable running beside the Stuart Highway
(Lance 1990). The strategy adopted for that survey was selective sampling, based partly on
the proposed location of the regeneration stations. A number of extensive, high density
artefact scatters were located adjacent to major water courses. Variation in composition of
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lithologies between sites reflected the proximity to locally available stone sources. Subsequent
salvage carried out at a number of the sites did not produce any significant change to the
perceived pattern of the archaeology through this region (Coates 1991). During this same
period, a report was being prepared in association with the WampayalAnthony Lagoon
Aboriginal Land Claim. Collections of artefacts have been made from a number of sacred
sites within the claim area, located 150 km north-east of Kurutiti. These artefacts were
inspected and the collection areas revisited along with other sites within the general location
(Mulvaney and Pickering 1991). Sandstone milling implement fragments and more complete
pieces were a prominent feature of these sites. In addition, dolerite axes were present, a rock
that does not occur in the area.
Two university studies have been undertaken in areas to the north of Kurutiti, in the
general region of Elliott (Murgatroyd 1991 Paton 1994). These have focused on the
production and acquisition of silcrete artefacts, documenting the numerous quarries and ethnohistorical aspects of the status and function within the Aboriginal society of these artefacts.
The first recorded information pertaining to the silcrete quarries was conducted by Spencer
and Gillen (1904: 641) with their observations at the Renner Springs quarry, located 20 km
north of Kurutiti. Paton (1994) spent some considerable time over a few years resident within
the Aboriginal community of Elliott, observing and participating in their social activities,
including ceremonial gatherings at which exchange of gifts was a part.
Excavations were conducted in 1985 to investigate evidence for the possible Pleistocene
occupation of Lake Woods (Smith 1986a). Revealing artefacts in-situ in the ancient dune
sediments, although typologically relating to assemblages of less than 6,000 years old (Smith
1986a: 60). Two trenches (3 in by 3 m) were excavated in an area on the ancient beach ridge
near the access point of Newcastle Creek. Interpretation of the stratigraphy is that a layer of
lacustrine sediments is overlain by alluvium and beach sand, which in turn is overlain by
strand-line sediments containing beach gravel and with evidence of human occupation (Smith
1986a: 65). The assemblage is one containing points (chiefly bifacial), ad.zes and seed
grinding implements, retouched flakes and blades, and few relatively small cores. Raw
material primarily consists of silcrete and a burgundy chert, with smaller quantities of Barkly
Tablelands banded chert, chalcedonic chert and a more granular quartzite (actually silcrete).
Of the sandstone artefacts recovered, one small fragment shows a hammer-dressed edge and
part of a well ground surface (Smith 1986a: 68). One difference between the excavated
deposits and those recorded on the surface is that of the increased presence of banded chert,
locally known as ribbonstone, although the term Barkly Tablelands banded chert is used in
this thesis as it more correctly identifies the lithology.
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From these limited investigations it is evident that there exists area specific stone materials,
which can adequately provide for the local needs and range of artefact forms. To a reasonable
extent the local availability is reflected in the relative percentages of these rock types found on
the sites. However, the general pattern is for material from other areas to be present on sites
and that specific stone types are utilised for particular tools. Although in some cases, as with
the dolerite axes out on the Barkly Tablelands, there are no local substitutes. To what extent
the quarry site of Kurutiti fits into this regional pattern is investigated through a study of the
flaked stone artefacts at the site (see Chapter 6). Of particular interest is what if any influence
might the activities associated with the grindstone production have on other activities at the
site, and if these are recognisable in the pattern of flaked stone artefacts at the site.
As discussed above, there have been few studies into the technology of quarrying within
Aboriginal Australia. Those that did look into the issue tend to focus on the fine grained and
cryptocrystalline rocks, that have been shaped utilising a flake percussion technology. It has
been the production of blades and bifacially flaked axe blanks that have received the majority
of attention. For example, Spencer and Gillen (1904: 641) observed at the silcrete quarry of
Renner Springs in 1901; "the ground is strewn with numberless discarded flakes, which are
struck off in scores from lumps of quartzite which have weathered off from the desert
sandstone capping of the hill". Aboriginals worked suitably sized lumps of stone which
possessed a level platform. Placing these on the ground, they would strike off flakes round the
margin producing the desired blades. Renner Springs is only twenty kilometres north of the
Helen Springs site, yet they and other visitors to the area did not record the production of
grinding stones. That the production of grindstones might be linked to the known exchange
system of which the blades from Renner Springs is part is investigated (see Chapter 9).
Certainly a review of research pertaining to Aboriginal quarrying, indicates a number of
similarities regardless of the type of rock being targeted. In the initial stage, the isolation and
separation of the desired material was achieved through the use of digging sticks, wedges and
pounders. Reduction of the quarried material, in-situ or removed to a nearby locality,
involved hammerstones or other implements in processing of the product to reduce extraneous
material and cutting back on weight, especially if the items were to be transported any
distance away from the quarry. A majority of the studies also indicate that ownership, if not
the actual working of the quarry was vested in a select group of individuals. It is in this
context that the evidence from Kurutiti is assessed. In examining a site that has large amounts
of quarry debris and suggestions of involvement in a regional ceremonial system, it is intended
to identify the evidence for production and its relationship to exchange. Contemporary
Aboriginal beliefs concerning the mythology of the site may enhance archaeological
interpretations, and indicate possible mechanisms and directions of movement of the sandstone
artefacts.
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CHAPTER

Two

THE STUDY AREA

2.1

INTRODUCTION

After crossing another patch of spinifex and another plain, we
came to a Government cattle dip. Then six miles of good open
country, to some stony creeks and hills, and a short run of spinifex
and more plain country. Then down a wide, open valley carrying
good feed, to the black-soil plain
A mile farther on is Helen
Springs station, with its old-fashioned homestead. Coolness and
comfort, in its most homely and simple from, greet the stranger
here (Hall 1938: 26-7).
...

John McDouall Stuart was the first European to describe the area, passing through on his way
from South Australia to the north coast of the continent in 1861 and 1862. Water was
evidently a prime concern of his exploration party, with their camps generally situated at
waterholes on the various creeks flowing west out of the Ashburton Range. Stuart (1865:
279-280) commented on the Ashburton Range, which he named after Lord Ashburton
(President of the Royal Geographical Society), as follows:
disappointed in its height, from the plain it appears higher than it really is.
Ashburton Range is composed of sandstone and ironstone, granite, and a little
quartz; it is very rough and broken. Native tracks about here.
In some places the density and coarseness of vegetation flanking the Ashburton Range made
travel difficult for the Stuart party, forcing the retracing of their tracks on a number of
occasions in their push to the north coast. Although Stuart's party ranged extensively in their
endeavour to get through the rugged terrain, dense scrub and hostile country, there is no
mention of locating either the sandstone quarry or seeing any petroglyphs.
To understand the functioning systems and the nature of those who created the
archaeological landscape, a notion of the environment, both present and past, is essential. The
site lies within the periphery of both the sub-tropical and semi-arid zones of Australia, at
latitude 18° 27' South and longitude 133° 52' East. It is located within the north north-west
trending Ashburton Range, with the distinct geomorphic regions of the Tanami Desert to the
west, and the Barkly Tablelands to the east (Figure 1.1). The site is bisected by the bitumensealed Stuart Highway, which is the main vehicle link between Darwin and Alice Springs and
the eastern and southern states. Adjacent to Kurutili is the main access road into the pastoral
lease of Helen Springs. The town of Elliott is 110 km to the north of the site, and the larger
town of Tennant Creek lies 140 km to the south.
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Within the Barkly Tablelands region, with its climatic and food resource extremes and
fluctuations, Aboriginal people lived and developed their culture and social organisation. A
rather bleak picture of the Aboriginals of this part was painted by the early European visitors,
perhaps deterred by the harsh and unfamiliar environment. One explorer described the region
as "the most barren and hungry part of Australia" (Favenc 1906: 8). The writer went on to
quote (or misquote) Spencer and Gillen, as speaking of the locals as the most fiendish looking
natives they met. They are described as "a dwarfed race of niggers of ape variety, with
deformed and twisted bodies, and a lean and starved appearance worthy of the country in
which they live". This is in contrast to the observations of Ashwin (1932) and Stuart (1865)
who both conm-ient on the fine physical character of the Aboriginals they encountered in the
area north of Tennant Creek. Ashwin (1932: 62-4) also recalls upwards of two hundred
individuals tracking their party of travellers, and an encampment within the Ashburton Range
comprising some fifty shelters within a brush-wood fenced enclosure as some 200 yards (183
m) across. It may be idiosyncratic cultural biases expressed in these views, but having
personally witnessed the change in the landscape from season to season, what these historic
observations probably reflect are the great fluctuations in environmental conditions that
characterise this area. To an extent the nature of the environmental conditions influence and
are reflected in the pattern of human development and utilisation.

2.2

PALAEOCLIMATE

It is not only in historic times that the extremes of environment have been influential, in fact
throughout the Pleistocene significant variation has occurred. Although studies specific to this
region of the Northern Territory are limited, nonetheless the evidence for the magnitude and
extent of changes in the hydrological regime is dramatic. Two periods of extreme divergence
from the present situation are evident, those of the last glacial maximum about 18,000 BP
(Before Present) and again between 3 0-40,000 BP (Jones and Bowler 1980: 8). In this earlier
period many large and permanent waterbodies existed in areas where none occur today. The
Willandra Lakes system of western New South Wales is one example. In the north, evidence
from Lake Woods, west of Elliott and from Lake Gregory, south of Halls Creek in Western
Australia, indicate that this increased surface water was an Australia wide phenomenon. The
extent of the ancient shorelines exceed ten times the size of the present waterbodies (Jones and
Bowler 1980: 9). This was a period of higher precipitation to evaporation, possibly
supporting a more dense and diverse biota.
In contrast, by 18,000 BP there was a period of dry lakes with mobile dune formation.
The savanna conditions which prevail today would have progressed northward, leaving much
of the Barkly Tablelands and the Ashburton Range within a semi-desert regime of greatly
intensified aridity. Today there exists in the undulating sand country to the south of the
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Barkly Tablelands completely vegetated longitudinal dune ridges. This attests to the former
extension of desert conditions, and the greater aridity prevailing over the Barkly Tablelands.
The interior experienced lower temperatures and precipitation, with increased evaporation and
seasonality, resulting in decreased vegetation cover which enabled the mobilisation and
construction of sand dunes.
The Barkly Tablelands, including the Ashburton Range and the Tanami Desert to the west
is a region of unco-ordinated drainage (Mabbutt 1971). As such, even when periods of higher
frequency precipitation bring increased run off, the duration and reliability of surface water
within this part of Australia would alter little. Unlike the co-ordinated drainage of the
Diamantina and Cooper Creek systems which enabled improved retention of water, the
catchment and storage of water is confined to the rockholes, a few rock pools and the
ephemeral flood-out lakes. In effect this region more rapidly fluctuates with changes in the
palaeoclimate. It is less probable that the Barkly Tablelands or the adjacent hills of the
Ashburton or Whittington Range would provide the refuge supporting ancient populations, as
envisaged for places within and Australia (see Veth 1989, 1995 Smith 1989a, 1993). During
the last glacial maxima the Barkly Tablelands region evidenced the retraction of surface
drainage associated with the limited and more restricted precipitation and resultant decreased
run-off. Evidence from the dune fields indicates that the last major development period
occurred between 13-25,000 BP, with minor dune accumulation in the last 3,000 years
(Wasson 1984). Veth (1989: 14) argues that evidence supports the notion that in the northwest of Australia at least, climatic conditions did not ameliorate until approximately 7,000
BP.
What the situation was within the Barkly Tablelands region during the earlier lacustral
phase is less certain. No archaeological studies show that any human population was present
prior to the last glacial maxima. Although Bowler reports finding in 1967 artefacts associated
with one of the ancient strand-lines of mega-lake Woods, suggesting the presence of people
here some 25,000 BP (Jones and Bowler 1980: 12), the only excavation of stratigraphic
deposits occurred at Lake Woods, and the accumulation of cultural material dates only to the
Holocene (Smith 1986a). Nevertheless, it is clear that during a period spaning tens of
millennia, Lake Woods was a body of water much expanded and more stable than subsequent
conditions. It is estimated that the mega-lake Woods covered an area of some 5,470 km2 and
has been up to 6-10 in deep, whereas the current lake ranges from 100-420 km2 (Smith 1986a:
60). The lacustrine phase resulted from increased yearly rains and associated greater run-off,
with transverse shoreline ridges formed as the expanded lake developed. Dating of ostracods
(limnic fauna) in lake floor deposits which underlie longitudinal dunes provided an age of
22,600 BP (Bowler 1983: 5), providing a minimum estimate for the expanded lacustral
episode. In comparison to today's situation, it is estimated that the conditions required to
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form and sustain the mega-lake meant a climatic change by a factor of 50, necessitating a
large increase in the absolute precipitation (Bowler 1983: 5).
With the contraction of the water both following the expanded lacustral episode the
longitudinal dunes formed, many transgressed across previous drainage lines and onto the now
exposed lake floor. The conditions which prevailed during the dune mobilisation phase are the
result of high velocity winds as well as a drop in the ambient temperature. Increased wind
speeds mean evaporation and transpiration from plants is greater and, over a period,
vegetation cover would presumably decrease. Sand mobilisation to the degree evidenced
during the glacial episode would require a minimum increase in windiness by 20-30 %
(Bowler and Wasson 1984: 202). An increase in water and soil salinity is also associated with
the period of lake drying. This was a period of low humidity, long dry episodes, high wind
speeds and high summer radiant energy. Certainly, during the late Pleistocene conditions in
the Barkly Tablelands region would have been harsh, with high winds, lack of surface water
and sparse vegetation cover.

2.3

CLIMATE CONDITIONS TODAY

What we find today is that the region in which the site Kurutiti lies is within the southern
limits of monsoonal influence. The monsoon is characterised by a distinctive wet season from
December to March. Early storms and winter rains may occur outside this period of wet
tropical conditions. The average annual rainfall for the area is in the order of 340 mm, with
slight regional variation. During the period 1950-65, at Helen Springs the average was 13
inches (330 mm), at Banka Banka (to the south) 11V2 inches (292 mm), and at Renner Springs
(north) about 14 inches (355 mm) per annum (Randal and Brown 1969: 4). This region falls
within the margins of the sub-tropical and semi-arid zones. Surface water is temporary and
sparse due to the seasonal and unreliable nature of the rainfall. There are no perennial
streams, and the few permanent and semi-permanent waterholes are on the larger creeks
flowing out of the Ashburton Range. This pattern is repeated out on the Barkly Tablelands
where the few reliable waterholes are situated along the incised water courses. A similar
situation exists to the north in the Newcastle Waters and Elliott area. Lake Woods, 70 km to
the north of Kurutiti, is the largest body of permanent water in the region, although at times
even this is reduced to a few boggy waterholes. Several named lakes occur out on the Barkly
Tablelands (Figure 2.1), although these also may be much reduced in extent during periods of
low rainfall.
Droughts and extended periods of below average rainfall are frequent in this region. For
example, between 1896 and 1955 a total of nineteen years of drought has been experienced.
One of the most severe drought episodes was in 1951 1952, when over 10,000 head of stock
-

died on Helen Springs Station alone (Randal 1973: 31). Early in 1895 the South Australian
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Government Geologist, H. L. Brown visited Helen Springs homestead during his trip
southward along the telegraph line. His task was to describe the geology of the country he
traversed, and report on the mineral potential of the region. While based at Renner Springs,
before visiting Helen Springs, Brown (1895: 22-27) made a rather boggy and flood prone
excursion out across the Barkly Tablelands as far as Alexandria Downs Station.
Unfortunately he comments more on the amount of water than on the geology. When at Helen
Springs homestead, Brown inspected the general location, and provided comments on the
station's domestic source of water,"The spring has every appearance of being permanent, and
this is indicated by a deposit of travertine limestone in the immediate neighbourhood" (Brown
1895: 27). Although it is probable that Brown also investigated the sandstone outcrops in the
vicinity of the Helen Springs homestead, he made no comment on any geological findings, nor
is there mention on having seen any engravings.

2.4

GEOLOGY

The earliest formations recorded for this area are the Lower Proterozoic Tomkinson Creek
Beds. These are a sequence mainly of sandstone and siltstone, deposited from shallow seas
and extensive tidal flats. There is evidence of four structurally distinct strata, lying in
unconformity resulting from some folding, uplift, erosion, and subsidence renewing the
process of deposition. Within this association of bedded quartz sandstone, which ranges from
siltstone to conglomerate, are found chert and limestone, as well as leached carbonate rocks.
The chert is derived from the alteration of carbonated rocks, and occurs extensively southwest of Banka Banka homestead (Randal 1973: 15). A partly transgrcssive dolerite sill is
within the Tomkinson Creek Beds. This intrusion has been traced for over 48 km from Burke
Creek (west of the site) northward to near Ferguson Creek (Randal and Brown 1969: 10).
The sandstones of the Tomkinson Creek Beds are cemented by siliceous or argillaceous
material (clays), and are tough and extremely hard (Randal 1973: 15). They exhibit a
moderate degree of sorting in grain size, and in some instances ancient ripple marks are
preserved. Major folding and faulting of the Tomkinson Creek Beds occurred toward the end
of the Lower Proterozoic period. It is these ancient sandstone beds that dominate the
physiography of Kurutiti.
Helen Springs Volcanics were formed during the Lower Cambrian. These consist mainly
of tholeiitic basalt, a type of basalt consisting of basic plagioclase with quartz-alkali feldspar
intergrowths. There is an unconformity between the volcanic basalts that overlie the folded
Tomkinson Creek Beds. A wavy laminated chert formed in this period, probably from an
interbed in the volcanics, and occurs with silicified basalt and quartz crystals in surface rubble
on the western side of the Ashburton Range between Gleeson Creek and Powell Creek (Randal
and Brown 1969: 11). This is some 40 km north-west of the site. Another potential source
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for stone artefacts is provided by the cherts found out on the Barkly Tablelands, these being
an inorganic coagulated silica, displaying convoluted slump-roll structure, giving the
characteristic banding effect (Opik 1957: 264).
These Helen Springs Volcanics are overlain by a disconformity of the Lower Middle
Cambrian, known as the Gum Ridge Formation. These beds have been extensively altered and
lateritized, and most surface exposures consist of fossiliferous chert, silicified shale, sandstone
and altered carbonate rocks. The Anthony Lagoon Beds of the Middle Cambrian period are
similar in formation and occur out to the east, on the Barkly Tablelands. This unit outcrops
as isolated boulders, pavements and rubbly rises, and consists of carbonate rocks, sandstone,
chert and silicified limestone, and may also provide source material for artefacts found at
Kurutiti and nearby areas.
The Mullaman Beds of the Lower Cretaceous period comprise non-marine sediments,
mainly sandstone, including a silica-cemented quartz sandstone. Subsequently, marine
siltstone and claystone where laid down. Isolated pockets of these Mesozoic rocks have been
mapped in the Ashburton and Whittington Ranges, and were originally deposited in the broad
erosion valleys etched into the softer rocks of the earlier era. Minor occurrences of siliceous
crust, silcrete, are present on the low rises and prominent ridges of the Tomkinson Creek
Beds, and probably formed during the late Cretaceous to Eocene periods (Kennewell and
Huleatt 1980: 23).
It is estimated that the sandstone beds are in the order of 10 in thickness, although it is
noted that the basal sediments of sandstones of the Tomkinson Creek Beds vary considerably,
from approximately 2 cm to a maximum of about 12 in. It is the thicker bed, like that
assumed for Kurutiti, that is composed of the red-brown to buff coloured cross-bedded
sandstone. An anonymous report held by the Not-them Territory Museum, Archaeology
Section, states that thin section analysis of deposits located roughly 6 km south-east of Helen
Springs homestead shows that the clasts (c. 0.4 mm grain size) form the coarse-grained
laminae and are well sorted and highly rounded. The deposit is composed predominantly of
quartz grains which are fairly closely packed and possess moderate to high sphericities
(roundness).
Sand and sandy soils have formed in the more recent Cainozoic Era, derived mainly from
the Tomkinson Creek Beds. These occur on the flanks of the Ashburton Range and in the
valleys within. These are mainly colluvial deposits, but some transportation by wind and
streams is probable. Out on the grassy plains of the Barkly Tablelands are the black soils
formed by colluvial as well alluvial deposition, derived from the Cambrian, Lower Cretaceous
and more recent Tertiary rocks.
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2.5

GEOMORPHOLOGY

Despite the paucity of reliable surface water, there are a number of small springs that flow
more or less continually, the most significant of which are the three near the Reimer Springs
Roadhouse. These are situated on the flanks of a low rise of quartzitic sandstone in the same
location as the major blade quarries. Other notable springs occur in the vicinity of the old
Powell Creek Telegraph Station (Powell Creek homestead) and on Gleeson Creek, 15 km to
the south-west of the homestead. It is reported that there was once a permanent waterhole
near the current location of Helen Springs homestead. However, this has silted up and now
retains water for only a few months after good rains (Tuxworth 1992: 5). These and other
major springs in the region have important mythological associations and their locations are
well known to the present day Aboriginals of the region. There are a number of smaller, less
reliable springs throughout the Ashburton Range and one of these, on Carruthers Creek, was
noted by Stuart (1865: 276). The availability of water was therefore an important factor
influencing the settlement patterns of the pre-contact occupation. Both Dreaming traditions
and archaeological material largely reflect the distribution of water reserves.
The Ashburton Range and the Whittington Range to the south, are composed mainly of
resistant silica-cemented sandstones of the folded Tomkinson Creek Beds (Pre Cambrian age)
forming strike ridges and plateaus. These remnant hills rise up to 90 metres above the
surrounding sandy plains. The less resilient beds are eroded into valleys, and exposed within
some of these are Palaeozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks, and Lower Cretaceous
sediments (Randal and Brown 1969: 5). These petrological groups supply a number of lithics
suitable for artefact manufacture (see Chapter 6.2).
Non-perennial streams draining the ranges mostly terminate in flood-outs in the sand plains
bordering the ranges, but some continue further and terminate in large temporary swamps.
Here, where these streams disgorge their load of silt, sand, and gravel, vegetation growth is
more marked than out on the sand plains proper. The streams and creeks are lined by lusher
vegetation than adjacent areas, with large eucalypts growing along the banks affording a
haven for birds and the smaller animals.
To the west of the Ashburton Range stretches the Tanami Desert, where landforms are
typical of an and environment (Kennewell 1977: 2). These comprise extensive sand plains
and dune fields, interspersed by low rises covered by lateritic gravel, often surrounded by
pediments consisting of clayey sand with a few pebbles of the same lithology as the bedrock
exposed on the adjoining rises. Small salt lakes and claypans occur throughout the area in the
poorly drained depressions. Spinifex and sparse small shrubs cover the sandy soils, with an
increase in scrub density associated with the better soils of the laterite ridges and short
drainage channels.
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The country to the east of the Ashburton Range forms part of the extensive region known
as the Barkly Tablelands. Here extensive areas of heavy grey pedocalcic soils (black soils)
support the Mitchell and Flinders grasses so characteristic of the tablelands and which are the
mainstay of the cattle industry. In the dry season, these same black soils contract forming
large cracks and creating a crazy paving effect, that makes it as uncomfortable to traverse
now with modem vehicles, as it was for Baldwin Spencer and his party back at the tum of the
century

"..

with the continual risk of a horse suddenly falling headlong as the result of

slipping its foot into a great crack" (Spencer and Gillen 1904: 8). Extensive open grassy
plains are cut by widely-spaced non-perennial water courses that drain into shallow swamps
and lakes. These drainage channels are wooded, with some courses supporting large
eucalypts. Following good wet season rains these water courses and lakes fill, providing
homes for an abundance of wildlife including large flocks of water fowl. The surrounding
grass plains support a myriad of reptiles, marsupials and birds, all responding to the improved
conditions created by the rains. As observed in the 1880s "the principle rivers and creeks are
the Buchanan, Playford, Brunette and Cresswell Creek, running into the centre of this great
plateau and forming a vast area of lakes and swamps. Every known water fowl in Australia
nests and migrates as the lakes go dry" (Traine n.d., p. 13).
2.6

VEGETATION

Much of the information contained within this section of the thesis is derived from the relevant
sections of the explanatory notes which accompany the vegetation survey map sheets dealing
with the Northern Territory (Wilson et al 1993).
The floral community of the Helen Springs area of the Ashburton Range is characterised
by low open-woodland dominated by Eucalyptus dichromophloia (Variable-barked
Bloodwood) with Triodia pun gens (Soft Spinifex) hummock grassland understorey. These
are interspersed by a variety of eucalypts which may occur as co-dominants dependant on the
localised drainage, the character of the soils (shallow sands and lateritic gravels) and slope
formation. Other open-woodland trees are Eucalyptus leucophloia (Snappy Gum) E.
odontocarpa (Sturt Creek Mallee) E. terminalis (Bloodwood) and E. pruinosa (Silver Box).
Acacias, probably A. lycopodiifolia, are present as extensive belts or as individual shrubs
scattered through the eucalypt open-woodland. Hakea chordophylla (Bull Hakea) as well as
other acacia and grevillea species occur in a similar vegetation association with the eucalypts.
Associated with the red earthy sandy soils of the Tanami Desert to the west is the Triodia.
pungens and T. schinzii (Curly Spinifex) hummock grassland with acacia tall sparseshrubland overstorey. Eucalyptus opaca (Bloodwood) low open-woodland occupies areas
within the northern Tanami Desert, and on the elevated, gently undulating peneplain to the
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south of the Barkly Tablelands. The Barkly Tablelands are characterised by Chrysopogon
fallax (Golden Beard Grass), Dichanthium feundum (Blue Grass) grassland and Astrebla
pectinata (Barley Mitchell Grass) grassland which predominate on the open plains of the
heavy grey to black cracking clays. There is often a complex mosaic with other vegetation
communities, although many areas are treeless.

Eucalyptus microtheca (Coolabah) and

Excoecaria parvifolia (Gutta-percha) fringe the drainage lines within the grasslands and may
occur as low woodland stands in less well drained areas.

Chenopodium auricomum

(Bluebush) dominates the drainage depressions and swamps are subject to shallow seasonal or
periodic inundation.

2.7

PHYSIOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES

No cheerful note of bird in leafy bower;
No glistening water dancing in the light;
No dewdrop trembling on some modest flower;
No early cock to crow farewell to night;
Only a greater stillness in the air;
Only hot puffs of desert-wafted wind
Only slow fading of the wakeful stars
And a flush faintly breaking in the east
All the wide plain, that 'neath a waning moon
Had dinily circled us, grew into view;
With a blue haze hung on its furthest bound,
And then once more the wrathful sun.
(The Queenslander, December 21, 1878)
-

As much as the Barkly Tablelands appeared bleak and parched to this newspaper
correspondent many people were inhabiting this region. Nevertheless, availability of water is
fundamental in the organisation and pattern of Aboriginal society within Australia, especially
in this northern region of poorly watered and superficially defined drainage. Vegetation
diversity and species dominants within this region are important in providing habitat and food
for the range of fauna. Both fauna and flora abundance oscillates under the changing climatic
systems, with some areas like the well watered creeks providing habitat refuge for animals and
a predictable food resource for people, confirming the observation made by Spencer and
Gillen (1904: 9) that "In these parts, except in very dry seasons, the natives have no difficulty
in regard to food supply". An earlier European visitor to the region observed at one camp at
Corella Lagoon, on Brunette Downs Station, that "large piles of mussels the principle article
-

of food were stacked in the camp" and at another camp were the head and bones of pelicans
-

(Favenc 1879: 619, 683).
Geological and geomorphological patterns of the Ashburton Range have produced diverse
sources of rock. Stone suitable for manufacture into various implements is available as
exposures of bedrock and as surface occurrences of redeposited pebbles. The abundance and
range of suitable stone sources to an extent have influenced the character of archaeology in
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this region. This is often reflected in the Aboriginal mythology of the area (see Chapter 3).
Eastern and western sides of the Ashburton Range differ, the approach from the Barkly
Tablelands is a gentle rise, while the opposite side is rugged and dissected by gullies and
breakaways. As described by Favenc (1879: 812) 'on the eastern side it is a long gradual rise
without a watercourse or gully intersecting it; on the western side it is broken, and has many
creeks, which are all lost as soon as they reach the level country".
Although a region of uncoordinated drainage systems, there nonetheless are numerous
perennial channels and semi-permanent springs within the Ashburton Range, with Lake
Woods to the north and the vast annual swamps and the various semi-permanent lakes that
occur out on the Barkly Tablelands (Figure 2.1). These provide an important and diverse
resource base and remain as significant sources of water for people. In times of prolonged
drought these would have afforded vital habitat refuges. Traine (n.d., p. 20) noted that
Corella Waterhole was by far the biggest surface catchment on the Barkly Tablelands and that
during one visit, upwards of one hundred individuals were camped at the location. During
Favenc's (1879: 620) visit he recorded several hundred people in one camp on Corella,
surmising that in part of this group were people who had trailed them from Brunette
Waterhole.
The changing nature of this region is exemplified by the accounts given as witnessed
during two of the droving/exploring trips which crossed the Barkly Tablelands last century.
Favenc (1879: 747) described the area round Anthony lagoon as "the country for five or six
miles quite inundated, the storm the night before having been very heavy in places". Some ten
years later as a writer to the same newspaper, and penning himself as H7H, he states that "today the tableland in the vicinity of Anthony's Lagoon is a howling, barren waste, cracked and
rent in the glare of the sun" (Favenc 1906: 8). So dependant on rains is this area that a
patchwork of storm revived country and parched lands exist. Favenc (1879: 747) provides a
vivid and heart felt description of this quality of the Barkly Tablelands:
it seems scarcely credible that I had left a creek with every hole full of water, and
richly grassed downs country on both sides, only a few hours before; for on
every side of me was nothing but withered bushes and the parched hot white
ground: barrenness, and desolation.
Several inferences may be drawn from the pa!aeoclimatic evidence and that of the
conditions prevailing in more recent times. One is that it is unlikely that the region could have
sustained a large population during the Pleistocene. It is possible that the Ashburton, with its
protected valleys and springs, may have provided an area of habitat suitability. However,
without reliable rains and diminished surface water, the remainder of this region would not
have been hospitable. Even the margins of Lake Woods appear to be devoid of Pleistocene
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archaeological deposits. Although it must be stressed that only limited research has been
conducted in this area (see Chapter 1.3), it is probable that the pattern of archaeology of the
Barkly Tablelands relates to the Holocene, as certainly dense occupation of the region during
the Pleistocene is unlikely. Another feature of the Barkly Tablelands is that of the uneven
distribution of materials (rock and wood) required in the tool kit of people utilising the region.
This aspect, coupled with the spatial and temporal variability of food and water resources,
necessitated that people could move around the landscape and that they had access to the
resources required, whether directly or through some form of transfer. To an extent, the
documented pattern of Barkly Tablelands Aboriginal mythology and their social system allows
for this. It is therefore important, for an insight into what may have been the situation in
antiquity, to better understand the current anthropological order.
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CHAPTER THREE

IF T H N 0

3.1

A NT H R 0 P 0 L 0 G Y

CUSTODIANS AND TRADITIONAL OWNERSHIP

They bin coming up all the way now Well him bin keeping all
the way through longa Beetaloo, right through Kundularra. From
Kundularra they bin coming this way now, different snakes in the
Aboriginal side
All the way now right up to Helen Springs,
Nyanya. Well they bin change him name there
They bin
coming and they bin dancing there, they bin coming on different
business now
Thats way they bin travelling now all the way,
right they bin swing around they can change their name now,
this way now, longa west (Peter Toprail 10/10/93).
Aboriginal society in the central Northern Territory region remains coherent and much of the
traditional cultural and social aspects are retained. It is evident that although there has been
adjustment brought on by the coming into the region of Europeans, knowledge and practises
still exist that may provide avenues of explanation into the prehistoric social and cultural
systems. Aboriginal people hold the belief that the travelling Dreamings, in addition to
forming features within the landscape, alter their language, and may even change their form,
as they move across 'tribal' boundaries. This is certainly the view held in regard to the
Dreaming associated with the Helen Springs sandstone quarry.
This site, Kurutiti lies within the country identified by present day Aborigmals as that
associated with the Warlmanpa language group (Figure 3.1). In the past, this area appears to
have been traditionally regarded as Warumungu, as Spencer and Gillen (1904: 7) make the
comment that "Renner's Springs form approximately the northern boundary of Warramunga
[sic] and the southern of the Tjingilli [sic ] tribe". Today, however, Warumungu assert that
their northern boundary is around Banka Banka, forty kilometres to the south of Kurutiti. As
Nash (1980: 2) states; "the assigning of tracts of land to a group using primarily linguistic
labels, is liable to produce an over simplification of the actual land tenure situation". It is also
highly probable that group land affiliations have altered through historic times as a result of
the decrease of group members by introduced disease and shootings, and through the long
term changes in demography brought about by European imposed settlement patterns.
Nevertheless, Aboriginal people of the region today state that the area of Helen Springs is that
of Warlmanpa. Renner Springs and the land to the north is regarded as belonging to Jingili
people. Between Helen Springs and Renner Springs (a distance of 20 km) the country is cooperatively regarded as Jingili Warlmanpa. In the south, past Banka Banka, the country and
sacred sites are associated with Warumungu language group, and the desert country to the
west belongs to Warlpiri people. Sutton (1995: Appendix 2) provides a discussion on the
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various aspects of language/land affiliations in this region and the difficulties of ascribing
specific boundaries to 'tribal' country in general.
In general, people obtam their affiliation to particular country through a principle of
descent, identified from their father's father and mother's father. Within this region today
there is a correlation with this genealogical relationship to a person's skin (moiety)
classification and their association to the Dreaming (mythology and sacred sites). Through
this mechanism of inheritance, an individual is linked to particular tracts of country (see Nash
1980: 7-14). Dreamings that feature prominently within the study area are those of Ngapa
(rain), Wirntiku (Stone Curlew Burhinus grallarius), Japurla-japurla (piccaninny) and
Milywaru (two quiet snakes). People (family groups) may be classified into local descent
groups which have primary spiritual responsibilities for sites, and common spiritual affiliation
to particular country (see the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 for
definitions). There are, however, circumstances where individuals (and subsequently their
family members) are ascribed affiliation, rather than obtaining this through descent. This is
particularly so in those situations where a non-Aboriginal father was involved. Most common
in this process is that of acquiring affiliation through the person who 'grew you up', often a
step-father.

Site custodianship, in addition to land ownership, may be ascribed in

circumstances where persons have achieved eminence through knowledge, usually resulting
from a combination of residential attachment and ceremonial attendance.
For this part of northern Australia an individual may be said to be Kirta (owner) for
country (its Dreamings and sites), of which his or her father and father's father were also
Kirta. In Aboriginal English this term is often referred to as 'boss' for a given country. The
term Kurtungurlu is applied to a person in reference to country that is their mother's, and by
inference, that of their mother's father's country. This category is likened to that of 'manager'
or 'policeman' and is sometimes also termed 'worker' in Aboriginal English. Similarly, people
are identified as holding Kurtungurlu relationship to the country (sites and Dreamings) that
was their father's mother's country, although there is a perception within the Aboriginal
community that this is secondary to one's mother's country.

The functions and

responsibilities of Kirta and Kurtungurlu are to an extent complementary and reciprocal for
country and culturally associated dealings. In matters of decisions affecting sacred sites,
persons of both groups are usually required to be present, whether this is during visits to
places or in discussions concerning site issues. Both groups have roles and responsibilities in
the conduct of ceremonies. For example, Kurtungurlu stage-manage the proceedings and act
as 'police', while the Kirta are the actual performers. An aspect of this is that prior to
ceremonies, it is the Kuntungurlu's responsibility to paint the appropriate Dreaming designs
onto the bodies of the Kirta. As one custodian put it during discussions over damage to
Kunutiti:
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I'm Kurtungurlu for this poor bugger stone. We got to work for them Kirta.
We got to say for them, we got to paint them up. We got to talk to Kirta, if
Kirta say, we got to do. We know the song for this stone (Donald Graham

28/4/86).
This system remains intact, and in carrying out fieldwork in the region and in the recordmg
programme on the Kurutiti site both Kirta and Kurtungurlu were consulted and involved.
Two men, Harry Bennett Japaljarri and Peter Toprail Japaljarri are now the senior male Kirta
for the Helen Springs area. Both men grew up in the area, and have worked on the various
stations north of Tennant Creek. although Harry, who is of mixed parentage, was taken to the
'half-cast' home in Alice Springs (the Bungalow), for part of his youth. They are now resident
in the area and take an active role in the management of their sites. Other senior people who
hold Kirta status for the Milywaru are Mark Brown Jungarrayi and his brother George Brown
Jungarrayi, Sammy Sambom Jungarrayi and his brothers and sisters, and Jimmy Newcastle
Japaljarri. Donald Graham Jupurrula, when he was alive, was the senior Kurtungurlu for the
site Kurut/ti, and was certainly regarded as the most knowledgeable man about the Milywaru
tradition and many other matters. Jeffrey Lauder Jupurrula and his siblings have now taken
on the role of Kurtungurlu.

Also Angus Riley Jupurrula and his sister Lady Benson

Napurrula and many others form this group, who are associated with Ngapa Dreaming.
These people retain a wealth of information about the associations and meaning of the site,
and some of this knowledge is discussed below.

3.2

THE MYTHOLOGY

Situated in Warlmanpa country, Kurut/ti is associated with the two quiet snake sisters
tradition, Milywaru. Mi/wayl is another term for this Dreaming and is generally used by
Warumungu people. The Warlpiri name for these sisters is Firm/na, which again may be
used by Warlmanpa and Warumungu speakers. Quiet snakes are non-poisonous snakes in
Aboriginal English. Identification of the snake species of the Milywaru women is not
definitive, although the custodians of this tradition have described the snake as having a black
head and a copper-yellow belly with black strips. Custodians confirm that the species is not
that of the Black-headed Python (Aspic/lies inelanocephalus), which is in itself a major
tradition across the top of Australia. Identified by researchers working in this area (Koch et.
al 1981: 71; Sutton et al 1993: 24; David Nash pers. comm.) these two quiet snakes have
variously been suggested as that of a Carpet Snake (More/ia spilota), as kuwarlija the
Common Bandy Bandy (Vermiceila annulata), and a Childrens Python (Bothrochilus
childreni). However, custodian Peter Toprail is adamant that the Milywaru are not Carpet
Snakes, which are known by the Warlmanpa name Bununggula.

The Miljaru Dreaming track (song line), with it's associated mythological tradition, is
extensive, passing through Jingili, Warimanpa, Warlpiri and Warumungu country. There is
attached to the Milywaru Dreaming a tradition that is described as "same way like Kujika
[ceremony], but different way, it is the university one, the important one" (George Brown
24/7/93). This high ceremony, known as Kankarlu, has associated song, dance, and painted

body designs. There exist also a number of associations with restricted men's ceremonial
business. One of these aspects is described in terms of "that's for prisoning the young fella,
you know, out in the business along Kankarlu" (George Brown 24/7/93). Specific and
detailed knowledge of these sacred aspects are restricted to initiated males. However, women
may be present during the performance of part of the song and may see the body paintings.
Some other names for the ritual attached to Kurutiti are gaiwadi, gadjeri, Kunapippi and
kurangara, or by the Aboriginal English terms 'big sunday' or 'high school'. The linking
feature of this variously named ritual has been described by Berndt and Berndt (1964: 245):
the nucleus, or core, is persistent: there are very much the same paraphernalia,
much the same rites, myths and songs. Above all, there is the dominant
emphasis on birth, or rebirth: the sacred ground is the 'mother place' through
which men pass to be reborn.
Kankarlu is a complex of ceremonies forming part of male initiation concerned with the
gaining of knowledge (songs and ceremonies). Information supplied by Warlmanpa people
suggests that this ritual was once held at Kurutiti along with other locations. Initiates are
often kept out of public contact for extended periods, hence the reference above to "prisoning
the young fella". In Central Australia, the general term marliyarra is used for the participant
males, and for fully initiated (graduate) males, ngarrka. Marliyarra are post-circumcision
novices who may or may not have also been sub-incised. Sub-incision may be performed at
the conclusion of Kankarlu ceremonies. Attendance at a number of these ceremonies is a
prerequisite for one to achieve the status of a 'full man', regardless of being sub-incised.
There are a number of stages to this process, each having a specific name (symbol). Of a
marliyarra attending his first Kankarlu, the term wapakuru (literally nulla-nulla) is used.
Later the participant is termed wirla (necklace) after a neck tie of hairstring and usually
bustard feathers, which is worn during the ceremony. Finally the term used is kirntingirri,
when the male is painted up with certain designs. Warlpiri people see these as an equivalent
of the natural markings on the body of the native cat (Robert Graham pers. comm.). The
native cat (or quoll Dasyurus geoffroii) is viewed as a highly significant character in
Aboriginal law across a wide area of the arid zone. People who have been documented as
holding the quoll in such a high regard include the Aranda and other Arandic people such as
Kaytetye (Spencer and Gillen 1927 Strehlow 1947), and Pintupi (Myers 1986: 61-4) as well
as Warlpiri.
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Completion of all stages of the sacred business marks the participant's rebirth as a fully
initiated male. This is symbolised by their entering and emerging from a pit (nunkurru), dug
into the ground where the ceremonies of the Kankarlu have been performed. The earth used to
dig this pit is heaped immediately adjacent to the pit to form a mound. It is this aspect of the
Kankarlu that is ascribed to the quarried pits (see Chapter 5) within the sandstone rubble at
Kurutiti. This inter-relationship is further affirmed by the association of the two Milywaru
sisters as being the two kajirri (gaiwadi) women prominent in the Kankarlu ceremony. They
are similar to the wawilak sisters described in the Amhem Land Kunapippi (Bemdt 195 ib).
In his study of the Warlpiri. Meggitt (1966) identifies the kajirri pair as two males. In his
review of this work. Bemdt (1970) expressed reservations with this identification. More
recent fieldwork has confirmed Bemdt's opinion that Warlpiri do perceive of the kajirri as
two women. However, these two women do possess at least some characteristics of the
opposite sex (Robert Graham pers. comm.).
The ceremony linked to the Kajirri characters is used to both instruct and to initiate young
males. This ceremony has sections which are performed by men comprising the youth's
fathers, brothers, uncles and father-in-laws. A second group may comprise women involved
as the mothers, sisters, aunties and mother-in-laws of the initiate. A third set of participants
may consist of groups of members of both sexes linked through the patriline, matriline and
siblings (Graham 1994). When women paint designs and dance to recreate the Milywaru, the
public aspect of this is described as they're leaving their home, they're heading up south'
(Bunny Bennett 25/7/93). The women's part of the kajirri ceremony is called Yawulyu, a
generic term for women's ceremonial style (designs, song and dancing manner). There is also
reputed to be a ceremony restricted to women only, and it is said to be more closely linked
both to particular features at Kurutiti and the Milywaru sisters.
In summary, the mythology states that Milywaru came into Warlmanpa country from the
north in Mudburra country, possibly in the Murranji area north of Elliott, and travelled
through to the south. At a soakage known as Manuwangu to the south of the Helen Springs
sites, in the area of the South Tomkinson Creek, the Milywaru left Warlmanpa lands and
started speaking Warumungu. Then later, speaking Warlpiri, they fmished up far to the south
at a site called Jalyirrpa. Interestingly. Aboriginal groups to the north of the Warlmanpa
country do not hold any traditions comparable to Milywaru. It appears that the Warlmanpa
peoples' stated site locations from which the pair of quiet snake sisters came into their country
have, by the local peoples' tradition, no association with snakes. Nor are the local Dreamings
ascribed to the same subsection as the Warlmanpa and Warumungu Milywaru (N/Japaljarri
N/Jungarrayi) which would normally be the case (John Avery pers. comm.). This absence of
northern recognition of the Milywaru contrasts with that of people in other areas, where the
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two quiet snake tradition and their associated sites are well known, especially amongst the
southern Aboriginal groups.
Within Helen Springs Pastoral Lease the Milywaru sisters are stated to have moved around
a number of places including the sites Milamila, Tiwilmi, Waralpa, Malungkunginti,

Kanarlparanyi located east of the Stuart Highway, and Jurlalypa which lies to the west of
Kurutiti (Figure 3.2). For Warlmanpa people it is the site near the present Helen Springs

homestead, Nyanya, that forms the primary focus for the Milywaru tradition. It is here that
they left the Law for people to follow, having attempted to hold a ceremony with other snakes
during the Dreaming. The significance of this place is evidenced in such statements as "like
Canberra, same Parliament House, that really important, they made big business for here"
(Harry Bennett 11/9/93). At Kurutiti they also left business, as engraved pictures in the rock
(see Chapter 7), after which the sisters then continued southward. A rock formation less than
one kilometre from Kurutiti is where they stood on each others shoulders to look towards
where they were going. This place is called Jimanta Paranyi (pick him up, shoulder carry).
They look "oh we go straight this way" and travel along Ngijiwa (North Tomkinson Creek) to
Riirri and Kartirlingkarni. At Riirri they left a yellow rock, which is an ochre source used by

women in body painting for the female Milywaru ceremony. Then going up along
Malungkunginti they then came down to Nurrkuyi. Here the sisters dug with a yam stick

looking for water. Across on Tomkinson Creek is a waterhole known as Waliwalingunu
(crooked or bent), which has an old gnarled eucalypt which is linked into the ceremony and
mythology of the Milywaru. The sisters then travelled on to Manuwangu, a rockhole in
limestone country. This rugged area of rocky outcrops and barren ground is not seen as rich
in resources or productive, and as one custodian puts it "That Milywaru they been talking

language, Warlmanpa and Warumungu, they been change to Warumungu. call it Manu
Wangu

the country no good" (Peter Toprail 25/7/93). Passing on from this limestone

country they moved to Jakarrara and then to Walyka, where there is a large tree in the middle
of a waterhole on Tomkinson Creek. Then they travelled on from Walyka, heading west then
south, to Panyara. They later went to Marlamarlajarra and after that to Yirrkitanyi, where
they danced and left business, then moving onto Jirinkulpa Kalumpurrpa, near Peter
Toprail's outstation. The last of the places known to Warlmanpa is the sacred site Jalyirrpa.
Specific to the site Kurutiti is information supplied by Aboriginal custodians pertaining to
the relationship of the various archaeological features with the Milywaru mythology and its
associated ceremonial business. In addition, there is an implied dependence between the
conducting of ceremony and the country linked with the Milywaru. The performance of
rituals is essential to maintain the perceived health of the land, as stated "it's been doing very
good, make it look fresh and make it come everything alive" (George Brown 24/7/93).
Custodians consulted during this current investigation clearly interpret the physical
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characteristics of Kurutiti in reference to their own understanding of the Milaru Dreaming
traditions. Some of the engraved motifs are seen as the two sisters, others relating to aspects
of the Law left by these two snakes (see Chapter 7.3). Certain of the Aboriginal meanings for
the petroglyphs are not made known to women or uninitiated males. These often form the
template for the body painting designs relating to the ceremony business. The general term
kuruwarri (mark, design etc) is used for these motifs. There does not appear to be any
restriction on the viewing of the engravings at Kurutiti, however, access restrictions are
applied to the Nyanya site near the Helen Springs homestead. As stated above, the distinctive
pit formations in the sandstone quarry of Kurutiti are held by male custodians to have an
association with the dancing structure and features of the ceremony grounds. As explained:
This place Guludugudugu [Kurutiti] is dudju [sacred place]. Those mark
[petroglyphs] from Drearntime

...

This place comes in big sacred song and act

[ceremony], we call gawadi and lulaka [bush turkey]. In that gawadi big sacred
song and act, they have to sing the holes [quarry pits = nankuru]. Boys in that
act have to wear necktie [ceremonial paraphernalia], its their brand mark, if they
don't wear it that boy gets killed. That act is really a big thing for us (Donald
Graham 28/4/86).
Some aspects of the Milywaru tradition also relate to the sandstone milling implements and
the associated quarried rock formations at Kurutiti. As one custodian stated in reference to
the petroglyphs and piled sandstone rubble "That there, human being never made that, no
that's the Dreaming woman, that was there all the time" (Harry Bennett 7/11/93).
Mythological association with the archaeological aspect of a sacred site, as is the situation
here at Kurutiti, is common. For example, in this general area of the west Barkly Tablelands,
there are the silcrete blades found at ancient camping places and the blade quarries which have
a particular link with Dreaming Wirntiku, the Stone Curlew (Burhinus magnirostris). A
number of the Ngapa, rain Dreaming sites, also occur in tandem with major blade quarries
like that at Purnarrapan (Renner Springs), the place visited by Spencer and Gillen (1904,
1912) at the turn of the century. Aboriginal people, on fmding isolated artefacts or good
examples of a stone knife on an archaeological site, will interpret the occurrence in reference
to their Dreaming association. This is in addition to their understanding of the utilitarian
aspect of the implement.

3.3

MATERIAL CULTURE

Today, packaged flour has replaced the need for the labour intensive collecting and processing
of the many plant foods, such as provided by the native grasses. As a result, people no longer
make or use grinding stones for the processing of seeds. Oral traditions place the demise of
the seed grinding coincident with the arrival of the pastoral industry, in the late nineteenth
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century. Nevertheless, old grinding stone pieces may still be utilised today, primarily in the
pounding of ochres, and then as the palette for the preparation of paints. In the past, native
seeds and other bush plants were collected, and formed an important component of the diet.
One of these seed bearing grasses (not positively identified) is found widely across the Barkly
Tablelands, called ngurlu, a general term for edible seeds (Mary Laughren pers. comm.).
Contemporary people describe these past food processing activities in the following way:
They used to grind them seeds and put a little bit of water in, and that grinding
one, they used to put little thing there like that [wooden dish]. And that grinding
one, we used to put little dish here and we just ground them like that, put water
in, more, and they used to make damper, and everybody get seed. Or for old
people or to, you know, when they used to pick other seeds. No bread, no
anything was there, no flour, because they used to grind them, those seeds. Old
people used to look for grinding seeds, Ngurlu (Topsy Walker 29/7/93).
During the historic period, it is clear that when suitable alternatives were presented,
Aboriginal people quickly adapted and utilised them. For example, in the Victoria River area
of the Northern Territory, the geologist H. Brown (1895: 13) observed:
Since the Kimberley rush the iron age has begun amongst them, portions of the
springs of drays and other iron or steel fragments, manufactured into
tomahawks, &c., replacing dolerite and other stone weapons and implements.
The tips of spears also are often made of telegraph or fencing wire in place of
flint and quartzite, glass is frequently used by them for the same purpose.
Concerning this ready acceptance and the desirability of European items to service or replace
existing objects by Aboriginal people, the adoption of metal as substitute for stone axes
appears to have been a remarkably rapid process within Aboriginal society. On the Cobourg
Peninsula, for example, steel axes were the main gift item to the local people by the Fort
Wellington garrison during the late 1 820s, with one person receiving some tens of implements
over a period (Mulvaney and Green 1992). Aboriginals would also have obtained European
artefacts from the early exploration expeditions, either directly as gifts, and through loss or
theft. For example, Leichhardt, after descending the Amhem Escarpment near Jim Jim Creek,
handed over nails and a geological hammer upon receiving red ochre as a gift from some
natives (Leichhardt 1847: 486). Later explorers observed the Aboriginal use of metal items
and steel axes in isolated areas. Such items were apparently traded from tribe to tribe over
many hundreds of miles (Carnegie 1898: 342).
It is likely that with the establishment of pastoral enterprises, construction and subsequent
manning of the Overland Telegraph Station, and the development of gold mining in the
Tennant Creek area, metal replaced the use of stone for axes. Steel axes, rather than the
laboriously ground stone axes, also became a feature of exchange well before the end of the
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nineteenth century. Writing at the turn of the century, Spencer and Gillen (1904: 634)
observed:
At the present day the making of stone implements threatens to become rapidly a
thing of the past, over practically the greater part of the central area. Even
amongst tribes which have had very little intercourse with white men, iron is
beginning to replace stone, and it will be only a matter of comparatively few
years before, at all events, stone hatchets will cease to be made and used. Iron
tomahawks pass from tribe to tribe. Odd bits of hoop iron are laboriously
ground down to a sharp edge and are beginning to replace the stone axe or spearhead.
In the same way, the high energy expenditure required for collection and processing of grass
seeds has been replaced by the 'agricultural revolution' represented by packaged wheat flour.
It is possible that this labour intensive aspect of indigenous grams (see Chapter 8), rather than
availability of vegetable substitutes, was the prime factor in the demise of seed grinding.
After all, other plant products, both as food and as medicines, are still gathered today. A few
items are continuing in use due to the association of particular metaphysical properties, as in
the example of spinifex resin (wax) which seems to be used, when burnt, as an inhalant to
make new born babies strong (Topsy Walker pers. comm.) and as a mosquito repellent (Jacky
Green pers. comm.).
For Warlmanpa and Warumungu people in this region there is a Dreaming (mythological)
association between Ngapa (the rain) and the white clay and stone. At one site,
Tumanjapari'a near Gearbox Hill. 15 km south of Kurutiti, there is an extensive exposure of
white mudstone (some red stone is also present) used in rain making. The tradition is that the
white mineral is the rain stone left at this site by the Dreaming Ngapa. White pigment clays
mixed into a mud were also used in a particular rain making ceremony that was held at the site
Marntamarnta. For Aboriginal people, pipeclay (kartli) mixed in water produces a cloud-like
effect analogous with rain producing processes in nature (Mary Laughren pers. comm.). At
another location, Kululungku, a rain maker would rub himself and a specific tree with white
pigment to produce the rain. Not only are there such variations in the particular ritual
processes, but at various sites different results could be expected. In this regard, as explained
by one old man whose grandfather was a rain-maker, the properties of the Kululungku and
Tumanjaparta sites and rituals are:
That's really cheeky one, he's strong wind. This one [Tumanjaparta] more
quieter one. Just cloud really, no lightning sparking everywhere, no strong wind.
Just a shower of rain really. That Kuiulungku one, that's cheeky one (Jeffrey
Lauder 27/7/93),
For Aboriginal people there is often a direct link between the status ascribed to a particular
ochre occurring at a site and that of the character and esteem of the site Dreaming association.
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An attributable connection also exists between the hue of the ochre and the functions for
which they are employed. This aspect has been discussed in relation to the Wardaman
rockshelter paintings in the Delamere area of the Northern Territory (Arndt 1962: 167-168).
Dymock (1988: 4) when carrying out research with the Warumungu noted their categorizing
of colours and has been described as follows:
there is what are sometimes colloquially referred to as 'cheap paint' and 'cheap
one' (certain body paintings) and 'dear paint' or 'really top one', i.e. highly
significant ground or body painting designs relating to the deeper esoteric laws
and ceremonies of the Aborigines. Cheap paint is usually in the light colour
range i.e. white or grey and was often traditionally applied for such matters as
hunting, fighting and more importantly rain making. Yellow ochre appears in the
middle range, while the red ochres and black mineral paints are generally
regarded as being of the deeper significance and more worth graduating to 'very
dear paint' in the form of ceremonial body designs and ground paintings.
Yurlpu is the Warimanpa and Warlpiri word for the ochre (principally the rich red colour),
and in addition to use in body decoration, was used on most wooden objects: nulla-nullas,
boomerangs, spears and other implements. It is likely that the source of this ochre is surficial
rather than sub-surface, and did not need to be obtained by the quarrying of deposits, although
near Bishops Creek, some 110 km south of Kurutiti, the observation was made in 1895 that
"blacks have made a quarry to work the decomposed iron ores" (Brown 1895: 29). Of the few
examples found at Kurutiti, two are of the same mineral, haematite. One piece, located at the
southern end of the artefact scatter, immediately south of the main sandstone outcrop, is of a
dark red iron oxide, and is a hard stone. This artefact measuring 25 mm by 20 mm by 6 mm
exhibits grinding facets. A second haematite pellet, also with distinct grinding facets, is
located in the same area, and measures 48 mm by 25 mm by 10 mm. At the site Julypungali,
located 40 km west south-west of Kurutiti, a red ochre pellet was recently found within the
surface artefact scatter of flaked stone (John Avery pers. comm.). Similar pellets of haematite
have also been recorded from the site Tirpirpina, located on the northern Barkly Tablelands
some 140 km to the north-east (Mulvaney and Pickering 1991: 32).
It is possible that the source of this material is out on the Barkly Tablelands, where it
occurs as surface pebbles in alluvial deposits, although Brown (1895: 28-29) comments on the
frequency of iron ores, haematite, magnetite and various coloured clays in the McDouall
Range, in the Tennant Creek area. Another source is said to be that at Wanyangkaparta,
some 210 km to the south, which contains red ochre, as well as a black mineral pigment.
Wanyangkaparia is a regionally important hard rock (mineral and ochre) source, which has
ritual association with emu mythology. The material, a black rock (probably magnetite) is
associated with the blood and faeces of this bird. This black paint is the principal source for
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the Warumungu, and was a highly priced commodity traded with adjoining groups for other
items of exchange, such as boomerangs (Dymock 1988: 3). Another known source of black
mineral is on the Barkly Tablelands at Illauwarru. located 300 km to the east south-east of
Helen Springs, near Alexandria homestead. As with the Warumungu source, this Wakia site
is also associated with an emu Dreaming, although with differing relationship to the activities
which formed the mineral deposit.
A number of soft rock ochre sources are known to the south of Kurutiti, and are associated
with regional mythology traditions. At Ri/rn, 14 km to the south-east, the Milywaru (two
quiet snakes) dug here with yam sticks and made the waterhole and placed the yellow ochre
into the ground. At Kartirlingkarni, some 5 km further south-east, in a small gorge just
below a waterfall, is a pile of rocks containing white ochre. It was here that the Milywaru
came and obtained the white ceremony paint known as kartji. Yellow mineral paint is
obtainable from the site Karntawarralki, located 22 km south of Kurutiti. Here the two sister
snakes came and left their excrement in the form of yellow mineral deposit. At other places in
this general area, as stated above, white pigment stone is associated with the rain Dreaming
Ngapa, and was used in the past by the great rain-makers. The oral traditions seem to
indicate that the white stone remained at the source locations, being used there and never
transported far.
A piece of soft stone that is yellowish to light reddish brown in hue was located in the same
area of Kurutiti as the haematite pieces. Striations are clearly visible across its surface,
although concentrated into one half of the stone, and exhibit no preference for direction. This
stone measuring 92 mm by 64 mm by 20 mm, is interpreted as an ochre stone, and not a
grinding implement, as mullers recorded on this site are of the harder sandstone. Soft rock
fragments present at Kurutiti, possibly were used as ochres, but unlike the haematite pellets,
no definitive characteristics were observed which would confirm the existence of the white or
yellow mineral pigments. In addition, the weathered cortex of the banded chert pebbles, could
provide a suitable source as a pigment. The colours provided from such stone are in the
lighter hues of whites and yellows, and such cortex flakes occurring may also have been used
as a substitute paint.
The ochring of implements is a common practise among Aboriginal people throughout
central and northern Australia. In this part of the continent, the Warumungu and Warlmanpa,
as well as other groups, were observed to paint the wooden shafts and the resin handles of
their implements (Spencer and Gillen 1904 Stuart 1865). Tindale (1964: 145) noted that,
among the Nakako and Pitjandjara of the Western Desert, on completing a knife (attaching
resin and trimming if required) it was then painted over with red ochre. Two examples of
ochred resin handled blades are held by the Northern Territory Museum. One of these
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collected in Elliott, of chalcedonic chert is painted red (Museum No. AA82.43.1). The other
is a silcrete blade measuring approximately 20 cm in length, and is painted white over both the
resin and stone blade, with unevenly spaced, roughly parallel red ochre lines running
perpendicular to the axis of the blade (Museum No. 89.3.2). This latter artefact is
unprovenanced; however, in form it is a classic jimari knife (frequently appearing as a
ceremonial exchange item) from the Renner Springs area. It is conceivable therefore that at
Kurutiti, where stone tools were being manufactured and curated (see Chapter 6), ochring of
implements occurred. The presence of ochre may also relate to preparations for ritual
performance associated with Kurutiti, although such activities are usually carried out away
from the main living areas. Despite the evidence for the use of ochre, only one of the
numerous sandstone surfaces retained any staining attributable to the preparation of the ochre.
This was a shaped sandstone piece (38 cm by 16.5 cm by 4.5 cm) located in the reduction
area south of the main quarry, with marked concavity to the grinding surface that has
distinctive yellow, black and some red colouration.
The names, use, and manufacturing processes of some archaeological artefacts are still
known by many individuals. Long stone blades are called junma (stone knife), with the
addition of a spinifex resin handle, were used in fighting. These implements were also
employed for self-inflicted wounds during sorry business (crying for a dead family member).
These blades were often hafted onto a short wooden handle, or set perpendicular on a longer
handle forming the fighting picks or stone picks described by Spencer and Gillen (1904: 651654). Smaller stone blades and flakes known as japirri, were used in general butchering, and
were carried tucked into a string belt. Djaperi [i/mar/] is used for the larger, leilira blade
forms by Mudburra and Jingili speakers to the north (Murgatroyd 1991; Paton 1994). These
implements were those produced for exchange in the transactions that occurred at ceremonial
gatherings.
Paton (1994: 178-9) identified the silcrete quarries as associated with Walambi (pelican)
Dreaming, and there was a similarity claimed between the beak of this bird and the shape of
the blades. The handle for these smaller stone knifes comprised wax (resin), often with a
string binding (plant fibre, kangaroo gut and sinew, or hair). In certain circumstances the
term Wirntiku (stone curlew) is used in reference to blades found on archaeological sites (see
above). This indicates the Dreaming association ascribed to the stone by an individual
recognising the artefact. Throughout this region there exists a mythological link between
Ngapa (rainllightning) and Wirntiku. Many of the major rain Dreaming sites are spatially
linked to the stone quarries, with the Dreaming utilisation and distribution of blades associated
with the bird, as well as with certain blade quarries.

To produce the resin, spinifex grass was pulverised, and the resulting mash was heated on
a stone and worked into a wax. A visual essay of this process, with accompanying text, is
provided by photographs taken near Yuendumu by Robert Edwards (Mulvaney 1987: 85). A
more expressive description of the process was given during evidence for the Muckaty
Pastoral Lease Land Claim:
They used them for a knife, they used to use them and those spinifex grass. They
just pull them apart on a stone like, a flat one stone, and then chop them up with
sticks, make them really chopped ones. Really made them fine and shake them
with some grass, and the left-over they use them for the fire. Yes some of them
blow away, and then from the flat one they use on the stone. And they used to
make wax there with the fire, just like they're firing something to eat. Yes
melted. That's the one they used to make them when they used to make big one
wax. And sometimes from tree, from sugarbag. That's the one an easy one too.
And tie them up with a little string from the tree, kalkarti [acacia], another kmd
of tree along creek. Kaikarti and that pingkula and walanja. And they used to
make them pakarli [paperbark], tie them over that, and they used to put them
purse, like that. They used to wrap them up and save them and take them round
(Topsy Walker 27/7/93).
Topsy states that sugarbag, the wax from the native beehive was also used. However, the
author's own experience has shown that the sugarbag wax does not harden to the strength of
spinifex wax. Nevertheless wax was collected and processed by people when gathering honey
from the beehive.
Other aspects of local material culture which are no longer produced credit mention. John
McDouall Stuart, who passed WarlmanpalWarumungu country on his way from South
Australia to the north coast of the continent in 1861 and 1862, provides numerous references
to Aboriginal contact, and in fact his party was forced to retrace its passage on several
occasions due to hostile opposition. Stuart (1865: 286) notes two examples of wooden
objects, one a carved and incised 'canoe' shaped vessel containing the remains of a child that
had been placed in a tree. The second was a similar container, found at an Aboriginal camp
site adjacent to two waterholes on Lawson Creek, but which was broken and burned. Stuart
commented that it "seems to have been used as a vessel for holding water" (Stuart 1865: 288).
Such items belonging to the Warumungu called 'pitchi' are described with illustrations by
Spencer and Gillen (1904: 666), who discuss the practise of tree burials of children in these
utensils (Spencer and Gillen 1904: 506). These wooden vessels were noted among the
artefacts present at Aboriginal camps throughout the Barkly Tablelands, and were thought to
be used as water carriers (Favenc 1879). Ashvin (1935) also observed these artefacts, at one
location he records 17 vessels and at another, six, all containing seed.
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Several other early explorers through this region observed aspects of the Aboriginal culture
that have not been noted subsequently. White (1918: 81), when he visited Renner Springs in
July 1901, noted "two well made native huts shaped like a kafir kraal, well thatched and
waterproof

...

close by found number of stone knives and other implements". Favenc (1906:

620) came across stone dams which he states were for fishing purposes.
Interestingly, although Kuruliti is rich in rock engravings, and other sites containing
petroglyphs occur throughout the region (see Chapter 7.2), no information is retained
specifically about this aspect of the material culture. Aboriginal people generally regard the
petroglyphs as created by the mythology figures in the Dreaming. Today, and in the recent
past, art is restricted to body painting during ritual performances and to a lesser extent
produced on the wooden artefacts. Although there are stylistic similarities between the sacred
body art and some of the engraved motifs, people do not profess to the production of the rock
art as of human origin. However, these Aboriginals will interpret the meaning in the
petroglyphs as direct correlates with the forms in the body art and ritual paraphernalia.

3.4

DiscussioN

Evident is that the site Kurutiti is associated with a Dreaming tradition that links it with a
mythology that relates to the archaeological character of the location. It is also possible that
the mythological narrative patterns a potential direction of movement of material from the site.
Warimanpa people who today claim control of the site have now, and it is stated to have been
the case in the past, social and marriage links with Warumungu people to the south and Jingili
people to the north. Their moiety affiliations and kin terminology is the same. To a lesser
extent, this situation is also the case with the Wakia and Wampaya people on the central
Barkly Tablelands. There is a strong correlation with Dreaming affiliation and particular
material resources. It is possible that this socio-cultural development is so arranged as to
allow for access, by different groups of people, to resources which might otherwise be
unavailable.
Kurutiti, as it is associated with the Milywaru tradition, clearly identifies the location as
the place of grinding stones. Despite these people's intimate knowledge of their country and
understanding of traditional material culture aspects, for them Kurutiti is the only known
source for the milling implements in this region. If this is indeed the case, then the Dreaming
narrative of the two sister snakes may be a conceptual framework which mirrors the pattern of
exchange partners (see Chapter 9). A second possibility is that as part of the Milywaru
ceremonies gift exchange of seed grinders may have occurred. Although this is conjecture, an
analysis of the various features of the archaeological site may give some indication of this
relationship.

IV

C]HI A P T 1E R FOUR

CHAPTER ]FOUR
]KuRHTITI THE SITE

4.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

These two sister women come first time quarry here is called
Guludugudugu IKurutitiJ, this is grinding-stone place. Those two
old women had mine here, they split hun all them rock there, for
grinding him wheat seed. Those two sisters walked about this
place and Nyanya [Helen Springs] and called out to all the other
snakes to come in for a big ceremony there, but none of those
snakes turned up. So they said OK we leave some of our business
at Nyanya and some at Guludugudugu for this mob here before we
go. They left a big mob of business at iVyanya and big mob here
LKurutitil. You see all that business in them rocks [petroglyphs],
foot, track, einu, kangaroo, snake, everything (Donald Graham;
May 1984).
...

Situated within the Ashburton Range, Kurutiti lies in a slight basin surrounded by low hills
(Figure 4.1). Spinifex covered ridges mark the northern approach to the site, with ridges also
flanking the eastern and western aspects. To the south the land slopes more gently, although
within 800 in several knolls and ridges form an abrupt rise in the topography. Between these
hills extend scrub covered expanses of gravel and sandy soils. This area is bisected by the
eucalypt lined Helen Creek. The initial focus of the recording programme was that determined
by the anthropologically ascribed extent of the site, being the petroglyphs produced on the
bedrock exposed along Helen Creek and the adjacent sandstone rubble and scree, all to the
west of the Stuart Highway. Recording of the quarry reduction areas, that is surface scatters
of sandstone material that reflect the stages of reduction of the quarry derived stone blocks,
extended the notional boundary of the site.
In the process of identifying the archaeological limits to the Kurutiti site, further cultural
features were included and recorded. Flaked stone artefacts, and sandstone reduction material
and implements, continue away from the initial focus area, both north and south. The spread
and density of artefacts to the west and east is less extensive. This patterned distribution, with
a marked decline in density of artefacts, provides a means of defining the extent of Kurutiti.
Within the general concentration of this surface scatter of artefacts six sandstone outcrops
containing petroglyphs and seven areas of quarried debris are included as part of the site
complex (Figure 4.2). An inter-relationship of physiographic features and density of cultural
material therefore determined the analytical limits of Kurutiti. The full extent of the site,
defined by the association of archaeological material and features recorded during this study,
is in the order of 1200 in by 700 in.
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Visually, the site is dominated by an extensive exposure of fragmented sandstone blocks
and rubble extending over an area of some 290 in by 140 in, with the main axis (2900 to 3000)
running north-west to south-east. Characterising this outcropping rock are large hollows and
depressions within the sandstone rubble. in some areas they interlock with only narrow crests
and ridges between. The western portion of the formation is bisected by the northward
flowing Helen Creek, and the eastern side is flanked by the Stuart Highway. Unfortunately
the construction of the highway and direct vehicle access to the quarry have destroyed some
140 in by 60 in of what was evidently part of the quarried formation. Over the years material
has been removed from this area, both for road construction and as building material. This
area, adjacent to the highway, in places has been levelled to bedrock. Damage to the site is
not limited to this area, and along the southern face of the quarry boulder scree numerous
scars run up the slope as a result of earthmoving machinery. A station access track has also
damaged part of the south-eastern portion of this quarried formation, where a low lying
exposure of quarried rock, covering some 85 in by 40 in is now isolated. There also remains a
section of quarried bedrock and sandstone rubble on the east side of the Stuart Highway,
which now covers an area of 120 in by 25 in. Quarried sandstone areas also occur on the
western side of Helen Creek opposite the larger outcrop. This western quarried formation
runs for some 100 m parallel to the creek and extends up to 160m away from the channel.
The bed of Helen Creek alternates from sand, gravel and pebbles, to sandstone bedrock
and detached blocks, boulders and cobbles as it passes through the quarried formation.
Immediately south of the sandstone outcrop the creek channel has been dammed by the
pushing up of large sandstone blocks. According to the Aboriginals consulted, this is most
probably the location of what was once a natural waterhole. The major concentration of rock
art occurs on areas of exposed bedrock adjacent to the quarried rubble and flanking the creek.
Engravings are also present on boulders and exposed bedrock within the creek channel. This
area situated between the quarried sandstone formations comprises some 80% of the recorded
2,249 motifs.
Immediately south of this extensive quarried formation, occurring on both sides of Helen
Creek, is a high density scatter of flaked stone artefacts and sandstone debris associated with
the reduction of quarried material and the production of items (Figure 4.2).

This

concentration of stone artefacts occurs over an area of 170 in by 130 in, although the greater
percentage of the flaked stone is within 70 in of the creek. Petroglyphs are also present on
many of the sandstone pieces throughout this concentration of flaked stone material. To the
north of the main sandstone quarry formation is an area of relatively flat sandy soil. Flanked
by Helen Creek, flaked stone artefacts and worked sandstone pieces occur in relatively low
density throughout this area (140 in by 140 m). Artefacts can be found along the southern
side of Helen Creek, and continuing on both sides of the creek on the eastern side of the
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figure 4.2 Site plan of Km-ut/ti showing the location of the various archaeological
components.

Stuart Highway for some 300 in. This area east of the highway has suffered extensively from
ground clearance, construction of tracks, and on the southern side of the creek has resulted in
extensive soil erosion. Construction of station access tracks and a water tank have disturbed
that part of the site to the west of Helen Creek, and to the north of the quarry. Only
occasional artefacts were observed to the north and north-west side of Helen Creek. In all
circumstances the occurrence of flaked stone artefacts coincides with areas of sandy soil, with
few artefacts being found in the gravel and stony expanses. This may be due to a combination
of present vegetation cover and soil erosion. However, anthropogenic factors, such as the
comfort factor, may also be relevant in that there was a preference by people to camp on the
sandy soils.
To the south-east of the principle archaeological focus, at a distance of 390 in and
extending for a further 270 in, are three additionally quarried sandstone exposures (Figure
4.2). Two of these have a low relief, although one has the high rubble walls and large pits
characteristic of the main quarry area. Petroglyphs are also present at four locations to the
south of the main quarry associated with low stony rises and small rocky outcrops. These are
at 300 in and 500 in south south-east of the main quarry, and 500 in and 530 in to the
south-east. Artefacts are also present m association with the two stony rises and quarry area
at the southern end of the site complex, some 270 in south-east of the main quarry. The
northern limit of the survey area (recorded site complex) is defined by a high stony ridge
located some 200 in north of the main quarry. At the eastern extent of this ridge numerous
petroglyphs occur, some being graffiti of recent origin. Engravings and a few grinding
hollows were found between this ridge and the creek on a small exposed sandstone sheet.
Rock art on boulder surfaces also occurs scattered throughout the main quarry. In addition,
petroglyphs appear on smaller rocks and on grinding stone fragments in the areas of the flaked
stone artefacts.
Despite the extent of disturbance to parts of the larger of the quarried formations (main
quarry) and the removal of material, a sufficient amount of the intact sandstone outcrop
remains (some 2.7 ha) to enable an identification of the mdustrial activities carried out at
Kurutiti. In total there are twelve quarried sandstone formations covering approximately 5.5
ha. These are spread throughout an area of some 38 ha, although the extent of cultural
material at Kurutiti covers some 84 ha. It is between these foci of sandstone quarrying
processors that much of the other activities associated with the location are evident.
Of the two main concentrations of stone artefacts, located to the south of the main quarry
(Figure 4.2), one accumulation of material extends over an area of some 120 in by 45 in,
defined by the creek on the eastern and southern sides. Artefacts are found within the channel
of the creek ranging in density from one per metre square to one only every few metres.
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Flaked stone material and sandstone fragments extend northward up to the western sector of
the sandstone quarry. It is in this northern portion of the scatter that the reduction material
dominates and engraved stones occur (see Chapter 7). Flanking this artefact scatter on the
western side is a small spinifex covered hill, along the base of which are low sandstone
outcrops. Only one flake was noted within this stony area, although a number of petroglyphs
occur on the exposed rock. Artefacts extend in a band associated with a shallow sheet erosion
area in the southern sector, and occur over a ten metre wide strip, extending for fifty metres,
to within fifteen metres of the creek. Further north artefacts continue within the bed of the
creek, and are concentrated in narrow erosion channels. Because of the undamaged nature of
the thin edges of many of the artefacts and lack of any evidence of sorting by size, material
probably was not transported any distance. Grindstone fragments and worn sandstone mullers
(and fragments) occur in relative high density within this area, and especially over the northern
sector.
The second focus of high artefact concentration is on the eastern side of the creek across
from the area discussed above (Figure 4.2). This extensive scatter of artefacts is associated
with a shallow erosion area, covering some 130 m northlsouth and 100 in east/west. This
location is bounded on the north by the sandstone scree associated with the main quarry, and
with the creek channel on its western flank. To the south-east of the artefact scatter, the land
rises, with an outcrop of sandstone some 25 in from the edge of the flaked material. The land
continues to rise southward, and a boulder scree sandstone hillock, on which engravings were
recorded, is situated some 150 in away. The south-eastern flank is defined by the limit to the
erosion area, along the edge of which artefacts are visible in section, generally at 30 cm below
the vegetated surface. Over this area of the exposed artefacts, there is some variation, both in
density of material and in the relative composition of the various lithologies. As with the area
to the west of the creek, grindstone pieces and fragments of sandstone are common, although
in this area there are fewer engraved specimens.
Density of the flaked stone material within this area to the south of the main quarry is
higher than is evidenced to the west of the creek. Maximum averages on the western side of
the creek are in the order of twenty flakes, chips and blades per square metre, with occasional
formal implement classes present. Within the eastern scatter the density is variable, although
in the order of fifty flakes, chips and blades per square metre, with occasional adze slugs or
points present. Concentration of material is more evidently effected by alluvial action,
although a discrete knapping scatter from the reduction of a silcrete core remains in-situ
within a narrow erosion channel. In the northern portion of this surface scatter of artefacts,
the occurrence of flaked stone material drops to one or two artefacts per two square metres,
although this rises to some five artefacts per square metre. A corresponding increase in the
density of sandstone fragments and grindstone artefacts occurs throughout this location.
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Probably similar patterns of density and artefact composition occur in the area to the north
of the main quarry and flanking Helen Creek extending on the eastern side of the Stuart
Highway, although there is not the degree of vegetation degradation which has exposed
artefacts in those locations immediately south of the main quarry. Across the highway, on the
southern side of the creek channel, because of the extensive ground disturbance and removal
of material, the exact pattern of artefact distribution and densities is unknown. However, it is
from this area that several collections of stone artefacts have been made, some of which are
deposited with the Northern Territory Museum. During the archaeological investigations
associated with the construction of the fibre optic cable, running adjacent to the Stuart
Highway, sample recording and a collection of artefacts along the proposed route was
undertaken at the Helen Creek location (Coats 1991). This is some 60 m to 70 in east of the
highway in an area of ground disturbance resulting from road construction activities.
Unfortunately, no indication was given as to the amount collected or the composition of
artefacts recorded, while the location of the collected material is uncertain and therefore
unavailable for inspection (Norma Richardson pers. comm.).

4.2

RECORDING STRATEGY

For the purposes of recording the site complex, survey divisions were made across the site.
These were based on the recording sequence of the field work programme, the perceived
pattern of the archaeological components, and in reference to dominating physiographic
features. An alphabetical identified zone system was adopted to distinguish the sub-divisions
within the site. These survey recording Areas were labelled as the work progressed. The
relative sizes of the recording Areas vary, corresponding to the relevant physiographic and
archaeological character. The first recording session focused on the main quarry and adjacent
petroglyphs and artefact areas (the central site), while the second season continued the work
within the primary area, and extended out to nearby locations. Subsequent surveys were
conducted along both sides of Helen Creek, between Kurutiti and the Helen Springs
homestead, a distance of some five kilometres. In addition several transects were traversed
out from the site for varying distances depending on terrain and vegetation density. These
were done to assess the nature of the archaeology in the surrounding country to the site, and to
identify what if any sandstone artefacts were being transported to nearby locations.
The alphabetical labelled zone system that was developed to distinguish the sub-divisions
within the site largely correlates with the changing archaeological character of the site (Figure
4.3; Table 4.1). Associated with the artefact scatter and reduction material on the western
side of Helen Creek, and to the south of the main quarry is Area A. Adjacent to this and
associated with the main channel of Helen Creek is Area B. Areas C and D, down-stream of
Area B, are associated with short sections of the creek channel comprising exposed bedrock
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and where the channels have been danmied in recent times. Area E is on the western side of
Area A, associated with exposed bedrock immediately south of some quarried rubble and
backed by a low hill. An extensive exposure of bedrock, much of it covered with engravings
is identified as Area F. This is on the eastern side of Helen Creek, with the adjacent channel
identified as Area G. The bedrock exposed along the western bank is labelled Area H, with
the quarried rubble behind this (west) Area HI-I. Area I is the next section of Helen Creek
down-stream of Area G, running parallel with the main quarry on the east. Area I
corresponds to the next down-stream section of the creek, terminating at the end of some
exposed bedrock, the northern end cut by a station access track. Bedrock forming the western
bank of Helen Creek immediately north of Area H is identified as Area K. An isolated
exposure of bedrock west of Helen Creek, on which some engravings were recorded is linked
with Area L. Engraved bedrock immediately north of Area F is recorded as Area M. Area N
is associated with a small and isolated area of quarried rubble situated between Helen Creek
and the main quarry. The extensive area of gently sloping ground north of the main quarry
extending up to Helen Creek and associated with a low density scatter of flaked stone and
sandstone artefacts is identified as Area 0. On the eastern side of the highway associated with
both sides of Helen Creek is Area OE. West of Helen Creek and Area J, also associated with
open spinifex country with occasional artefacts and engraved bedrock is Area OW.
A small and isolated area of sandstone rubble west of Area J is identified as Area P. The
quarried sandstone rubble west of Area I-il-I is that of Area Q. Covering approximately 110 m
by 50 m the largest of these (Area I-Il-I), is adjacent to exposed bedrock on which numerous
engravings occur. To the north and west of Area I-H-I are much smaller exposures of
sandstone rubble, one adjacent to a stone arrangement is confined to an area of 15 m by 12 in
(Area P). The other two features form the western most extent of quarried rubble (Area Q),
the larger extending over an area of approximately 60 in by 30 m, and the smaller covering
some 20 in by 15 m. Exposed bedrock with engravings rather than quarry features, situated
between Area N and the main quarry is recorded as Area R. Area S and T are the southern
portions of the main quarry. The dense flaked stone artefact scatter and sandstone reduction
area immediately south of the main quarry is identified as Area U. Within the main quarry are
Area V, W, X and Y. Area Z corresponds with the remnants of the quarry on the eastern side
of the Stuart Highway. The northern Portion of the Main quarry are Areas, AA, BB, CC, CP
and NE, with the south-eastern extreme of the main quarry Area SE.

Two locations which are the focus of engravings are an area of exposed bedrock adjacent
to Helen Creek, Area NF, and north of this and at the eastern end of a ridge are the engravings
of Area NR. To the south of the main site complex are several bedrock formations and low
rises which have been the focus for engravings. On the western side of the Stuart Highway
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Figure 4: Plan showing field recording survey areas associated with the
archaeological investigation of Kurutiti.
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Table 4.1: Information relating to the Survey Areas developed for the recording programme.

SURVEY
AREA

LOCATION WITHIN SITE

SURVEY AREA
(m2)

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
COMPONENT

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
CHARACTER

A

sandy expanse adjacent to creek

2495

flaked artefacts, reduction & petroglyphs

grassed sandy flat

B

southern section of Helen Creek

600

flaked artefacts & petroglyphs

creek channel

C

downstream section from Area A

600

flaked artefacts & sandstone reduction

creek channel

D

downstream section from Area C

698

flaked artefacts & sandstone reduction

creek channel

E

western side creek adjacent to Area A

300

petroglyphs

sandstone boulders

F

eastern side creek adjacent to Area G

1070

petroglyphs

sandstone bedrock

G

downstream section from Area D

332

petroglyphs

creek channel

H

western side creek adjacent to Area 0

308

petroglyphs

sandstone outcrop

I

downstream section from Area G

1984

petroglyphs

bedrock in creek channel

downstream section from Area I

1563

petroglyphs

bedrock in creek channel

K

western side creek adjacent to Area G

478

petroglyphs

sandstone outcrop

L

western side creek adjacent to Area I

5

petroglyphs

sandstone bedrock

M

eastern side creek north of Area F

285

petroglyphs

sandstone rubble bedrock

N

eastern side creek between Area F & S

2037

O

north of main quarry, between creek & Hwy

18750

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

flaked artefacts, reduction & petroglyphs

grassed sandy flat

P

western side creek adjacent to Area J

780

sandstone quarry

sandstone rubble

o

western extent quarry rubble, west side creek

4850

sandstone quarry

sandstone rubble bedrock

N

between creek & main quarry

1788

petroglyphs

sandstone rubble bedrock

S

southern portion of main quarry

5817

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

T

portion of main quarry to north of Area S

1140

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

U

south of main quarry east of Area B

8322

flaked artefacts, reduction & petroglyphs

grassed sandy flat

V

highest portion of main quarry

1908

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

W

disturbed portion of main quarry, eastern side

3590

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

X

portion of main quarry to north of Area S

1476

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

V

portion of main quarry to north of Area W

1700

sandstone quarry

sandstone rubble outcrop

Z

eastern side of highway opposite main quarry

2562

sandstone quarry

sandst. rubble outcrop & ridge

AA

western portion of main quarry

1625

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

99

central part main quarry to north of Area V

2953

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

CC

western portion main quarry north of Area AA

4020

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

CP

northern portion main quarry east of Area CC

2900

sandstone quarry

sandstone rubble outcrop

HH

western side of creek adjacent to Areas H & K

4858

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

NE

northern portion of main quarry

2498

sandstone quarry & petroglyphs

sandstone rubble outcrop

NF

between northern ridge & creek

615

petroglyphs & grinding grooves

sandstone outcrop

NB

ridge at northern limit of survey

OF

north-eastern area on both sides of creek

OF

outcrop in south-eastern limit of survey

OR

860

petroglyphs

sandstone ridge

flaked artefacts, reduction & petroglyphs

grassed sandy flat

300

petroglyphs

sandstone outcrop

outcrop in south-eastern limit of survey

9750

petroglyphs

sandstone ridge

OW

north-western portion of survey

25725

flaked artefact & petroglyphs

grassed sandy flat

87500

SE

south-eastern extension to main quarry

1960

sandstone quarry

sandstone rubble outcrop

SO

outcrop in south limit of survey

6050

petroglyphs

sandstone ridge

SO

south-eastern portion of survey

5400

flaked artefacts & sandstone quarry

sandstone rubble outcrop

SR

outcrop toward southern limit of survey

7700

flaked artefacts & petroglyphs

sandstone ridge
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are Areas SR and SO, to the east of the road the small outcrop adjacent to the Telecom
Optical Fibre Cable, Area OF. Further east of this is a low ridge associated with engravings,
Area OR. North of these engravings is an area of quarried sandstone rubble interspersed with
reduction debris (Area SQ). The largest of these is approximately 110 in by 40 in, and the
other which comprises a relatively low rubble expanse with shallow excavation pits is of the
same magnitude. The third area of sandstone rubble and quarry pits extends over an area of
some 85 in by 20 in, a location different in character from the other sandstone rubble areas, in
that the pits are rectangular, rather than the more common irregular circular shape to the pits.
The old Stuart Highway alignment runs to the east of this location and it is possible that this
sandstone deposit was altered by works associated with the construction and maintenance of
this now disused road.
Field recording of the rock art was undertaken with the assistance of researchers, Ben
Gunn (employed through a grant under the National Estate programme, provided by the
Australian Heritage Commission) and the author. Following on a general reconnaissance to
identif' the broad character and distribution of the rock art, detailed documentation of
petroglyphs was undertaken. Each panel was assigned an identi'ing alphanumeric code, and
a hand sketch produced in the notebook indicating the motifs present. A photographic record
was made of the main panels, and unusual or representative motifs. The allocation of the code
was based on the recording divisions developed over the site and the sequence in which the art
panels were recorded. The Areas were systematically walked over and all engraved rock
surfaces (panel) allocated an identifying number (for example Al, A2, etc). Some of the
engravings within the quarry were found by turning over rocks while investigating sandstone
pieces that retained evidence of the extraction or reduction technology. It is conceivable,
therefore, that other engraved surfaces remain lying face down and are undetected. Panels are
defined by natural parameters such as boulder face or the extent of smooth bedrock surface
suitable for the production of engravings. Every panel identified was measured and sketched,
with all complete motifs and discernible fragments drawn to their approximate size in relation
to the panel and their position in regard to the other motifs. The maximum size of each motif
was recorded to the nearest half centimetre.
Staff attached to the technical section of the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority
undertook a detailed survey of the site using a Pentax PTS-TII Total Station theodolite with
electronic distance measuring (EDM) capabilities. This work was carried out in conjunction
with the archaeological recording programme and relevant cultural features were included in
the geodetic survey. Initially, control points were established across the site and from these
stations all information elements were picked up. This included the relative topography of the
site and the position of all identified engraved panels. During the rock art recording
programme a chalked number with accompanying Area letter (e.g. N15) was written on a
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small sandstone piece with attached flagging tape. Placed adjacent to the engraving this
enabled easy identification by surveyors in their work. Once the survey task had been
completed the flagging tape and the chalked stone were removed. However, these were still in
place during one of the visits made by the site's Aboriginal custodians. On seeing the tape
and chalked marks they expressed some concern over the 'littering' of the site. Although this
became less of an issue once the purpose of the flagging tape was explained, it serves as a
reminder that the work of researchers no matter what the level of prior consultation, may
inadvertently transgress cultural mores.
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CHAPTER ]FIvE
QUARRY AND PRODUCTION

5.1

GENERAL PATTERN

Each set consists of a movable stone and a fixed slab upon which
it is rubbed and pressed: both made from a kind of sandstone.
The movable one is round, flattened, with thinned edge, and about
5, 6, or more inches in diameter: it is pressed with both hands
backwards and forwards, each change in direction being
accompanied by a sort of preliminary half-circular movement at
the wrist. The slab, beyond its general elongate shape, is more or
less irregular: the upper grinding surface, however, is invariably
comparatively flattened (Roth 1897: 104).
It is intended with this chapter to provide an understanding of the quarrying of sandstone and
the reduction technology which was employed at Kurutiti, by interpreting the archaeological
evidence that remains. A discussion of the sandstone artefacts that were being produced at the
sites is also given. As outlined in Chapter One, to date there has been only limited studies into
the character of prehistoric quarrying, especially into sedimentary rock types like the
sandstone used in the production of seed milling implements. The evidence presented here is
of course a fraction of what would have been the actual production, and invariably most
relates to unsuccessful reduction, terminating what would have been the sequence of reduction
and manufacture. Nevertheless, enough remains for interpretive purposes and the conclusions
drawn from the archaeological evidence are valid.
As stated (Chapter 4), dominating the physical character of Kurutiti is that of the blocky
sandstone outcrops which have been exploited for the manufacture of grindstones and other
sandstone objects. This site may be separated into a number of areas that exhibit distinct
aspects of this industrial activity. These are the quarry locations where the desired size of
stone was procured, and the areas where processing, involving the reduction and shaping,
produced the serviceable items. The stone targeted by Aboriginal people for this industrial
process is a ferruginous arenaceous sandstone, which is a fine to medium grained sedimentary
rock, with haematite rich cement bonding the quartz grains. This sandstone dates to the
Palacozoic Era, from the deposits known as the Tomkinson Creek Beds (see Chapter 2.4).
No detailed petrological analysis of the sandstone material from the site has been
undertaken, although from hand specimen investigation a number of observations regarding
the stone are feasible. These sands probably were deposited in a shallow-water environment,
with the successive loads of material forming under variable current directions and intensities.
This current-bedding built up a sequence of coarse and fine layers (bedding planes).
Subsequent cementation occurred through the deposition of interstitial matter (iron oxides)
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from percolating waters. It is these bedding planes and joints developed in the consolidated
rock that form surface divisions which break the mass into roughly rectangular blocks,
rendering the sandstone suitable for quarrying.
By definition, quarries are necessarily locations at which raw material is procured, either
by extraction from within the ground or collection from the surface (see Hiscock and Mitchell
1993). Associated, either spatially or at secondary locations, is the production place where
the quarried raw material is converted into either partially processed items or into the desired
(finished) object. Such areas are characterised by general debitage, discarded items, and
unfmished products. It is clear that at Kurutiti, these reduction activities occurred on and
adjacent to the quarry. What is less apparent, is the extent to which the physical character of
the sandstone rubble is an artefact. It is possible that the sandstone block and slab formations
are primarily the result of natural fracturing. Although only a limited regional survey has
occurred, no other locations with similar outcrops of jointed sandstone are known to the
author within the general area of the Ashburton Range. Only one other sandstone quarry was
recorded, some 3.5 km down-stream along Helen Creek, near Helen Springs Homestead. That
quarry is more restricted in its extent of working, although several mining pit features are
adjacent to processed bedrock. The absence in the region of other sandstone outcrops
patteming the character of Kurutiti, and that the other recorded sandstone quarry also retains
the quarry pits, suggests that both the creation of the rubble and depressions within are
cultural in origin.

5.2

QUARRY TECHNOLOGY

Several methods of extraction are known to have been utilised by Aboriginal people, although
all pertain to the isolation and separation of the desired piece (see Chapter 1.2). The physical
properties of the material being quarried usually determined the application of the extraction
mode. It is feasible that any one or a combination of techniques may have been applied at
Kurutiti. For clarity these are discussed separately. Techniques included percussion (flaking)
to shatter the rock, and levers and wedges to separate it. As evidenced at Kurutiti, where
numerous rocks retain traces of their quarrying technique, it is possible to identify the process
of extraction and conversion into serviceable slabs suitable for use as grindstones.
Mechanical digging
The most simple and readily accessible way of obtaining suitable material was by surface
collection. When such supplies were exhausted or that material is sub-surface, then digging
out of the desired stone was necessary. Most characteristic of the Kurutiti site is the
numerous and often overlapping mining pits and small depressions within the general rocky
scree that mantles the outcropping bedrock (Figure 5.1). A difference in elevation of some
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five metres exists between the base and the top of the rubble deposit at the main quarry. More
than 200 of these mining pits are visible within the main quarry, with the potential that many
more pits existed in those areas now traversed by the Stuart Highway, and m the section of the
quarry destroyed with the removal of rock in recent times. Within the area of the main quarry
these mining pits range in size from shallow depressions of one to two metres diameter, to
many that span twenty metres and are up to two metres deep. Smaller pits often occur within
the larger ones, or pits may truncate others.
All have sandstone rubble at their base, with slopping walls, some with a narrow crest
between pits, others with gentler slopes and wider areas between pits. Few of the mining pits
have level floors, most of them being relatively uneven with irregular bases. In general, the
rubble forming the depressions appears to be loosely and haphazardly placed. However, in a
few cases distinct stacking (layering) of sandstone blocks is evident, and in several instances,
bedrock is exposed in the wall of the pit. Within the other quarried outcrops (see Chapter 4)
the associated pits and sandstone rubble walls are generally shallower and smaller than
exhibited at the main quarry. An exception occurs within a portion of the larger quarry within
the southern area, where rubble is mounded up several metres (Area SQ). However, these
larger pits in this location differ in character to the other areas, in that they are soil based,
although in a few places sandstone blocks emerge from the dirt floors. Without excavation it
is only conjecture, however it is probable that this soil build up is a recent function of ground
disturbance and soil wash resulting from the construction works associated with the Stuart
Highway. There are numerous gravel scrapes up slope from this location, and it is possible
that the sandstone outcrop formed a sediment trap.
These mining pits represent a considerable expenditure of energy in just turning over the
stone to form the depressions, let alone the removal of the desired pieces from the pit. If
people were simply targeting suitably sized blocks, then what remains within the quarry are
the unsuitable shaped or sized rocks. In an energy expedient society, which certainly was the
case in Aboriginal Australia, then it is reasonable to assume that sandstone blocks of the right
dimensions were selected and removed from within the Kurutiti outcrops. It would be
expected that the remaining rubble would be of varying size and as only shifting of overburden
is involved, no other evidence of quarrying operations would be evident. This is not the case,
suggesting that other methods of extraction were employed at the site.
Heat Shattering
According to the author's own observations, and the comments of Paton (1994: 174) in
relation to quartzite quarries in the Elliott area, one method of extraction was the use of fire
and water to fracture the rock (heating/cooling). This technique was for boulders and cobbles
dug out of the ground to be placed in piles, wood stacked over these and set alight. Where
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boulders were too large to shift, then the fires were set around the rock. Heating and the
subsequent reduction in temperature of the rock causing it to shatter. In most situations, firing
produced uncontrolled break-up of the parent rock, diminishing the mass of the rock and
creating suitable working platforms to further reduce the pieces. In describing grindstones
produced in the Pituri Creek area west of Boulia, Roth (1904: 25) noted:
The exact locality and process of removal from out of the natural rock is said to
be secret among the old men: That the slabs are in some way detached by means
of fire and then split with bone pegs.
Although this location is some 600 km to the south-east of Kurutiti, it confirms that heat was
employed in the quarrying of sandstone. Unfortunately, no additional information is provided
by Roth, and it is unclear what may be the archaeological signature of this technique on the
sandstone rock remaining at Pituri Creek. Consequently, identification of a combination of
fire and wedges has not been possible at the Helen springs site.
At Kurutiti, where the bedrock is exposed as large massives such as within Areas N, Q, T,
and HI-I (Figure 4.3), rather than the sheet rock formations (Area F) on which the engravings
occur, the likely process of extraction and cleavage of the rock would be by the application of
fire and subsequent cooling. As a technique, the process, apart from the initial collection of
the combustible material, is labour efficient, requiring very little expenditure of effort to
obtain the result of breaking up the rock. Unfortunately, material evidence for the application
of this technology is problematic to discern on the granular rock, with minimal evidence on the
site. The blackened staining to the rock and the build-up of charcoal that would be expected,
if ever present, has been washed away. Bedrock surfaces of the sandstone, possibly because
of the granular structure of the rock, tend not to exhibit the characteristic fire spalling scars
evident on the finer grained rock. Nevertheless, that such technology was employed on the
quartzite quarries within the region suggests that the same process may have been utilised at
Kurutiti. It is possible that application of heat was employed in a combination with other
technologies to ensure adequate splitting of the sandstone. What these may be are discussed
below.
Percussion Breaking
As stated above, most of the Kurutiti quarry now consists of loose stone scree, and only in
a few places is the underlying bedrock exposed. It is probable that Aboriginal miners targeted
existing loose rubble and blocks to produce grindstones, although evidence remains that they
also exploited the bedrock exposures and larger sandstone blocks. In the few cases where the
horizontal layered bedrock is exposed at Kurutiti there are pecked indentations along the
upper surface of the bedrock (Figure 5.2). These irregular spaced pits are set in a rough line,
5 cm to 15 cm apart and generally between 1.5 cm to 3 cm in diameter, and up to 2 cm deep.
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Although in one case, the remains of two such indentations were of 6 cm diameter. With
application of some energy source (heat or impact) the rock would presumably separate along
the prepared and mechanically weakened plane formed by the pecked indentations (Figure
5.3). There is no indication on the vertical bedrock face of any preparation for splitting the
rock along predetermined horizontal planes, possibly because the remaining bedrock was
never readied for additional separation. Alternately, no such horizontal preparation was
required, as width rather than thickness was the primary aim in this initial stage of isolating
the quarried blocks. That the rock may cleave along natural bedding planes during the vertical
separation process would also eliminate the need for any preparation along the vertical face of
the rock.
Similar pecked indentations to those present on the bedrock are evident on numerous loose
blocks throughout the scree. These indentations on the blocks are consistently larger than
those occurring on the bedrock, measuring between 3 cm and 5 cm diameter and are up to 2
cm deep. Variability within the spacing of each small pit is not as great as that present on the
bedrock, indentations generally being more regular and closely spaced on the one block
(within 5-10 cm). One boulder contains a series of single pecks which lead into two lightly
pecked areas of 1.5 cm diameter, with a remnant of a deeper indentation adjacent. These
features possibly indicate that shallow preliminary lines were marked prior to the more
intensive work of pecking out the line of indentations. It should be observed, however, that the
difference between the bedrock examples and those of the loose sandstone blocks may be a
product of the sample size, conceivably relating to the same initial stage in the quarry process.
There is, however, a distinct variation to the spatial arrangement of these indentations on the
surface of the loose rocks. Unlike the few examples on bedrock, on the loose blocks these
pecked indentations are not all produced in simple lines, but may be set in perpendicular lines,
or cluster in other configurations (Figure 5.2). It is argued that these larger pecked
indentations functioned in the preparation of the stone, to ensure that when it splits the correct
proportions were provided. Although, with those rock surfaces exhibiting a more varied
spatial pattern, it may be these are not associated with the quarrying, but relate to some as yet
unidentified function or activity.
As argued, the pecked indentations created lines or planes of stress (mechanically
weakened) within the rock matrix, ensuring that the rock separated into predetermined sized
blocks. The means to bring about this splitting of the rock massive is not apparent. Although
it is suggested that heat may have been employed to produce such a result, it is also possible
that direct percussion was a technique utilised in this stage of the quarry process. Eighteen
large dolerite and quartzite cobbles were located throughout the sandstone rubble formation.
These were rounded to sub-angular in shape, measuring 14-27 cm in maximum dimension.
Many of these artefacts exhibit utilisation damage and flake scaring to one or both ends.
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at.

Kurutiti.

The occurrence of these sizeable artefacts within the quarry suggests their functioning as large
pounders or hammerstones used to separate the sandstone blocks in the extraction process
(Figure 5.3).

5.3

REDUCTION SEQUENCE

The manufacturing stages for the milling stones may be separated into the extractive processes
dealt with above, and the reduction processes, occurring either within the quarry and/or
adjacent areas. There is ample evidence remaining on the sandstone blocks and rubble at
Kurutiti to identify a sequential process in the reduction of the sandstone leading to the
manufacture of the end product (Figure 5.3).
Stage One
After the blocks were detached from the bedrock, or selected and broken down into
serviceable sizes, the blocks were further reduced. The initial stage was begun by
preparations for splitting the block along the bedding planes, to obtain thinner more
manageable pieces. The techniques employed to achieve this have left traces on the sandstone
rubble at Kurutiti. Scattered throughout the quarry scree are blocks of stone that have a
series of pecked shallow pittings forming parallel lines around the side faces of the blocks, that
are aligned with bedding planes (see Figure 5.3: reduction stage 1). Some dozen or so
examples of this characteristic feature were recorded within the main quarry, and it is
expected that many more examples exist on the unexposed faces of rock buried within the
sandstone quarry rubble. Variation is exhibited in the individual arrangement and size of the
pittings (Figure 5.4). In several examples the pits are isolated, while in other cases, they form
overlapping pecked depressions running around the vertical faces of the sandstone blocks. On
those blocks of sandstone which retain more than one line of these separation pittings, each
line of pittings is positioned between 5 cm and 8 cm apart, and in most examples there are a
series of three lines on any one block. An explanation for this frequent occurrence of the sets
of three separation pitting lines on blocks, is there was a maximum size (thickness) for which
the quarried sandstone could be handled and worked. Larger blocks could not be manoeuvred
to allow for the pecking of these pits, while smaller blocks would not require this procedure.
Quartz crystals were found throughout the quarry, their occurrence being more frequent
within the northern portion (Areas AA, BB and CP), and in the renmant of the quarry on the
eastern side of the highway (Area Z). Possibly they were associated with the quarrying and
reduction processes, although they may also have been used in the production of petroglyphs
present within the quarry (see Chapter 7). Such crystals could have functioned as fine chisel
bits in drilling or percussion, employed to produce the pecked indentations or subsequently in
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the production of the separation pitting imes around the side faces of the quarried blocks.
Detailed macroscopic and microscopic inspections of the crystals at Kurutiti may indicate
whether they were so used, as crushing damage would be expected. Experimental working of
a quartz crystal (3 1 mm by 28 mm by 22 mm) on a piece of sandstone produced point
crushing similar to that observed on the apex point of crystals throughout the quarry. This
was fine shatter damage and crushing to the apex of the crystal where it impacted on the
sandstone.
Stage Two
Following the pecking or chiselling of the separation pitting parallel with the bedding
plane, the blocks were split along these prepared lines. Successful separation produced slabs
of sandstone of approximate thickness (4-6 cm), ready for additional reduction into the basic
grindstone form. Many examples on the sandstone blocks exhibit large flake scars running
into the mass of the stone, parallel with the bedding plane (Figure 5.5). In such situations I
interpret this flake scarring as unsuccessful separation of the block at the second stage of
reduction, the probability being that successful separation would ensure the further reduction
of the obtained sandstone slabs. It is also possible that some of these slabs featuring this
invasive flaking may be evidence of attempts to further reduce the thickness of the tabular
blocks following their separation along the bedding plane. This flake reduction may be
created by direct percussion, using the large cobbles and numerous smaller hammerstones that
occur throughout the quarry (see Chapter 6.3). Indirect percussion may also have been
utilised at this site, and it is conceivable that bone or hard wood chisels or wedges were
utilised to provide for the controlled separation of the blocks and in the reduction flaking of
the stone at this stage. Such use of materials has been recorded at other quarries throughout
Australia (see Chapter 1.2). However, no organic artefacts were seen during the recording
programme. Possibly the use of bone is effective only on more friable sandstone than that at
Kurutiti. On the other hand, the absence of bone artefacts may be a post depositional factor.
Cattle are known to eat bone, and cattle pads are common across the site. Whatever the
means used, suitably trimmed and thinned stone slabs were then removed from the quarry for
further reduction and grindstone preparation.
Within the quarry there are a number of pieces for which the desired thickness (c. 5 cm)
appears to have been achieved, yet they remain within the quarry scree. These may simply be
unfinished items. Alternatively, it has been observed that at flaked stone quarries only a select
few flakes or blades were removed from the quarry, while others similar in appearance
remained unused. There is however a considerable production cost (time/energy) in obtaining
sandstone slabs compared to the ease of knapping flakes or blades from a core. Due to such
investment differential between millstone and flaked stone procurement it might be expected
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that all sandstone slabs suitably completed would have been taken for further processing. Yet
some form of selection must have applied, for apparently serviceable sandstone slabs to
remain at the quarry. This feature of the artefacts remaining at the quarry may be mdicative
of the way in which the stone was worked and how finished grindstones were acquired (see
Chapter 9).
Stage Three
Whatever the selection criteria, the next stage iii the reduction sequence involved additional
preparation for forming the thinned blocks into the desired shape and size. The reduction
sequence applied was probably a response to the mechanical properties of the rock,
minimising effort while maximising controlled cleavage. Two distinct approaches seem to
have been practised at this stage in the reduction sequence. One process is indicated by the
presence of spaced pecked pits along the margins or within the body of the stone. In some
cases this pitting occurs over the surface of the block, sometimes as sets of pits in
perpendicular rows (Figure 5.6). Those thinned blocks that retain this spaced pitting over the
surface, rather than along the margins, suggest incorrect cleavage, the stone failing to split
along the indented line.
A second process involved a more intense concentration (interlocking) of pecking, forming
a narrow band of pecking (Figure 5.6). Both forms assist the controlled breaking of the
sandstone slab perpendicular to the bedding plane. Within the quarry area these pecked
trimming lines commonly occur on fragments of sandstone, and run across the face of the
rock. Sandstone pieces with these pecked lines that are located within the surrounding
reduction areas more frequently have remnant evidence of this process along the margin. This
pattern, of the relative position of the pecked trimming line to the margin of the sandstone
fragment combined with the part of the site these most frequently occur, is taken to indicate
that it was after the successful reduction of the stone at this stage that the resulting slabs were
transported from the quarry to adjacent areas for the final stages in the manufacturing
process. The density and size of the individual pits associated with these trimming lines vary,
although generally they produce a relatively straight and regular line of overlapping pits.
These pecked trimming lines range between 15 mm and 43 mm in width, with most in the
order of 23 mm to 30 mm, usually up to 15 mm deep. Two examples were recorded where the
pecked line continued round the top, side and bottom faces of the rock, with one of these
fragments 7 cm thick, the other 5 cm.
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Stage Four
Final processing in the reduction sequence took place away from the quarry area, often in the
same location as that associated with the flaked stone artefacts to the south of the main quarry
(Areas A and U) and to a lesser extent north (Areas 0 and OE). It is suggested that the
evidence of failures and discards resulting from these latter stages of production are only
found at the reduction work areas, adjacent to the quarry. These pieces invariably retain some
evidence of the reduction process and are thinner than the material on the quarry ( range c. 26 cm as opposed to c. 2-50 cm thickness). Once suitably sized and easily handled sandstone
slabs were produced at the quarry, evidently they were transported off the rocky outcrop to
relatively level sandy areas. It is argued that sandstone slabs of a size matching the
grindstones recorded for the region, that is in the order of no more than 70 cm in length, are
narrower and less than 8 cm in thickness, limiting the necessity for removal of large quantities
of stone, possibly being a consideration in this latter stage of the manufacture of the artefact.
Associated with the final stages of the manufacture of the artefact is the sizing and
preparation of the margins of the slab. One technique employed in working the margins was
edge flaking from one or both faces. Additional pecked lines parallel to the intended margins
may have been produced prior to the flaking, these lines being similar to those associated in
the quarry with the previous reduction phase (trimming lines). The effect was to form a zone
of weakness preventing the subsequent detached flakes from extending over the intended
grinding surface. From the evidence on the worked sandstone remaining at the site, the flake
trimming was achieved by utilising the top and bottom surfaces of the slab as the striking
platform, thus detaching material round the margin. Flaking was primarily bifacial, working
around the margins of the stone, to give symmetry to the artefact edge. This bi-directional
removal of material produced a relatively square edged millstone (as seen in section). In
contrast, there are a few examples of unidirectional flaking, a process which always used the
intended milling surface as the striking platform, producing an undercut base. A subjective
assessment is that the unifacial flaking relates to sandstone slabs that were approximate in size
and shape to the visualised finished product. Bi-directional flaking was employed when
removal of greater amounts of material was required, including the thicker slabs.
The second method of reducing and shaping the margins of the sandstone slabs was by
pounding and crumbling. Hammer-dressing was used either in combination with edge flaking,
or it could be independently applied. This technique produced margins with an even curve (in
section). In several examples it was evident that hammer-dressing extended over the face of
the stone, although this was not common. This probably occurred only in cases where the
proposed grinding surface had some irregularities, although not sufficient for the artefact to
have been rejected at an earlier reduction stage. Variation in the size of the pitting resulting
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from the hammer-dressing ranges from about 5 mm down to less than 1 mm in diameter.
Hammer-dressing as a method of preparing the surface of artefacts is a relatively common
technique when working medium and fine grained rock such as sandstone, basalt and dolerite.
Spencer and Gillen (1904: 657) observed the process in use by the Warumungu, camped near
the Tennant Creek Telegraph Station at the turn of the century, although the specific
commentary relates to production of ground edge axes:
there follows the tedious operation of levelling the surface. For this purpose the
operator takes a small rounded pebble of quartzite, and hour after hour, for a day
or two in succession, he will patiently hammer away or rather tap at the rough
surface, each stroke removing a fragment of the stone, until the whole surface is
covered over with minute dents and all of the irregularities are smoothed down.
This process probably was similar to that applied to the sandstone artefacts at Kurutiti, but
the material being a softer rock, the activity may not have been as laborious. The numerous
silcrete pebbles with evident utilisation damage that are present throughout the reduction areas
may be attributable to this activity (see Chapter 6.3).

5.4

PRODUCTION ITEMS

At all the main camps and waters in Central Australia grinding-stones may be
seen. The nether millstone is a flat stone, mostly of quartzite or sandstone, and
the upper a waterworn oval pebble, twice or three times the size of a cricket ball.
The latter is first used to crack the [acacia] seeds, a few at a time, and then,
when grinding, the wrist is moved up and down in a switchback style, at which
the lubras are highly skilled (Chewings 1936: 4).
As indicated by the sandstone artefacts remaining at Kurutiti, four distinct implement classes
were being manufactured, and in some cases utilised on site. These are the group of seed
grinding implements, the basal millstone, and the hand held grinding stone or muller. Two
other distinct forms of sandstone items comprise regularly shaped relatively flat objects, and
less symmetrically formed pieces which have a centrally placed engraved pit, often surrounded
by a circular area of fine pecking. All but the last class were evidently manufactured using
the same process, only the size and thickness of the sandstone slab varying. It is possible,
although, that the production of mullers was opportunistic, utilising remnant pieces left after
the manufacture of the larger grinding stones. More fragments of millstones, those sandstone
pieces with evidence of use polish, occur at this site than complete forms. These broken
pieces are scattered throughout the general sandstone reduction rubble and flaked stone
artefact deposits of Areas A and U, and to a lesser extent Areas 0 and OE. It is possible that
the presence of utilised fragments relate to the combination of functional activities undertaken
at Kurutiti. Considering the potential number of grindstones produced as indicated by the
numerous mining pits and depressions within the quarried formations, the majority of
manufactured millstones would have been transported from the site, although some pieces
were locally utilised and subsequently discarded on site. It is not surprising that discarded

millstone fragments occur here, as this class of artefact is a common element on many of the
archaeological sites throughout the Barkly Tablelands, and food processing would have been a
requirement wherever one was camped, regardless of the primary activities occurring at a site.
Grindstones
There were only three examples of what could be interpreted as completed although unused
millstones at the site. These were located on the ground surface among the reduction debris
and flaked stone artefacts, and no caching of finished artefacts was noted. Once the
manufacturing process was finished, millstones not employed on site for grinding were
removed from the area. Those artefacts remaining at Kurutiti were hammer-dressed along the
margins and were relatively symmetrical in plan form. The largest of these is 560 mm by 260
mm by 38 mm (Figure 5.7 Table 5.1). Of the fragments of unfinished grindstone, many
retained sections of the margin with flake scars, suggesting that hammer treatment of the
margins was the last operation in the manufacture of the artefact. The completed implements,
as well as the broken sections of the basal grindstones, are between 20 mm and 70 mm thick
(mean 37.6 mm). This accords well with the spacing of the recorded parallel pecked lines
(separation indentations) on the blocks found within the quarry. Eleven utilised millstones
were recorded on the site, one of which is split in half. Present throughout the flaked stone
artefact scatters are many smaller fragments of utilised grindstones. Of the complete items,
rough or unfinished sandstone slabs were used for seed grinding on site, but they lacked the
symmetry of form and degree of surface preparation exhibited in other grindstones of the
region.
Many of the basal grindstone fragments, as well as the utilised millstones (whole) have the
characteristic elongated grinding groove common throughout Central Australia (Figure 5.7).
This particular morphological feature is generally identified as used in the wet milling of soft
grass seeds (Smith 1986b). There are several examples of use-wear forming a shallow
depression over the whole surface area, and in one case this surface appears ochre stained.
No specimens were identified that could be described as of the mortar form, that is, the
implement surface with shallow oval or circular depression. However, a variant may be
indicated by the distinct sandstone artefact type with a single large pit and surrounding
peckings.
Two examples of manufactured sandstone pieces were identified within the main quarry.
One of these sandstone pieces (21 cm by 18 cm by 5 cm) with grinding facets was found
toward the southem section (Area S). Bi-directional flaking is evident along the margin, one
flattish surface is pitted, the other which is concave and uneven has patches of use-wear and
pitting. The other manufactured piece is a block of sandstone which has developed use polish
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on the upper surface. Located within Area CP, and situated between several quarry pits, it is
the only case where a thick block of sandstone bears any evidence of use-wear.
As a function of the current-bedding structure of the sandstone at Kurutiti, the grindstone
slabs have relatively level and parallel top and bottom faces requiring little additional
treatment. In a few cases further working and shaping of these surfaces is evident.
Modification of the margin and basal surfaces (opposite face to milling surface) of millstones
may in part, be functional, intended to reduce the weight of the item. However, it may also
possess an aesthetic element. This trimming and shaping of millstones is a widespread and
common feature, although there are regional variations in the extent of application. For
Central Australia, however, flaking preparation and less frequently hammer-dressing is
documented for millstones (Smith 1985: 26). An extreme application of the hammer-dressed
shaping of millstones is that found throughout the western Pilbara region of Western
Australia, where the shape of the object resembles the wooden coolamons, with the curved
outer surface and container-like dished form of the upper surface (Kee and Mulvaney 1984;
Mulvaney 1984). Documented in the country of the Djaru people, in the Halls Creek area of
Western Australia, is the use of smaller, portable grindstones. These were trimmed of surplus
material producing a stone implement parallel in form to the wooden coolamon. Implements
of this form were carried from camp to camp for use in grinding the seed of a number of tree
species which were available in the months preceding the wet season (Robert Graham pers.
comm.).
Table 5.1: Intact sandstone milling implements.

AREA A

SIZE mm

muller

140 u 87 x 25

muller

85 x 75x45

muller

104 x 100 x 17

GRINDING FACETS

AREA U

SIZE Minn

2

muller

115 x 95 x 27

1

muller

104 x 95 u 18

1

1

muller

115 x 72 x 20

3

GRINDING FACETS
2

muller

95 x 70 u 25

2

muller

125 x 85 x 30

1

muller

152 x 103 x 20

1

muller

110 x 73 x 25

2

muller

135 x 95 x 43

2

muller

190 x 100 x 20

muller

150 x 110 x 22

1

grindstone

495 x 287 x 39

1

muller

190 u 140 x 40

1

grindstone

3800165045

1

muller

1700130 X 27

2

grindstone

165 x 133 x 30

1

grindstone

3200250 u 47

1

AREA OE

grindstone

560 ii 260038

-

muller

90

90015

1

grindstone

330 X 180033

-

muller

94062024

2

grindstone

1300110 x 27

1

muller

48 x 46 x 17

2

grindstone

410 x 330 x 50

1

muller

110 x 98 x 22

1

grindstone

450 x 220 x 35

-

grindstone

480 x 250 x 37

1

grindstone

160 x 110 x 43

1

grindstone

220 x 230 x 50

1

grindstone

4300190070

2

AREA CP
grindstone

28002000130

AREA OR

AREA 0
muller

1800130040

X

1
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Mullers
The muller, a hand held grinding stone, has the same lithology as the basal grindstones.
Mullers appear to have been manufactured at the site, as well as being utilised there. As with
the basal grindstone pieces, both utilised fragments and complete mullers occur. Production
of these mullers may have involved a separate and intentional reduction sequence utilising
sandstone available at the quarry, or it may have started with pieces of stone selected from
among the sandstone reduction debris at the quarry. It is possible that fragments of old
grindstones, or pieces broken during the manufacture of the basal millstone were utilised in the
production of these artefacts. A number of mullers exhibit shaping by hammer-dressing
and/or flaking along one or more margins, but the evidence is inconclusive whether these
features relate to the manufacture of the muller or in utilising existing millstone fragments.
Equally unclear is whether the mullers were being manufactured along with the basal grinding
stones, or are simply a bi-product, made on a needs basis, utilising discarded millstone pieces.
In thickness the mullers are generally less than the grindstones, ranging from 15 mm to 45 mm
(Table 5.1). Regardless of the production origin, such items as the formed mullers are
widespread on the Barkly Tablelands, together with the basal grinding stones. Hand specimen
examination suggests that for many of the artefacts out on the Barkly Tablelands they are
similar in physiographic character to the Kurutiti material, and it is assumed that they derive
from the Ashburton Range sandstones. It is also possible that, out at these distant locations,
broken fragments of milling stones were converted for use as mullers.
Other Shaped Objects
An artefact type not previously documented, although 17 specimens were found at
Kurutiti, consists of a regularly shaped sandstone piece, either rounded or rectilinear (Figure
5.8; Table 5.2). The distinction between these artefacts and those associated with the grinding
implements is that they are invariably much thinner and generally smaller in overall size.
Their frequent occurrence at the site and regular shape suggests that they had some social or
economic function. Several do have evidence of use-wear, although not characteristic of wet
seed milling (Smith 1985). Among some Westem Desert people, both the larger seed milling
grindstone and a small grindstone used for processing ochre and tobacco are used (Hamilton
1980: 5). Unfortunately no description is provided as to the form of these small milling
objects, but it is possible that the small sandstone objects recorded at Kurutiti were
manufactured for use in the processing of non-grass seed items. These smaller sandstone
artefacts were found in the southern reduction areas (Areas A and U), as well as two other
locations among the quarry scree. One was situated on the sloping side of a quarry pit within
the eastern part of the quarry (Area W). This artefact is hammer-dressed, producing evenly
curved margins, with remnant flaking scars on one section of the rim. Uncharacteristic of this
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class of artefact, the object has both faces exhibiting irregular and uneven surfaces. The other
sandstone artefact, a broken fragment of the original object (c. 65% present) was found within
the quarry located on the eastern side of the highway (Area Z). This artefact is hammerdressed over the entire original surface and evidences more preparation than the others within
this artefact class. A third regular shaped artefact was located toward the southern limit of
the survey area, in open scrub north of one of the outlier engraving concentrations. Another
specimen lay in the north-eastern reduction area (Area OE). It was rounded in shape, with
evidence of use-polish (abraded smoothing) on its surface.
Table 5.2: Shaped sandstone objects
AREA

SIZE (mm)

SHAPE

AREA

A

170x90x23

rounded

A

130x110x27

A

SIZE (mm)

SHAPE

AREA

SIZE (mm)

SHAPE

U

132x126x16

rounded

U

107u95x15

square

square

U

141 x120x22

rounded

OE

76x73x28

rounded

190x130x20

subrounded

U

140x118x26

subrounded

Z

170x100x26

subrounded

A

200x170x37

subangular

U

248x160x15

rounded ends

W

200x180x25

rounded

A

150u110u22

oval

U

160u152x18

square

SQ

220x190x20

subrounded

B

260 x 180 x 50

subrounded

U

137 x 123 x 13

subrounded

Margin preparation of these artefacts was performed in two stages, as for the grindstones,
involving flaking, either uni or bi-directional removal of flakes from the margin, followed by
hammer-dressing. In one example (a broken section measuring 180 mm by 100 mm by 33
mm), hammer-dressing extended over the margins and both surfaces, with pitting up to 3 mm
in diameter. All the shaped sandstone artefacts exhibit edge trimming and preparation of the
flat surfaces, although the extent varies. In only one case is there polish over part of the
hammer-dressed surface. This artefact was found exposed in an erosion cutting 30 cm below
the surface, within the southern reduction scatter (Figure 5.8). All of these objects tend to be
between 20 mm and 27 mm thick, although the recorded range is from 13 mm to 50 mm
(mean 25.9 mm), with their size varying between 260 mm by 180 mm and 107 mm by 95 mm.
Pitted Items
Represented by 56 sandstone artefacts at Kurutiti, the fourth class possesses a
characteristic pit pecked and abraded into the surface (Figure 5.9). The majority are located
within the flaked stone and sandstone reduction scatters to the north and south of the main
quarry (Areas A, B, 0, OE and U). Four of these artefacts were found within the main quarry
area, with another seven located in the area of the southern engraving outliers and quarries.
These artefacts range in size from a small piece 11 cm in length to another 68 cm,
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Table 5.3: Sandstone objects with pit and/or surrounding pecking.
AREA

A

B

FORM

SIZE (cm)

PIT (mm)

PECKING
(cm)

AREA

U

SIZE (cm)

PIT (mm)

fragment

27x18 x

-

9

fragment

22 a 22 x

-

8

engraving

21 x 13 a 4

fragment

14 x 14 x

20

-

fragment

18x15 x6

20

fragment

19 a 13 x 5

22

-

fragment

10 x 8 a -

25

-

fragment

15 x 10 x 20

20

engraving

PECKING
(cm)

17x13 a -

-

engraving

16 x 12 x 4

20

-

fragment

17 a 16 x

-

20

-

fragment

22 x 18 x 5

20

-

fragment

21 x 15x

-

20

-

fragment

16 x 16x6

25

grindst & engr.

46 a 30 a 5

.

7&9

fragment

14x lOx 4

23

engraving

37 x 15x

-

20

-

fragment

26 a 17 x6

20

10

fragment

28 x 18 x

-

20

.

fragment

29 x 15 x 14

25

18

grindstone

38 x 23 x

-

40

.

fragment

16x13 x 8

25

6
-

0

grindstone

42 a 27x-

30 & 30

.

fragment

19x16 x 5

20

fragment

17 a 13 x -

20

-

fragment

21 x 20 x 4

23

grindstone

41 a 33 aS

-

-

fragment

16 a 12 a 4

28

fragment

25 x 12a7

25 & 28

-

fragment

30 x 23x10

35

10

fragment

28 x 20 a 13

45

-

fragment

27x18 a -

-

5

fragment

19 x 13 x

-

.

9

fragment

47 x 28 x

-

20 & 30

-

SQ

&8

fragment

42 x 32 a 6

25

10

fragment

26 a 15 x.

25

fragment

22 a 22 x 3

27

8

fragment

22 x 17 a 3

20

.

fragment

44 x 30 x 1

3&5

fragment

23 a 22 a 5

20

fragment

48a24a8

10 & 30

-

OW

fragment

28a20 a 5

16

9

C

fragment

25 a 13a.

fragment

68 a 42 x

SR

FORM

-

S

-

fragment

34 a 25 a -

25

-

fragment

65 x 16 x 3

13

5
-

8

fragment

13a10 a 8

17

20 & 20

-

fragment

38 a 18a11

14

fragment

17 a 17 x 5

26

10
-

fragment

26 x 18 x 5

20

11

fragment

19 a 17 x 4

27

8

fragment

11 a 9 a 6

37

L

fragment

28x20x5

16

9

fragment

14x12x4

12

V

fragment

11 a9 a -

20

grindstone

16x11 x 4

15

OF

-

although most or in the order of 20-30 cm (Table 5.3). Possibly their origin relates to the
separation indentations produced during the early stages of quarrying and reduction, people
utilising existing pits on a rock for some activity other than production of grindstones. The
stone pieces are irregularly shaped and there is no evidence of working the margins or shapmg
the stone, however the placement of the pit is invariably central to the stone. Only in five
examples were there two rather than a single pit, these being offset from the centre. It is
probable that these artefacts represent opportunistic utilisation of sandstone fragments, rather
than targeting fragments with pre-existing pecked indentations. In most cases the pit is
relatively smooth, which may be the result of use-wear, or is associated with the particular
technique used to produce the pit (such as abrasion drilling). However, a few artefacts have
the edge of the pit and internal surface irregular. The pits range in size from 12 mm to 50
mm, although in general measure between 20 mm and 26 mm in diameter (mean 25.6 mm),
and are commonly less than 10 mm deep. One characteristic of almost half of these pitted
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sandstone pieces is that an area of light pecking surrounds the pit. This associated and
relatively concentrated stippling in most cases lies within a radius of 4 cm from the central pit,
although a few examples have surrounding pecking which are less dense and more unevenly
spread.
It is problematic to classify these centrally pitted artefacts either as functional or as art.
Certainly in five cases, recognisable rock art motifs occurred adjacent to the pit, or on the
reverse surface of the same stone. Grindstone pieces m a few cases also have these
characteristic pits with their surrounding peckings. The juxtaposition of the pit and
surrounding stippling in other examples is characteristic of mortar stones used in the
processing of hard seeds, fruits and bone. It is possible that the characteristic smoothing of
the central pit is the result of vegetable matter and foodstuffs being processed.
The occurrence of these artefacts with these particular features is not restricted to Kurutiti,
although they are relatively uncommon in the region. Toward Renner Springs, twenty
kilometres to the north of Kurutiti, one such artefact was recorded among a general scatter of
flaked stone artefacts and low quarried outcrops of silcrete. Adjacent to the sacred site of
Nyanya on Helen Creek, some five kilometres down-stream from Kurutiti, five such artefacts
were located. Three of these pitted sandstone pieces comprised a combination of two to four
pits, one of these with four on one face and one pit on the other. On some sites within the
Wampaya Land Trust Area, especially the site Lila, edge-ground axes and some sandstone
fragments were recorded with similar pit features to those at Kurutiti (Mulvaney and
Pickering 1991). This occurrence of pitting on the axes suggests that the formation of such
features is intentional, resulting from a functional use other than that normally associated with
axes. Smith (1986a: 69) reported finding a quartzite cobble with a flat ground surface with a
small pecked dimple in the centre, recovered from the wall of a gully in the ancient beach ridge
of Lake Woods. This distributional evidence, although slight, suggest that the production of
these artefacts is not related to the quarry or reduction activities, rather these objects result
from some other process.

5.5

GRINDING GROOVES

In addition to the numerous fragments of utilised milling stones, in one area of Kurutiti there
are sixteen shallow, ground grooves (Area NF). These ranged from 27 cm to 43 cm long, 8
cm to 22 cm wide and from 1 cm to 2.5 cm deep. The mean size was 33 cm by 12 cm by 2
cm. There is no consistent ratio between length and width, although overall the length is
around 20 cm longer than the width. In size and form these grooves are consistent with stoneaxe grinding grooves found throughout Australia (Hiscock and Mitchell 1993).
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All were on horizontal bedrock outcrops at ground level, some ten to fifteen metres north
of the creek, between the channel and the exposed jointed sandstone ridge also containing
engravings (motifs NR). They occur on eight panels in groupings of five, four, four and two,
with two cases of a single groove. Two grinding grooves occur on panels with engravings.
The sandstone here, both on the flat and on the ridge, (Areas NF and NR), appears to be
somewhat more friable and less well cemented than that elsewhere in the site, and both the
grooves and the engravings here are all very weathered. Spatially they form a discrete cluster
suggestive of a specialised work area centred on this softer sandstone. The only other feature
of similar appearance is located at the southern end of the survey area, situated on the eastern
side of a low rocky ridge adjacent to the spinifex covered sandy plain (Area SO). This is a
single abraded or ground depression on a large, cracked bedrock slab. Measuring 52 cm in
length and 21 cm wide, this groove is substantially bigger than those recorded in Area NF. It
is probable that this groove relates to seed grinding as the size is consistent with utilised
millstones recorded in the region.

5.6

DiscussioN

Kurutiti, as indicated by the archaeological evidence, would appear to be the principle focus
of Aboriginal activities in regard to the production of sandstone implements in the local
region. It is probable that the quarry was started by people working the bedrock massive,
splitting the rock along the bedding planes and joint lines, and that over time these activities
built up the heaped sandstone blocks and rubble. The formation of these depressions cannot
be satisfactorily explained by natural processes, and doubtless resulted from people shifting
rocks in the effort to obtain blocks suitable for production into millstones. Although it was
not possible to determine whether it was suitably sized blocks of sandstone that people were
obtaining, or if the pits were formed as a result of miners quarrying down to access the
bedrock. Unfortunately, there is no oral tradition concerning the methods of sandstone
extraction at Kurutiti.
In the manufacture of any stone artefact, three basic techniques may be employed. These
processes have been defined as that of abrading, crumbling and fracturing (Hiscock and
Mitchell 1993: 5). Here at Kurutiti for sandstone artefacts, the pattern of abraded faces on
grinding stones is invariably the result of use-wear, while flaking (fracturing) and hammerdressing (crumbling) are the process of manufacture. It has sometimes been stated that the
hammer-dressing of millstones is not related to their production, but rather employed only to
rejuvenate the grinding surface (Hiscock and Mitchell 1993: 7). However, at Kurutiti there is
clear evidence that hammer-dressing, or percussion battering, was employed in the shaping of
the sandstone object being produced. This hammer-dressing was used in combination with

edge reduction flaking. There are a few examples indicating that the crumbling technique was
the sole method employed in the shaping of the millstone.
Evidence from other parts of Australia provides some indication as to the possible situation
at Kurutiti. Of the four recorded sandstone quarries on the Queensland site register, material
is said to have been excavated, rather than collected from the surface (Hiscock and Mitchell
1993: 37). By contrast, the archaeological evidence at the Flinders Ranges sandstone quarries
indicates that naturally fractured rock was targeted (Isabel McBryde pers. comm.). This
Flinders Ranges material is lenticular and more easily separates along the bedding planes than
does the Ashburton Ranges sandstone. There are shallow mining pits within the Flinders
quarries, however, and the mining technology at these South Australian sites appears to be
more akin to the situation at Kurutiti. Recently, a study of the Spring Bay sandstone quarries
on the east coast of Tasmania has been completed (Tall 1994). These were nineteenth century
quarries operating to supply building material primarily for use in the construction of
monumental Melbourne buildings. What emerges from this study is that the same principles
of extraction existed in nineteenth century Australia as did for ancient Egyptians building their
pyramids, and likely is the situation at Kurutiti. It is the physical characteristic of the stone
that determines the mode of extraction. In general terms it is the isolation and then separation
of the block of stone that is desired, the technology required for this is relatively simple and
varies only slightly, depending upon the lithology. Isolation of the block is achieved through
the process of channelling, the removal of a small amount of material in a line generally
sufficient to achieve separation. This separation is brought about by a process of wedging.
The nature of the stone to a large extent influenced the shape, size and frequency of the
channelling.
These mining principles are exhibited at Kurutiti, with the isolation of the blocks achieved
not through channelling as was the case in Tasmania, but by the pecking of the spaced
indentations. Percussion and heating were the techniques employed to separate the rock. The
use of wooden and stone wedges and levers may also have been employed at this stage of the
extraction, a technology recorded for grindstone quarries in the Lake Eyre region (McBryde
1991). Subsequent reduction of the sandstone resulted in thinning the sandstone parallel to the
bedding plane and shaping the rock into distinct forms. When the thickness of the sandstone
blocks required reduction, separation pitting was pecked into the rock, aiding in the cleavage
of the rock along the bedding plane.
To some extent the reduction process was the same for the different classes of objects
produced, although the thickness range within the classes suggests that selection based on
relative thickness occurred. The grindstones and mullers clearly were manufactured for an
intended and identifiable function. This is not the case with the other two classes of sandstone
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artefact. Certainly the smaller and thinner objects may have been for utilitarian purposes.
One of the sub-rounded objects has use-polish and rejuvenation stippling characteristic of
millstones, which supports this assessment. An explanation was also offered by one of the
custodians of Kurutiti stating that they were small grindstones for personal use in processing
"little things" (Peter Toprail pers. comm.). For the Lake Eyre Basin, as with the Everard Park
Station area, it is noted that both men and women would use smaller grindstones to work
materials such as ochre and bush tobacco (Hamilton 1980: 5 McBryde 1991: 11). In
Kalkadoon territory east of the Georgina River and Camooweal, there is found small
grindstones known as nardoo stones (Armstrong n.d.: 60-63). As stated above, it may be that
these smaller sandstone objects at Kurutiti were manufactured for similar mundane uses.
Production of sandstone artefacts, as the evidence indicates, was a major focus of activity
at Kurutiti.

Archaeological material at the site also points to other functional aspects

associated with this location. The mythology and ceremonial attachments are but two of these
(see Chapter 3). What may have been the social and economic circumstances of the people
who worked the quarry is explored in connection with the archaeological evidence of the other
activities. Each is examined in the following two chapters.

LIM

(CHAPTER SI[x

CHAPTER SIx
PATTERNS IN ARTEFACTS

6.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

large numbers of natives have lived in blissful ignorance of
the age of iron, and have continued to fashion their weapons and
implements with the old flaked and ground, or, more rarely,
chipped stone knives and hatchets. one and the same tribe will
not only use but make roughly or most carefully flaked stones,
chipped stones, and ground axes. Had such a tribe as the Arunta
or the Warrarnunga become extinct, the modern ethnologist
would have been not a little puzzled by finding side by side the
most crudely and the most beautifully flaked and chipped stone
implements (Spencer and Gillen 1904: 635).
. . .

. . .

..

...

As Gillen and his friend Spencer have observed, without an understanding of the complete
picture, incorrect conclusions may be drawn. However, the typological and geological
composition of site assemblages fortunately do provide information for the present day
archaeologist. The structure of the artefact assemblage in terms of associations and
composition, in addition to taphonomic processes, may be seen primarily as a reflection of
social and economic determinants. The production of the sandstone artefacts, like the grinding
implements, as discussed in the preceding chapter, represents a technological behaviour that
is, in fact, only one aspect of Kurutiti. To better comprehend the functional usage of the site,
to identify what may have been the social activities and mechanisms which transported the
sandstone artefacts away from the site, it is important to appreciate what material may have
been entering the site. It is also important to attempt an understanding of the history of the
use of the site. Kurutiti can not be regarded as formed in a single episode, but rather resulted
from a composite of activities occurring in a temporal and spatial framework.
The sandstone artefacts and the associated activities are site specific, while the flaked stone
assemblage is in part formed in the behavioural context of expedient manufacture, use and
discard, which may not necessarily be site specific. Non-local stone present on the site raises
the question of whether these artefacts the result of exchange networks or do they reflect the
mobility of the people that occupied Kurutiti?

Most of the exotic material is widely

distributed throughout the region, although the differing lithologies have particular geological
provenances (see Chapter 6.2).
At Kurutiti extensive artefact scatters comprising flakes, flaked pieces, hammerstones and
other formal implement types, occur in the relatively flat sandy areas adjacent to Helen Creek.
Artefacts are situated on both sides of the creek, and are associated both with the
refurbishment of flaked stone implements, and with the reduction of sandstone pieces (see
Chapter 5). All the stone used in these artefacts is derived from off site, although the closest

potential source for some is only 1.5 km down Helen Creek. Those areas of greatest artefact
density are located to the south of the main quarried sandstone formation. Estimates derived
from one square metre sample areas provides a range of five artefacts per square metre to
forty per square metre (5-40/ m2), in addition to the sandstone fragments which exhibit a
similar distribution. It is in this area, that the most detailed recording of artefacts was carried
out, identified as Areas A and U, for purposes of the survey (see Chapter 4). These two foci
of flaked material are associated with open sandy expanses, either devoid of surface
vegetation, or with sparse spinifex cover. This relatively bare ground is visible on aerial
photographs that were taken in October 1947, and it appears that little has changed during the
intervening period, except for the upgrade of the Stuart Highway and turnoff into Helen
Springs Station. This further suggests this area has remained in a similar state for some
considerable time prior to the 1940s.
Flaked stone material, as well as sandstone artefacts, also occurs to the north of the quarry
(Area 0), and extends along the flanks of Helen Creek for some distance (approx. 280 m) on
the eastern side of the Stuart Highway (Area OE). This eastern sector is in an area much
disturbed by the highway and access road into Helen Springs Station. With two recorded
collections of artefacts already made in this area (Coates 1991; Smith 1981) and the degree of
recent ground disturbance, only a general inspection of the location was carried out. Notes on
the observations were made, but without the detailed recording done in other parts of the site.
Limited numbers (one artefact per three to five square metres, 1/3-5 m2) of artefacts were
observed within the creek channel, especially in the southern portion adjacent to Area A. Low
density occurrences (1/2-10 m2) of artefacts were also observed on the west side of Helen
Creek (Area OW), north of the quarried rubble of Areas P. Q and I-il-I. Pounders and wedges,
and to a lesser extent flaked stone artefacts and hammerstones, occur scattered throughout the
sandstone quarry. In addition, flaked stone material is evident in unvegetated patches in the
area between the main site of Kurutiti and the outlier engraving concentrations of Areas SR,
SO, OF and OR, and in an area some 330 metres up stream at the confluence of Helen Creek
with an unnamed creek.
The observed density of flaked stone artefacts associated with Kurutiti, not unexpectedly,
appears to be effected by the surface characteristics of the ground. It is in the areas of sandy
soil and relatively large trees where the greatest amount of material is found. This is taken to
reflect a selection for comfortable and shady work areas. There are, however, with the
exception of sandstone artefacts, fewer flaked stone artefacts occurring within the areas
associated with the quarry and petroglyphs. Outside these archaeologically distinct areas, the
highest density artefact distributions tend to correspond with those areas of spinifex and sand
expanses, and are lowest in those locations of stony ground. Soils within the survey area
comprise a varying mix of sand and gravel. A low density of artefacts was recorded in those
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areas with a higher percentage of gravel. This lower artefact visibility may be distorted by the
nature of the vegetation cover, as denser scrub occurs on the gravels, although this is not
regarded as a significant contributing factor to the observable configuration of the artefact
distribution. Such a pattern probably reflects the comfort factor of the ground for sitting on,
with these preferential locations having both a greater time depth and intensity of occupation,
creating the higher artefact densities.

6.2

RAw MATERIALS

Leaving aside the dominance of sandstone (see Chapter 5), which within all areas represents at
least fifty percent of all stone material in any part of the site, the flaked stone assemblage at
Kurutiti includes a range of artefacts made on quartzite and silcrete, chalcedonic chert, chert,
and a banded chert (a Barkly Tablelands variant), as well as the basic igneous rocks, basalt
and a coarser grained dolerite. Some of these materials are known to occur in the general
area, associated with the Ashburton Range (see Chapter 2.3). However, not all material is
specifically sourced, and banded chert (ribbon stone see Mitchell 1947: 93) occurs as nodules
throughout the Barkly Tablelands. With the possible exception of the burgundy chert (jasper),
all stone material evident at Kurutiti is either available within a few kilometres of the site, or
no more distant than 20-50 km (chalcedonic chert and banded chert).
There are four major silcrete quarries in the region, between Newcastle Waters and Renner
Springs, for which Aboriginal people still retain knowledge. These are linked into the regional
mythology and are sacred sites for the local Aboriginals. One of the sacred sites, in the
vicinity of Renner Springs, was visited by Spencer and Gillen at the turn of the century. They
provide a detailed description of the manufacturing process, and of the use of the large blades
that were produced (Spencer and Gillen 1904: 64 1-656). Research conducted on material
from these four sites differentiated the artefacts from the various quarries (Murgatroyd 1991).
In addition to these, cappings of silcrete and quartzite occur throughout the Ashburton Range,
although these generally are of poorer quality (undeveloped conchoidal fracture) than is the
material from the major quarries. Many more outcrops of quartzite occur throughout the area
of the Ashburton Range, most have to varying extent been quarried.
One silcrete quarry, 'knife factory', was recorded by Barry Cundy on a ridge adjacent to
Helen Creek, from which a small collection was made (Museum No. AA83.13). This site is
located two kilometres north-east of Kurutiti, and may provide one source for many of the
artefacts recorded there. During a subsequent survey along the creek some half dozen silcrete
quarried outcrops were located. At one of these, worked material covered an area of some 50
in by 25 in, with a density of flakes, blades and cores ranging between 10-35/rn2. Other
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quartzite and silcrete quarries have been located in the vicinity of Tomkinson Creek, some 15
km to the south-west of Kurutiti.
The geological history of the particular rock, the depositional environment which affects
grain size, the degree of roundness and sorting, and the post depositional conditions creating
features such as the degree of packmg and the amount of cement, provide variations which
enable the characterisation of the rock types While it is relatively easy to differentiate
between the extremes of quartzite and silcrete, observations in the Ashburton Range reveal
that within a single outcrop the rock may grade from one to the other. Of the material present
at Kurutiti there is in fact not only a range exhibited in structure and texture, but also in
colour (white through grey to browns). A combination of the colour, grain size and
percentage of cement characteristics were employed to differentiate quartzite from silcrete as
recorded in field notebooks. This is not a microscopic distinction, and at times it is relative
and subjective. Therefore, the inclusive term silcrete has been adopted for some of the
analysis.
A small number of quartz artefacts were recorded on the site, including a few quartz
crystals scattered throughout the quarry and flaked stone artefact areas. Sources for these are
presumed to be relatively close, as crystals of quartz (colour variation) commonly fill the
vesicles and fractures within the tholeiitic basalt of the Helen Springs Volcanics (Randal and
Brown 1969: 11). Gem fossicking and trenching occurred along a ridge opposite the quarry,
120 in east of the highway, where a number of crystals were visible on its gravel surface,
although these are not of the size or quality of those located within the archaeological site.
Cherts are reported within the Ashburton Range, derived from the alteration of carbonated
rocks of the Lower Proterozoic, and occur extensively south-west of Banka Banka homestead
(Randal 1973: 15). A wavy laminated chert, probably from an inter-bed in the volcanics of
the Lower Cambrian, occurs with silicifled basalt and quartz crystals in surface rubble on the
western side of the Ashburton Range, between Gleeson Creek and Powell Creek, some 40 km
to the north-west of Kurutiti (Randal and Brown 1969: 11). White (1918: 81) notes that when
"crossing Morfit [sic] Creek we found some beautiful specimens of jasper + other stones the
-

creek seemed to be full of them".
A distinctive rock described as a coarse, dull, dark brown to burgundy chert is recorded at
Lake Woods (Smith 1986a: 66). A similar material is recorded from Kurutiti, although in
much reduced quantities to the Lake Woods area, possibly indicating the source for this chert
lays to the north. Only a few artefacts of this chert were found on surface sites in the Lake
Woods/Newcastle creek area, nevertheless others were recovered from the excavated deposits
of the ancient strand lines of Lake Woods, suggesting that the use of this material has some
antiquity. Certainly, no source for this burgundy chert is known to local Aboriginals,

although they have a good knowledge of other stone sources (Smith 1986a: 72). Recently, a
quarry and associated reduction areas and camp sites was recorded from an area at the
northern end of Victoria River Downs Pastoral Lease, located some 340 km to the north-west
of Lake Woods (Mulvaney 1995). The stone material, a brown chert, is similar in character
to that found at Lake Woods and Kurutiti. Given the degree of ceremonial and exchange
contact between the Western Barkly Tablelands and Victoria River Aboriginals within historic
times there is the distinct possibility that this burgundy chert found at Kurutiti originated in
the west, although sources closer than this location may occur.
Banded chert is another of the siliceous sedimentary rocks, generally coarser textured than
other cherts. This stone, locally known as ribbonstone, is characterised by different coloured
banding within the stone. It is common throughout the Barkly Tablelands as surface nodules,
and along a number of the creeks as blocks and water worn pebbles. The nearest source of
banded chert known to the Warimanpa Aboriginals consulted is some 45 km to the north-east
of Kurutiti. This site is characterised by an extensive surface occurrence of flaked cobbles
and pebbles associated with worked material extending over an area of several kilometres in
all directions. In other parts of the Barkly Tablelands, extensive areas covering several square
kilometres are marked by the working of surface and sub-surface nodules obtained from the
black soil plains.
A banded chert quarry, and associated reduction areas, was documented during an
archaeological investigation associated with the proposed upgrading of the Barkly Tablelands
Highway (Wojciechowski 1990). This site is located some 200 km to the south-east of
Kurutiti, with people exploiting exposed nodules over an area of approximately 200 in by 150
m, with an average artefact density of 2.8/rn2 (Thorley 1991). There are also several known
quarries within the Brunette Downs Pastoral Lease, located some 200 km east of Kurutiti,
which were prominent stone sources with important mythological associations (Jack Cotton
pers. comm.).
As with the banded chert, chalcedonic chert appears to be derived from a relatively wide
area, with no known focus or major quarry. Chalcedonic chert, a milky coloured hydrated
chert akin to opal, is probably derived from the geological beds of the Ashburton and
Whittington Ranges, as there is a marked increase in the relative frequency of this material
occurring on sites in those ranges as compared to those further afield. The closest known
source to Kurutiti is near the turn-off into Muckaty station, 20 km south along the highway
from the site. Material scattered on the surface covers an area of 50 in by 30 m, with a
density of chalcedonic chert artefacts roughly 30-50/rn2. On the other side of the highway to
this site, exposed by the trenching for the Optical Fibre Cable, are further deposits of
chalcedonic chert, 400 in east of the quarry, and it is possible that other sources exist in the

immediate area. Near the Aborigmal community of Kalumpurrpa (63 km south of Kurutiti),
along a low ridge and extending for several hundred metres are small exposures of chalcedonic
chert, all of which have been quarried. This site is out to the west of the Whittington Range,
and other sources of chalcedonic chert in this general area, similar in character to the
Kalumpurrpa site, are known to local Aboriginals.
The basalt and dolerite present on this site are likely to be locally derived. As previously
discussed (see Chapter 2.4), such rock is associated with the Lower Cambrian volcanics that
outcrop within the Ashburton Range. Outcrops of dolerite occur adjacent to Helen Creek,
within a few kilometres of Kurutiti. Within 400 in of the site, adjacent to Helen Creek, is a
low outcrop of loose angular basalt cobbles. Down slope is evidence of working this material,
with a reduction scatter within a side channel to the creek. A second small quarry is located
on the opposite side of Helen Creek. down-stream. Two low mounded formations of naturally
fractured angular pieces comprise this site, each mound approximately 15 m in diameter, with
a few flaked cobbles, and general debitage. The cortex on the material at this location is
similar to a number of the basalt artefacts recorded at Kurutiti. There are also cobbles and
pebbles of this material within the creek channel where it passes through the site. At Kurutiti,
many of the artefacts that are produced from basalt and dolerite are flakes or implements with
pebble cortex, and flaked pebbles.
Kurutiti is situated within a region that provides a diverse range of stone suitable in the
manufacture of artefacts. Many sources, like the dolerite and silcrete, are within a few
kilometres, although better quality sources for these rock groups occur further afield. Other
stone sources, such as the banded and chalcedonic cherts, are at least 20-5 0 km distance. The
evidence of procurement indicate that blades and flakes were being produced at the quarry
source (see below). To an extent, the relative frequency of these two classes of artefact is
dependant on the character of the source. Flake production dominates the chalcedonic chert,
cores at these sites tend to be small, or pieces have only a few flakes removed. All sources of
this stone comprise exposed and fractured nodules, ranging in size from 10-60 cm. At
quarries associated with the banded chert, it appears that it is the nature of the outcrop, the
size and regularity of the cobble, which determines the production of blades or flakes. At
some locations blade cores are found which are of the classic conical form with regular size
blades having been removed from around the core. This blade technology is also evident at
the quartzite and silcrete quarries.

6.3

FLAKED ARTEFACT TYPOLOGY

In general, the Australian aboriginal's workmanship in producing
stone tools shows a keen appreciation and evaluation of the
qualities and tractability of the materials Nature afforded him and
his ability to produce a wide range of objects for daily use. The
finest examples of his implement types indicate considerable skill
and refined workmanship (Campbell and Edwards 1966: 160).
The range of artefact types present at Kurutiti is similar to the habitation sites and reduction
areas throughout the region, although there also are elements particular to the grindstone
quarrying activities (see below). Both blade and flake working is evident, utilising percussion
mechanics, and to a lesser extent, pressure flaking, largely reflecting a response to the physical
properties of the various raw materials. A flake is defined as a piece of material detached
from the parent rock (core) in such a way as to leave distinctive features on the detached
piece. These features include a striking platform and, on the interior (ventral) surface, a bulb
of percussion, and may include concentric ripple marks and force lines over the same face as
the bulb of percussion. Negative marks may also be present on the surface opposite (dorsal
surface). A blade is defined as a flake for which the length (as measured from the striking
platform) is at least twice that of the maximum width measurement.
There are relatively few cores, however those present range from pebbles with a few flakes
removed, single-platform cores, to multifaceted cores. Single-platform cores are those which
exhibit uni-directional flake removal from one surface (either natural or prepared).
Multifaceted cores are those which have been rotated to remove flakes from two or more
platforms. Reduction of prepared cores, and to some extent that of pebbles brought onto the
site, is established by the presence of unmodified flakes (complete flake without showing
further working), flake fragments (flakes with margin and or striking platform missing) and
pieces of general debris such as the amorphous chips (small fragments of non-local stone
which may have some features akin to flakes). The majority of this reduction debitage
consists of silcrete, with some basalt and to a much lesser extent that of the other rock types,
ranging from 60-90% of the total flaked stone present in an area. This pattern is consistent
with the notion of material conservation inversely proportional to distance from acquisition
place. It also appears that the rejuvenation and replacement of artefacts was undertaken at the
site, as evidenced by the range and form of the adzes, and by the broken fragments and extent
of working on points (see below).
There appears little difference in the assemblage composition between the areas on either
side of the creek south of the quarry, although in the eastern portion (Area U) both points and
adze forms comprise a higher percentage of recognised implement types (Table 6.1). A
feature of the artefact scatter situated on the northern side of the quarry (Area 0) and along
Helen Creek (Area OE) is that no adzes or slugs occur, and that only a few points were
observed. This area is adjacent to the highway and along an access track, and it may be that

this lack of formal artefact types is the result of collectors. However, a similar pattern is
exhibited to the west of Helen Creek in the area of the water tank and station access track
(Area OW), with just one adze slug, of chalcedonic chert. observed at this location. The
density of artefacts in this part of the site is much lower than through the area to the south of
the main quarry, approximately one artefact per ten square metres, rising in places to one per
square metre.
A contrast across the site is exhibited in the number and size of hammerstones and in the
occurrence of pounders. This latter group of artefacts is defined as pebbles or pieces of rock
that because of their size preclude holding in a manner that would allow controlled striking.
The largest is 20 cm by 17 cm by 14 cm, of basalt and was located within the main quarry.
However, large hammerstones of 15 kg are recorded on quarries in western Queensland (Peter
Hiscock pers. comm.). Pounders, unlike the hammerstones, did not exhibit a concentrated
area of use-wear (see below). Another feature of the site is that hammerstones within the
areas of the flaked artefact scatters are relatively small in comparison to those occurring
throughout the quarry. These hammerstones were probably utilised in the reduction of cores,
with the smallest ones used in the production and rejuvenation of implements, although it is
feasible that bone was more commonly used in the construction of the points and adzes (Kim
Akerman pers. comm.). A large number of pebble implements (pebbles modified for
functional use, but which retain most of the original pebble) and manuports occur throughout
the area of the sandstone quarry, more so than within the areas associated with the flaked
stone surface scatters. Withm the quarry areas these are usually of greater mass than those
hammerstones in other parts of the site. Based on shape and use-wear, some of these larger
pebble forms are interpreted as wedges or chocks, employed in the separation of the sandstone
blocks during their reduction to grinding stone implements (see below). Both silcrete and
basalt pebbles are utilised. The probable source for the numerous pebble derived artefacts
throughout this site is from the adjacent creek channel.

Table 6. 1: Summary statistics for artefacts at Kurutiti.
MATERIAL

ARTEFACT CLASS
ADZE

UNIFACIAL
POINT

BIFACIAL
POINT

CHERT

10

3

5

1

BANDED CHERT

2

1

RETOUCHED BACKED
PIECE
BLADE

SCRAPER

P(E1
BIFACE

TOTAL
PEBBLE
CHOPPER

QUARTZ

CORE

HAMMERPOUNDER
STONB

WEDGE

1
26

1

CHALCEDONY

5

1

SILCRETE

2

23

1
31

1

11

1

1

0.3

19

6.0

31

10

1

9

2.8

6

14

%

%

1

BASALT

TOTAL No

No.

3

9

36

50

23

194

63

3

2

6

26

2

53

17.1

307

43

28

38

14

1

8

14

6

12

42

76

25

13,9

9.0

12.3

45

03

2.5

4.6

1.8

3.8

136

24.8

8.1

99.2

The specific character of the Kurutiti flaked stone assemblage is described in reference to
each of the major implement types. However, detailed descriptions and analysis of the
debitage is not undertaken, as the main focus of the thesis is the quarry and production of
artefacts from sandstone.
Points
Stone points, as a group of artefacts, may be divided into two main forms based on the
extent and number of surfaces of the original blade subjected to additional flaking. However,
rare examples occur where the dimensions indicate that they may have been produced on a
flake. The margins tend to converge, rather than being parallel, which gives the artefact its
characteristic pointed appearance (Figure 6.1). In the broadest sense, these are classed as
either unifacial or bifacial points (McCarthy 1967: 38 Mitchell 1949: 63). A unifacial point
is characterised as having invasive retouch, ordinarily over the dorsal surface (although not
always), this flake scaring in finely worked examples meeting at a median ridge. These
artefacts tend to be triangular in cross section. Bifacial points, as the name suggests, are
flaked on both the dorsal and ventral surface, and are invariably lenticular in cross section.
That these artefacts' margins converge to a tip is used to some extent in the division of the
points and retouched blades, although the extent of the retouch on the artefact is also
considered.
Interpretations of assemblages based on the separation of the form of retouch have been
questioned recently, as merely a process of manufacture, and that unifacial points may simply
be an early stage in the continuum of shaping, use, and reshaping, with the bifacial point a
more curated form of point (Hiscock 1984: 182, 1994). To an extent, the ability to determine
the reality between a divergence model, that is two separate production modes, and a sequence
model (down the line curation) is problematic (Hiscock 1994: 73), although technological
information identifying the actual retouch sequence and reworking of points may assist. For
example, if bifacial points are a later working of unifacial points, it may be expected that in a
majority of cases the more recent retouch would only be on the one face. Certainly, in the
author's own experience, Aboriginal people were expert in maximising resources, so it is
feasible that one form of artefact may at a subsequent stage be utilised to produce a different
artefact. It is conceivable that any detailed analysis will indicate that unifacial points were
reshaped into the bifacial form, especially if curation of artefacts occurred away from the
ready resupply of suitable stone material. The pattern indicated by the character of points at
Kurutiti suggests that unifacial and bifacial points were produced directly from blades, and
any conversion of unifacial points to a bifacial form was not common. However, within this
thesis, the use of the division of the terms unifacial and bifacial is simply a statement of form.
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Numerically, the occurrence of bifacial points exceeds by three to two those of the
unifacial form. Butt, tip and middle segments of points occur on the site almost as frequently
as complete points. Of the unifacial points at Kurutiti, none can be described as of the 'pirri'
form, that is, points that are symmetrical and with the butt end bifacially flaked, removing the
striking platform and reducing the bulb of percussion. This produces a thin, generally
rounded shape to the base of the artefact. However, trimming the butt portion is a distinct
character of bifacial points at this site, although not on all examples. Points as a class make
up approximately 43% of the flaked stone formal implement classes (excluding sandstone
artefacts, hammerstones, pounders) at Kurutiti. Silcrete and quartzite are the more frequently
utilised raw material, amounting to some 81.5% of points (40% and 41.5%), with chert
12.5%, banded chert 4.5% and chalcedonic chert 1.5%. Within the bifacial points, almost all
are either of silcrete or quartzite, with only some of the more crudely formed bifacial points
being made of chert.
Variation in the degree and pattern of retouch exhibited on these points suggests many of
these artefacts were produced at the site. This is denoted by the similarity in working of
points whether of the Ashburton derived quartzite and silcrete or the Barkly Tablelands
banded chert. Others would have been brought to Kurutiti in various stages of reduction,
removed from the quarries as the selected blades rather than as prepared cores, judging from
the few blade cores at this site. Certainly the form of the points is indicative that blades rather
than flakes were utilised in their production. Examples of bifacial points still in the early
stage of reduction were recorded, one of which, a silcrete blade located on the slopes to the
north of the site, has primary flaking to the dorsal surface, with incomplete retouch on the
ventral surface. Several examples were recorded where the ventral, rather than dorsal face,
has been worked first. This is in contrast to the process involving unifacial points, where on
the artefacts recorded at Kurutiti, the ventral surface is worked. Such evidence as the initial
surface being worked may be taken to indicate that bifacial points were produced independent
of and not simply utilising existing unifacial points. However, this does not discount that
unifacial points were re-worked into bifacial points (see Hiscock 1994).
No significant correlation exists between the degree of retouch (and symmetry) within the
specific rock types, as would be expected if artefacts from distant sources were curated to a
greater extent. This suggests that unworked blades were being retouched at the site, whether
from silcrete or banded chert. The extent of retouch exhibited by this artefact group is
variable, with a number of the unifacial points showing minimal retouch, while with other
unifacial points and the bifacial points, there are artefacts with extensive retouch. These
appear to be in a completed form, suffering no damage or discernible defect that may have
prevented the use of the implement. Why these artefacts should have been discarded at
Kurutiti is unclear.
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While the size of the artefact is an indication of the link between the regression of unifacial
points to the bifacial form, as suggested by Hiscock (1994), it is a problematic notion to
refute, as no matter how large the bifacial point, it must have been an even larger unifacial
point. Regardless of what relative size ranges may indicate as to manufacturing processes,
there would seem a logical relationship between the size, form and the optimal functioning
(projectile or knife) of an artefact. In the case of points, the symmetry and degree of trimming
(retouch) provides mechanical strength while reducing bulk (Campbell and Edwards 1966:
198). The Kurutiti points exhibit a higher percentage of bifacial points that are larger than
those of the unifacial form (Table 6.2). If the sequence manufacturing processes, as discussed
by Hiscock (1994: 75), were applicable, it would be expected that bifacial points would be
smaller and more reduced than unifacial points, and that there should be higher percentages of
unifacial points that are larger than bifacial points. This situation is not conclusively borne
out by the data from Kurutiti or other sites in the general region. However, as Hiscock (1994:
75) observed, the discard or reworking option exercised by people may mean that small
unifacial points were not reworked while larger specimens would be converted into bifacial
forms. Availability, physical character and access to replacement stone also may influence
patterns of production and reworking of artefacts. On technological grounds, the reduction of
mass in the production of bifaces as set against that of unifacial points, would require very
large and broad unifacial points if the sequence model of point production was the case (Kim
Akerman pers. comm.). Considering the form of unifacial points at Kurutiti, it is unlikely that
the conversion of these artefacts into bifaces occurred in this area.
The symmetry of points within the Kurutiti assemblage exhibits a high degree of
variability, primarily determined by the character and extent of scarring. This pattern is
partly influenced by the utilisation of percussion and pressure flaking in reducing the artefact.
Among the unifacial points is a group that retain more of a serration to the margins (see Table
6.2), although none are so extensive as to be classified as dentates (Akerman and Bindon
1995). All of the serrated points are produced from a granular homogenous silcrete, with
straight ended butt (bulb/platform end), resulting from the absence of modification to the
striking platform. As previously stated, none of the unifacial points exhibit trimming of the
bulb, and few have any secondary flaking over the dorsal surface in the vicinity of the butt.
Consequently, all the unifacial points are characteristically squared and thick at the butt. The
extent of modification to the butt exhibited within the bifacial points is more variable, with a
number having well rounded thin (2-3 mm) butts, uniformly tapering to the point. It is within
these symmetrically formed points that the use of pressure flaking is most evident, with the
narrow extended flake scars commencing from a relatively small negative cone of pressure
point.
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Table 6.2: Data on points recorded at Kurutiti.
ARTEFACT AREA

A

ARTEFACT AREA U

bifacial point

silcrete

46022 X 10

unifacial

silcrete

2601707

unifucial

silcrete

56 02208

unifacial

quarfate

3302207

serrated

quarfate

48 0220 5

bifacial

quarfate

3902005

unifaclat

silcrete

570320 11

bifacial

chert

tip

bifacial

chert

670 420 8

bifacial

silcrete

tip

unifacial

silcrete

tip

serrated

quarfate

31 01604

bifacial

silcrete

tip

unifaciat

quarfate

butt

unifacial

quartate

butt

bifacial

silcrete

margin

bifacial

nbbonstone

butt

unifacial

silcrete

520240 9

bifacial

silcrete

segment

unifacial

quartate

tip

bifacial

nbbnnstone

tip

unitacral

quarfate

tip

bifacial

silcrete

tip

unifacial

silcrete

tip

bifacial

silcrete

tip

unitacial

silcrete

tip

unifacial

chert

360 260 7

bifacial

quartate

segment

unifacial

chert

350 230 ii

bifaciat

silcrete

butt

bifacial

quartate

tip

bifacial

silcrete

butt

bifacial

quarfate

44023012

unifacial

quartate

tip

bifacial

silcrete

400300 13

bifacial

chert

41 018010

unifacial

chert

48032015

bifacial

quart.dte

4001705

unifacial

quartate

tip

bifacial

quartate

500250 14

bifacial
bitanial

quartate
quartate

50016012
tip

ARTEFACT AREA U
unifacial

quartate

tip

bifaciat

chert

51 01808

unifacial

quartate

39 0 160 6

bifacial

silcrete

530 2008

unifacial

quartate

tip

bifacial

quartate

butt

bifacial

silcrete

380 2509

bifacial

quarfate

31 0 2007

unifacial

q0a112rte

tip

bifacial

silcrete

51 0 2607

serrated

quartate

segment

bifacial

chert?

butt

unifacial

quartate

40020 09

bifacial

silcrete

tip

unifacial

nbbonstone

420 28 0 16

bifacial

silcrete

68 0390 25

bifacial

butt

bifacial

silcrete

55250 18

unifacial

chalcedony

butt

bifacial

silcrete

49025014

serrated

quartate

3301606

bifacial

silcrete

41 022016

bifacial

silcrete

39 022 09

bifaciul

quartate

butt

Blades
These are a group of flakes which have length measurement at least twice that of the
maximum width measurement. Reported from the principle silcrete quarries in the area to the
north of Kurutiti, is the production of large 'leilira blades. Such blades characteristically
feature a squared butt (prepared striking platform), margins tapering to a point and usually
one median ridge, although they may have others depending on the sequence of detachment
form the core. The larger blades with good syminetry were important exchange items within
this region (Murgatroyd 1991). A feature of these blades from the Ashburton quarries is the
physical quality of the silcrete, and their aesthetic property. It is evident from examination of
the numerous quarries in this area that blades, flakes and blades of leilira form were being
produced. As noted above, there is a range in quality of silcrete and quartzite available in the
Ashburton Range. It was from the higher quality sources that, in historic times, the leilira
blades were derived for exchange items (Murgatroyd 1991). However, no such artefacts were
seen during this current survey of the Kurutiti site. If this site was a centre for exchange
activities, it might be expected that some of these artefacts would be retained at the location.
However, further transfer of the items may explain their absence. This is consistent with
observations made concerning surface artefact scatters away from the silcrete quarries in the
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Newcastle Waters area, where no large blades or leilira forms were seen on sites investigated
with 20 km of a quarry (Paton 1994: 175).
What is found on the site are numerous blades, several of which are relatively large and
have been retouched and modified to varying extents (Figure 6.2). One of these, a retouched
blade (124 mm by 46 mm by 14 mm) of good quality silcrete, was located at the base of the
quarry area on the eastern side of the highway (Area Z). This artefact had sustained some
damage to the margins, although the general form of the retouch remained evident, and the
edge exhibits a characteristic curve. Several large blades with minimal retouch were recorded,
two of these (length 166 mm and 140 mm) were situated within the channel of Helen Creek
(Area B). These were of good quality silcrete, and may have come from the Renner Springs
location, some 20 km to the north. The smaller of these has retouch to one end. Nearby lay a
broad fragment (98 mm across blade) of a silcrete blade that also has some retouch on the
margins. One of the few other types of blade (length 80 mm) was located in the southern
section of the survey area, in vicinity to the engravings of Area OF. This artefact has retouch
on both faces, although restricted in extent. From the few complete blades and many of the
broken sections of large blades, it appears that they were utilised as large end scrapers, with a
slightly convex to square retouched edge (Figure 6.2). In the context of Aboriginal efficient
resource utilisation, it is possible that these large blade scrapers may have originally been of
leilira form, being converted once the end had been broken.
A silcrete retouched blade, found in Area B (within the creek channel), is of a form
described by Spencer as a type used predominantly although not exclusively by women
(Mitchell 1949: 180 O'Connell 1977: 277 Spencer and Gillen 1904: 649). This artefact (82
mm in length), is unifacially retouched along the margins and has a distinctive rounded
(convex) end (Figure 6.2). Several other well rounded end-scraper forms were recorded
during this survey, all produced on blades or blade fragments. One of these, a chalcedonic
chert blade measuring 73 mm in length, is retouched at both ends and exhibits the fine, steep
edge shattering typical of scraper use (Kamminga 1982). It has been suggested that these
round ended scrapers where used as spoons and graters in the processing of tuberous foods
(O'Connell 1974). Certainly such functional application has been observed among the Djaru
of the Halls Creek area of Western Australia who call the implement djuriti (Robert Graham
pers. comm.).
Backed Blades
Backed blades are a particular form of Australian artefact that are regarded as part of the
'Small Tool Tradition', which incorporates microliths (including backed blades) and points
(Gould 1969; Bowdler and O'Connor 1991). Although not all researchers accept the
terminology of backed blade (Hiscock and Attenbrow 1996), it nonetheless suits the form of
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the only specimen of this class located on the site. This backed blade is made from
chalcedonic chert, probably a locally derived source, and measures 29 mm by 11 mm by S
nm. The artefact is produced on a segment of a blade, with retouch (backing) applied to the
thicker margin and extending along the transverse break of the distal end of the blade (Figure
6.2). Considering that only the one backed blade was seen at this site, it is difficult to
interpret the context of this artefact. This represents one artefact in an assemblage of some
200 classified retouched artefacts recorded on the site, and is in the order of 0.025% of the
estimated total assemblage of flaked stone artefacts at Kurutiti (excluding sandstone).
Backed blades have generally been regarded as components of composite tools, for
example spear barbs (Campbell and Edwards 1966: 206-207; Etheridge and Whitelegge 1907;
Fullagar 1994: 64; McCarthy 1967: Figure 26). However, they may have been also used as
small hand held cutting implements, the backing assisting in the ability to apply pressure, for
scarification and circumcision. Certainly this latter functional use of the small blades is one
that Aboriginal men I have worked with emphasised. On a subsequent visit to the site, during
the wet season, and after much rain, this backed blade was no longer visible on the surface.
Probably the artefact has been covered by water-born sands, as it is unlikely to have been
washed away by rains (as other artefacts of similar and smaller size were still present), or
collected by recent visitors. The appearance of only one or two backed blades on a site within
northern Australia is not unique. For instance, recent investigations of the Borroloola site
found to contain a backed blade (Pickering 1990: 84) carried out by myself, have not located
any other backed blades.
There has been much debate over the occurrence of such items within the Australian
assemblage since the tentative distribution maps of the 1960s (Davidson 1983; Hiscock and
Hughes 1980; Mulvaney 1960, 1969; Pickering 1990; Smith and Cundy 1985b). Bearmg in
mind that "All distributional studies are subject to the obvious qualification, that inadequate
field survey has occurred in northern Australia" (Mulvaney 1960: 79) this remains a statement
as true today as it was when made over thirty years ago. Yet people still make much of
simplistic distribution patterns provided by spatially disparate sites. The occurrence of this
one artefact at Kurutiti does not greatly alter the general pattern of distribution. However, it
does indicate that maps produced without cognisance of areas not previously investigated do
distort the reality.
Engravers
A number of blades, some of which have converging margins tapering to a point, exhibit
retouch limited to one or both margins, and several have distinct burin scarring at the tip
(Kamminga 1982: 91). It is possible that this latter form of tool is akin, in function, to the
'pirri gravers', although the Kurutiti examples are not as regular in form and extent of retouch

as those discussed by Kamminga (1985). This occurrence of points (also adze slugs), hafted
and as used as engravers, is identified by Alyawarra men from the Sandover River area
(O'Connell 1977: 276). The two small banded chert split pebbles with flaking over the
internal surface (located within Area U) may also have been engravers. These are similar in
form, although the retouch produces a lower angled surface than in those identified as pirri
gravers (Kamminga 1985: 10-17). Most characteristic of the features matching the engraver
is the convex underside (original pebble surface) of the two artefacts found at Kurutiti.
Kamminga (1982: 91-93) provides a review on the literature relating to burin engravers,
whether they were used on working bone or wood, and concludes that they do not form a
cohesive functional group. However, it is unlikely that the burin flaked artefacts located at
Kurutiti were used to engrave the sandstone, either in petroglyph production or in the
grindstone production process. The low frequency of these artefacts and the irregular
occurrence of the burin spall scars on the artefacts does not suggest an intentionally
manufactured implement.
Adzes
Adzes are a distinctive form of wood working implement and etimographic examples show
they were hafted on the end of a wooden handle or spear thrower (Campbell and Edwards
1966: 193). Two classes of adze are recognised, the tula and burren forms. Tulas are semidiscoidal flakes with unifacial retouch forming a steep working edge opposite the striking
platform, generally with a prominent bulb (Home and Aiston 1924; McCarthy 1967: 27; Roth
1904). Burren adzes, in contrast, are relatively long narrow blades or flakes with a retouched
working edge perpendicular to the striking platform. The stone artefact is mounted and used
in the same way as the tula form. As a result of resharpening during the use-life of the tula
adze, there is a general reduction in the size of the artefact, with the distance between the
working edge and butt shortening until hafting and utilisation of the artefact becomes
impractical. During the repeated refurbishing of the adze, there remains a general consistency
in the symmetry and form of the artefact, although towards the end, the reduced form may
have the trimmed margin parallel to the striking platform rather than the discoidal shape
(Figure 6.2). This expended artefact is referred to as the tula or burren slug, with the distance
between the working edge and the back of the artefact may be as little as 10 mm (Campbell
and Edwards 1966: 194).
In the literature there is some debate as to the classification of tula adzes. Tindale (1965:
154) states that "A ['tula] starts off as a systematically knapped discoidal implement", and
certainly most people accept that the tula adze is a unifacially retouched semi-circular flake
which is mounted in resin. Roth (1904: 16-17) uses the term 'pot-lid' to identify the adze
flake, emphasising the smooth convex ventral surface of the flake, and describes in some detail
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the knapping process. However, there are some technological aspects which certain
researchers regard as defining the true tula adze (Hiscock and Veth 1991). Other researchers
argue that tulas must be derived from prepared cores, with the platform created by removal of
a flake and any dorsal ridges removed prior to striking off the intended tula flake from the core
(Dan Witter pers. comm.). This is based on the observed pattern of adzes and adze cores
found in the westem New South Wales area of Mootwingee. As with Hiscock's (1994)
observations on the Lawn Hill points, such technologies should not be applied as a general
model across Australia.
Only two artefacts of the burren form were identified, one from Area A, the other in Area
U. with the tula group comprising forty artefacts (flakes and slugs). Adzes, of all forms,
comprised some 13.9% of the recorded formal assemblage at this site, which is 21.4% of the
flaked stone implement category (see Table 6.1). Of these, adze slugs predominated,
comprising 60% of tula forms within Area A, and 90% within Area U. As stated, the term
slug refers to those adzes that have been utilised, with the working edge reformed many times,
until only a remnant of the former artefact is left, although invariably the platform remains
unaltered. This is discarded when the worked stone becomes impractical for re-hafting. Just
six tula adze flakes were recorded at Kurutiti, all are relatively small, probably partly as a
result of their reduction stages.
Banded chert is well represented amongst the stone types utilised in adze production (64%
of adze forms). As stated above, the nearest known source is some 45 km to the north-east.
The other three lithic materials represented in adze production at Kurutiti are available in the
general area of the Ashburton Range. These are chert (20.5%) and chalcedonic chert (10.3%
of the total adze number). Two artefacts are of silcrete (4.7%), these being a burren adze
made on a blade flake, and a slug that is of similar material. Both these implements are
located within Area A, to the south of the quarry and on the western side of Helen Creek.
In a regional context, the tula adzes located on sites out on the Barkly Tablelands are
generally made from banded chert pebbles and are of a distinctive form. These artefacts are
relatively large (> 50 mm in width, between the lateral margins; see Hiscock and Veth 1991:
337), and made on broad flakes removed as a series from the core (Hiscock 1988a; Mulvaney
and Pickering 1991). This process produces a tula with a defined concave dorsal surface
parallel with a convex ventral surface, ensuring that an even and consistent curve to the
working edge is maintained throughout the period of utilisation of the implement. The largest
examples recorded on various sites across the Barkly Tablelands are in the order of 70-75 mm
in width, although most fall within a width range of 50-60 mm. In appearance, the adzes and
slugs recorded at Kurutiti fall within a size range generally smaller than that noted for sites on

the Barkly Tablelands, although several artefacts recorded could be regarded as the larger
adze form.
The production mode of the 'classic Barkly Tablelands adze' is distinctive, and from the
similarity in form of the Kurutiti assemblage to the Barkly Tablelands type, it is probable that
many of the adze slugs are renmants of such implements. These may have been brought into
the Helen Springs area as manufactured items. With the majority of the banded chert adzes on
the site it is feasible that they were made from smaller flakes, carried as such to the general
area. In reference to this, Roth (1904: 20) observed that "completed implements [hafted
adzes] never formed an article of exchange or barter: on the other hand, there was always a
traffic going on with the "pot-lids" in the prepared state". This transfer of unhafted adze
flakes relates to the Camooweal district on the eastern margin of the Barkly Tablelands, and
considering the evidence of vast exchange networks (see Chapter 9) this observed situation
was probably the same in the western Barkly Tablelands. Hiscock (1988b) inferred from a
cache of artefacts in the Boulia district of western Queensland that unretouched flakes as well
as shaped tulas were in circulation.
There may be a functional difference between the smaller adzes and the larger form,
associated with the wood working technique or the specific job required. I postulated that the
larger banded chert, given its intrinsic aesthetic qualities, was also selected for prestige
exchange items. However, the frequent occurrence of adze slugs of the larger form on sites
throughout the Barkly Tablelands indicates that they also were used as working implements.
This dual role of artefacts within the social and economic systems of prehistoric communities
is not an unusual circumstance. Large tula adzes are known from other regions. For instance,
among the Wonkonguru of the Lake Eyre region, adzes were generally three to four
centimetres wide, although a number were of slugs around seven centimetres, and one tula
adze was ten centimetres in breadth (Home and Aiston 1924: 89).
Biface and Edge-ground Axes
Fifteen axes were recorded from Kurutiti, these are either of a basaltic rock or a dolerite.
Of the axes, nine show evidence of surface grinding in the preparation of the cutting edge.
These edge-ground axes are all relatively basic in form, with minimal shaping (modification of
the original piece) and scant area of ground facets (< 1%). Two of these edge-ground
artefacts utilise basalt flakes (Figure 6.3). Cortex is evident on both faces of many of the
edge-ground axes and bifacially shaped axes. Several examples of a more rounded form of
biface also occur within the main quarry area. These less massive bifacial artefacts may be
unfinished implements intended as the smaller axes (usually edge-ground) which, according to
information supplied by Barkly Tablelands Aboriginals (and by other groups), were used
primarily for breaking into native bee hives to obtain 'sugarbag' (honey). Three of the edge-
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ground axes are located within the main quarry (Areas W and X). The others are either within
the channel of Helen Creek (Area B) or associated with the flaked stone artefact scatter to the
south of the main quarry (Areas A and U) or north of Helen Creek (Area OE). One of the
edge-ground axes found within the quarry is produced on a basalt flake (73 mm by 60 mm by
25 mm) and is smaller than the bifaces found in the same area. It has a proportionally greater
ground surface area than do the larger edge-ground axes. The other flake axe, located in Area
OE, measures 74 mm by 55 mm by 27 mm. At two locations (Areas U and Z), small basalt
chips with a grinding facet were recorded, but neither was derived from the current cutting
edge of any of the axes located at Kurutiti.
Large broad flakes and naturally fractured pieces of stone were utilised in the production
of the bifaces and edge-ground axes found at Kurutiti. There is no evidence of hammerdressing of their flaked surface prior to grinding, as described for the manufacturing process
employed by the Warumungu (Spencer and Gillen 1904: 656-659). This use of relatively
unmodified artefacts is in contrast to axes recorded on sites in adjacent areas, where better
symmetry is exhibited by the implements, and with greater extent of grinding surface. Some
of the Barkly Tablelands edge-ground axes are of considerable size and may, in fact, have
been traded into the region, originating from the Mount Isa region quarries (Mulvaney and
Pickering 1991: 26). The occurrence of basalt pebbles within the channel of Helen Creek
suggests that material was readily obtainable, and that the bifacial axes found at Kurutiti were
manufactured locally. They probably served a mundane, utilitarian function, which may have
included use in the process of grindstone manufacture. It is also possible that the grinding
preparation of the Kurutiti axes occurred on site, utilising the available sandstone as the
abrasive source. Spencer and Gillen (1904: 658) comment on such utilisation "...of the
ordinary flat blocks of sandstone used for grinding ochre or grass seed. In addition, two
locations containing possible grinding depressions were recorded at the northern portion and
southern end of the site (Areas NF and SO). These consisted of elongated grinding patches on
the exposed bedrock. In all cases, these are weathered and provide no clear indication as to
whether they were formed through seed grinding or in the preparation of edge-ground axes,
although they are of a form similar to others classified as axe grinding grooves.
Cores
Relatively few cores (pieces of stone with no other attribute than that from which flakes
have been removed) were recorded at Kurutiti. In fact, none were located within the artefact
scatter in Area A. This class of artefact includes a range of forms, defined as pebble cores
(pebbles with a few flakes removed), single-platform cores exhibiting flaking from a prepared
platform, and multi-platform cores where the stone has been turned around to detach flakes
from a number of faces. There are also a few examples of bi-polar cores, with flakes or
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blades detached from both ends (Figure 6.3). A number of the small rotated cores (flakes not
removed from set platforms) of chert and banded chert, along with larger split and flaked
silcrete pebbles occurred within the channel of Helen Creek. Cores present within the artefact
scatter of Area U included a silcrete split pebble (100 mm by 90 mm by 70 mm) with only one
blade scar. A number of multi-platform cores of silcrete, smaller than five centimetres, were
located in the southern section of Area U, in addition to a basalt split pebble core (65 mm by
47 mm by 50 mm) situated in the central area of this artefact scatter. These cores probably
derived from small creek bed pebbles. A single-platform silcrete core (65 mm by 60 mm by
45 mm) is located iii the centre of Area U. while east of it is a silcrete single platform pebble
core (78 mm by 60 mm by 52 mm). Located within the main quarry area is a similar artefact
of silcrete, measuring 58 mm by 51 mm by 50 mm, situated within one of the pits at the
southern end of the quarry. A bi-polar blade core was located within one of the quarry pits
(Area S). This artefact (132 mm by 60 mm by 48 mm) is of basalt and the surfaces of the
flake scars are weathered in appearance.
In Area 0, to the north of the quarry the proportion of cores to other artefacts is higher
than over the rest of the site, although still relatively low in numbers. Several large pebble
cores of silcrete (up to 16 cm) and a single-platform dolerite core (157 mm by 92 mm by 67
mm) with extensive use-wear on the platform surface were recorded. The dolerite core may
also have functioned as a plane or scraper. Hamilton (1980) noted the use of such tools by
women of the eastern Western Desert in the manufacture of wooden containers. On the
eastern bank of Helen Creek, adjacent to Area J. several large pebble cores are located, one of
which measures 140 mm by 130 mm by 110 mm. Two water worn dolerite multifaceted cores
have been utilised as hammerstones. In Area U a silcrete blade pebble core had been utilised
as a hammerstone (Figure 6.3). This dual function of flaked artefacts as hammerstoncs is
common. The Northern Territory Museum collection has a fine specimen of a section of a
large silcrete blade used in the same way (Museum No. AA183). This blade hanimerstone
came from the Lake Woods area, to the north of Kurutiti. Among the few artefacts present in
the south-eastern portion of the survey (Area OF) is a silcrete single-platform blade core (80
mm by 60 mm by 65 mm).
The small number of cores at this site would suggest that primary reduction of cores and
the production of serviceable flakes occurred at the lithic source, and this probably included
the pebbles within Helen Creek. Reduction debitage, the general scattering of unmodified
flakes, primarily consists of silcrete and basalt (60-90% by area of flaked stone artefacts).
Both materials are availably locally, within the creek or at quarries within several kilometres
of Kurutiti (see Chapter 6.2). Nonetheless, it is probable that most artefacts on the site were
transported there as detached flakes. Such a situation was observed by Tindale while carrying
out research in the Western Desert during the 1930s. He documented the reduction of
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material and subsequent selection of flakes for removal from the quarry. Between twelve and
twenty pieces were taken by each of the four Aboriginal men back to their camp (Tindale
1965: 140-141). At Kurutiti, most of the reduction of material is associated with the
production of implements. The majority of the debitage comprises small flakes (<4 cm) and
numerous chips (< 10 mm), primarily of silcrete and quartzite. It is possible that large and
small silcrete blades were transported from the quarries to Kurutiti where they were worked
into points, scrapers and other implements. Some of the debitage, it is assumed, would have
been produced during the refurbishing of existing artefacts, in particular the adzes and points.
Only one core reduction scatter was noted, although the core was not present. This comprised
a cluster of flakes removed in sequence from one piece of stone. This reduction debitage
consists of de-cortication flakes and subsequently removed flakes of a yellowish brown
silcrete. Flakes present were exposed in a small erosion channel, over an area of some 70 cm
by 30 cm, with three flakes up channel some 40 cm and a further eleven flakes within 1.5 m
down the channel.
The pattern in terms of size of cores and the degree to which material conservation is
evident suggests that silcrete was more easily obtained than the other stone material, although,
to an extent, the nature of the parent rock affects the character of the reduction of the core.
Silcrete and basalt/dolerite occur in larger angular blocks (20-5 0 cm) and exposed bedrock,
with the chalcedonic chert and banded chert as smaller nodules (5-25 cm). No identified
source for the chert was located, however chalcedonic chert is known to crop out in an area 20
km south of Kurutiti (see Chapter 6.2). That cores are small and often rotated to remove the
maximum of flakes indicates that supply or resupply of these materials was not as simple as
for the silcrete. Hiscock (1984) observed a similar situation in the Lawn Hill area of western
Queensland, where the degree of core working observed on chert and greywacke cores
correlated with distance from source (effective distance within 17 km).
Hammerstones and Other Pebble Artefacts
Artefacts made from pebbles and cobbles at Kurutiti have a range of sizes and
morphologies. This is in part attributed to the dual activities taking place at this site, the
extraction and processing of the sandstone and the flaking of non-sandstone artefacts. Distinct
classes of artefact are apparent, these being small pebble harnmerstones (5-14 cm), the more
angular, larger pebbles and cobbles with use-wear and pebble choppers. Wear pattern, the
shape of the stone and the positioning of flake scares on the artefacts indicate the differences
in their use. Also present throughout the quarry area are pebble and cobble manuports. These
stones, by definition, do not show evidence of being modified by humans. The fact that these
large and heavy cobbles have been transported to the quarry, however, implies that they were
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of anthropogenic value. These manuports may have been utilised in such a way that they did
not sustain damage to the surface or simply were not used.
Six pebble choppers form another class of implement found both in the area of the surface
artefact scatters (Areas A and U) and within the quarry (Area S). These are relatively small
pebbles that have bifacial flaking, forming a margin that functions as a cutting edge (Figure
6.3). Given that the rounded pebble provides a smooth surface, apart from the working edge,
they are generally regarded as hand held implements. There is a progression in form,
determined by the position and extent of the flakmg on the pebble, from the pebble choppers to
the small bifacially worked pebbles found within the quarry area. Artefacts in this latter
group, unlike the bifaces discussed above, retain the general form of the pebble and, gauging
from the edge shattering indicative of use (see Kamminga 1985), they are unlikely to be
unfinished bifaces. Of the artefact group, five pebble choppers are of silcrete or quartzite and
one is of dolerite. A probable source is evidenced by the numerous pebbles still remaining
within the channel of Helen Creek, although other more distant sources are not ruled out.
The range in size (5-20 cm) within the sixty hammerstones recorded is interpreted as being
related to the size and nature of the material being reduced. These have been classified as
hammerstones, where there is surface damage (crushing and battering scarring) consistent
with the artefact being used in this manner. In general, the smaller hammerstones are located
within the flaked stone artefact scatters, by implication associated with the refurbishing and
production of the adzes, points and the other flaked stone material (see Table 6.3: note size
ranges selected to bracket artefacts recorded). The smaller hammerstones found throughout
the quarry areas may have been used in the controlled chiselling of the sandstone blocks.
Larger hammerstones, although numerically fewer, are confined to the quarry area and are
consistent with the reduction of the greater sized sandstone. The shape and mass of the
cobbles suggest that two hands were required to use the tool.
Table 6.3: Variation in size of pebble artefacts across area of Kurutiti.
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The more angular pebbles and cobbles generally have irregular flake scars originating at
the narrow end, while the other end may also have evidence of crushing or impact damage,
generally central to the surface rather than in an area that could be explained as resulting from
use in flaking artefacts. An explanation for the patterns of wear is that they were used to
produce the pits and separation lines on the sandstone blocks, either by pounding or indirect
percussion. Such methods are reported from ancient stone quarries from other parts of the
world, including the famous obelisk quarry at Aswan (Rosenfeld 1965: 203-204). These
angular pieces may also have been employed as stone wedges, used to split the sandstone
blocks. Such artefacts have been documented from the Flinders Ranges sandstone quarries
(Isabel McBryde pers. comm.). Use-wear on these artefacts from Kurutiti suggests that they
were held in place and struck with a hanmierstone, such as one of the pebbles found across the
quarry. A number of cleft pebbles and cobbles observed within the quarry may be explained
by shearing during the wedging process. The quarrying technology requires the use of the
large hammerstones within the quarry area along with the unmodified pebbles. The larger size
(up to 22 cm maximum diameter) of many of the wedges being employed in combination with
the striking stones suggests that they were used in tandem by two individuals.

6.4

DiscussioN

As speculated at the beginning of this chapter, through assessment of the character of the site
assemblage and presence of non-local stone at Kurutiti, an insight into the procurement
strategies and mobility patterns of the people utilising the location may be obtained. A
significant activity was the extraction of the local sandstone and subsequent manufacture of
seed milling implements (Chapter 5). It is the link between these activities, the context of
production, through which the nature of the flaked stone artefacts may provide a means of
assessing behavioural patterns. The ease of procurement, access to resupply, distance to
source and form of acquired stone should be visible in the way the artefacts are treated. How
people curated their artefacts, the conservation technologies and discard patterns reflect the
acquisition mode. Several possible systems may have operated which account for the
observed pattern, one resulting from the context of exchange networks, a second from the
particular mobility patterns of the groups utilising the site, and a third from special purpose
trips made to acquire the sandstone.
The non-sandstone artefact assemblage of Kurutiti is typical of sites in this part of the
Northern Territory. Despite this, the pattern is anomalous with published distributional
projections for this area (such as, Davidson 1983; Flood 1983; Mulvaney 1979). For
example, the backed artefact at Kurutiti is further north than the previously known
distribution, which was regarded as not extending beyond the northern limit of Central
Australia, south of latitude 200 (Smith and Cundy 1985b; White and O'Connell 1982: 112).
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Admittedly, the one chalcedonic chert backed blade found at Kurutiti and the few that have
been found within northern Australia (Pickering 1990) and the Colless Creek examples
(Huges and Hiscock 1980) represent an extremely low density compared to the situation in
New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia. Nevertheless, these northern examples all
appear to be of local stone, indicating that they cannot be imported artefacts. However, as
Huges and Hiscock (1980: 93) observed, backed blades occur further north, into tropical
Australia, and that to draw conclusions based on the limited data from recorded distributional
patterns may be erroneous.
Presence of both the unifacial and bifacial points in the artefact assemblage of this part of
Australia is again outside the generally reported extent of these artefact forms (Akerman and
Bindon 1995; Smith and Cundy 1985b; White and O'Connell 1982: 116). In a study of
artefact forms in Alyawarra country of the Sandover River area (400 km to the south-east),
although umfacial points are present, no bifacial points were recorded (O'Connell 1977).
However, both forms are present on sites throughout the Barkly Tablelands to the north of the
Alyawarra country. Further north, in the gulf country and to the north-west in the Victoria
River region, both forms are also found (personal observations and museum records). The
presence of both forms was recovered from the excavations at Yarar in the Port Keats area, to
the north of the Victoria River. Here, the higher number of butt to tip portions indicating rehafting of broken points occurred in the rock shelter (Flood 1983: 187-188).

The

distributional pattern suggests that the region including the Barkly Tablelands and the
Ashburton Range is the southern extent of this dual form of artefact production, and includes
the form identified as the 'Northern Territory Triangular Point' (Akerman and Bindon 1995:
91).
It is postulated that the technology and typological attributes for blade production were
evident after 10,000 BP, developing into the systematic-blade industries of more recent times
(Clarkson and David 1995). This chronology is derived from archaeological excavations in
the Willeroo area of the Northern Territory. Current data indicates that point technology also
derives from the northern part of the Territory and appears later in other areas (Attenbrow et
al. 1995). A feature of the later development is the pressure flaking technique, which attained
it greatest expression in the Kimberley, although few examples of pressure flaked points are
found at Kurutiti. Of interest is an observation made at Argyle station in the Kimberley where
a man, who was re-fashioning a broken spear point. utilised a "stone about the size of a brick"
as an anvil (Mahony 1926: 474). Clearly the sandstone pieces associated with the grindstone
reduction areas afford suitable 'work tables', and may be one reason for the manufacture and
refurbishing of flaked stone artefacts taking place at Kurutiti.
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Unlike the fine examples produced within the Kimberley, the Ashburton and Barkly
Tablelands bifacial points are usually percussion flaked. However, several artefacts that are
pressure flaked have been located at Kurutiti. One pressure flaked point was also found on a
site on the Ranken River 360 kni south-east of Helen Springs, which suggests that the
technique was employed in the region. Davidson (1935: 171) commented .that during his visit
to the region, Wardaman were deficient in their pressure flaking efforts and appeared to still
be in a stage of experimentation, using the traded Kimberley points as the proto-types.
Spencer and Gillen (1904: 654) also observed pressure flaking among the Warumungu and
Jingili people, although judged to be very crude. Even without the precision of pressure
flaking, the quality of the invasive flaking on both the bifacial and unifacial points at Kurutiti
is extremely good, with the thickness of the artefact often reduced to less than 10 mm.
Absence of large leilira type blades at Kurutiti, an artefact which is known to have been
produced in the region, is of note. Considering that sandstone artefacts were produced and
dispersed it may be expected that the fine blades would be carried to the site. All that is found
are the more general form of silcrete and quartzite blades and flakes, many worked into other
artefacts, principally retouched points. These probably derive from the nearby sources of
material. Roth (1904: 18, 22) commented on the distinction between the mundane used blades
and the more impressive forms:
The stone knife in its primitive form is a piece of flaked quartzite or chert, made
as required and discarded after use
barter

...

...

Spear-heads are

...

for the purposes of

made up into small bundles rolled up in tea-tree bark: they may

measure up to over 7/2 inches in length.
Davidson (1935: 168) regarded the number of broken blades within the rockshelter sites in
Wardaman country, some 380 km to the north-west, as indicative of the ready resupply of
blades. Some broken spear heads were discarded rather than reworked and further curated.
With the quarried outcrops of silcrete in the local area, for the people at Kurutiti a similar
situation may also have operated. It is known that these leilira blades were important in the
recent exchange network of the region (Murgatroyd 1991: Paton 1994). Several explanations
may be offered. One is that Kurutiti was not an exchange centre and therefore these artefacts
were not carried to the site. Another is that people did not utilise and discard these artefacts
on site. However, the oral history and anthropological evidence (see Chapter 3) suggests that
ceremonies where conducted at the location. It is more probable that the blades remained as
part of gift bundles and were not taken out of the exchange system. Those that were, being
modified in form, were possibly deliberately broken and reworked into the end scarpers as are
found at Kurutiti.
The range in quality (grain size and cementation) within the quartzite and silcrete material,
is reflected to an extent in the size and form of the points and retouched blades. This may
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relate to the quarry origin (lower quality or local), or to the fact that the points found on
Kurutili are made from blades derived from the main quarries which were not selected for
inclusion in the exchange system. Paton (1994: 175) noted that blades produced at the
Elliott/Newcastle Waters quarries ranged in length from 9 cm to 29 cm and in width 3 cm to 7
cm. Investigation of fifteen artefact surface scatters at varying distances from the four
quarries did not locate a single silcrete leilira blade, although blade segments along with flakes
and debitage were recorded, comprising 25 percent of the site assemblages (Paton 1994). To
an extent this observation is replicated at Kurutiti, although several large retouched blades
were recorded. It is possible that, due to the general proximity of quartzite quarried outcrops
along Helen Creek (within 3 km), more material was transported to Kurutiti than is the case
with the Newcastle Waters sites.
At Kurutiti, silcrete comprises 63 percent of the formal implement types and it is estimated
(from counts in sample squares) that there is a similar percentage for the total flaked stone
material. Three complete blades of leilira form with some retouch along their margins were
located at the site (Figure 6.2). Considering the proximity of silcrete quarries within five
kilometres of Kurutiti it would be expected that a higher number of leilira blades would be
present at the site. Paton (1994) believes that exchange transactions of the manufactured
blades and the recorded practise of Jingili and Mudburra men deliberately snapping blades as
the explanation for the paucity of blades on sites in the Newcastle Waters area. Certainly
there are a number of segments of silcrete blades present at the site. A feature of the broken
segments of large leilira blades at Kurutiti is that six of these were retouched along the split
margin, producing relatively square ended scrapers. This may be opportune reuse of material
unintentionally damaged, however deliberate snapping of the large blades may be a
technological feature of artefact production of the area. Hayden (1989) interprets the
resharpening technology in a behavioural context of expedient progression of curation which
reflects the availability of the raw material. An example of the way that the perceived expense
of a material, as determined by the mode of acquisition was tested at a site in southern Illinois
(Morrow and Jefferies 1991). In essence, the conservation treatment of raw material and
cultural context of the artefacts is indicative of the expense of the stone, costed according to
the availability of re-supply, time and effort in acquiring material, mobility and range of the
group. In other words, there is a relationship between raw material cost and technological
behaviour. In this regard the treatment of the leilira blade segments might suggest either high
value ascribed to the artefact and/or difficulty in replacement/access to raw material.
Quality craft production exhibited in the points is not matched in the manufacture of the
bifaces and edge-ground axes found at Kurutiti. A possible explanation for this may be that
the axes were produced locally for immediate use, utilising readily available stone for use only
at the site. The cutting and shaping of wooden or bone wedges and chisels inferred to be

employed in the quarrying of the sandstone would require such artefacts. The need for better
formed axes which may hold their edge longer was not necessary, with a basalt source near at
hand. That these less processed axes occur only at the sandstone quarry site of Kurutiti does
support the notion.
Treatment of the adzes and adze slugs at Kurutiti, with the mdications of maintenance and
refurbishment of artefacts, suggests that replacements were at hand or easily obtained. It is
likely that wood working was taking place on the site, with the replacement of spent slugs by
more serviceable adze flakes, although it is possible people were simply refurbishing their tool
kit at the site and not actually using the implements. Nevertheless, the range of raw materials
represented by the adze slugs and the fact that the majority of tula adzes at Kurutiti are of
banded chert can be taken to indicate that it was from the area of the banded chert, out on the
Barkly Tablelands, that the least cost (effort of acquisition) association is located. This
pattern may be explained as reflecting the mobility circumstances of the people utilising
Kurutiti or may indicate the relationship of exchange linkage of the sandstone and other stone
artefacts.
The spatial association between the sandstone reduction debris and the flaked stone
material, which in the main occurs at the same locations, may be taken to indicate that the
maintenance and refurbishment of flaked stone artefacts was carried on in the same activity
areas as the production of the grindstones. Evidence at Kurutiti also reveals that other
activities being carried out at the site are associated with the sandstone industry, including the
production of rock art, certainly of petroglyphs (see Chapter 7) and possibly of body or
artefact decoration as indicated by the presence of pieces of ochre with grinding facets (see
Chapter 3.3).
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(CE[APT]ER SEVEN

CHAPTER SEVEN
PICTURES IN THE SANDSTONE

7.1

INTRODUCTION

This one you talking about that there human being never made
that, no that's the woman [A'Iilywaru Dreaming], that was there
all the time Dreaming bin put him [picture], Kurutiti all them
place (Harry Bennett 10/10/93).
..

..

. .

As outlined in the previous two chapters, analysis of the archaeological patterning of Kurutiti
provides evidence concerning past activities at this site, as well as suggesting contextual
frameworks from which to understand the complexities of structure and form within a regional
Aboriginal social perspective. Artistic expressions, because of their aesthetic and inherent
social linkage, may provide specific insights to better our understanding of the cultural and
social contexts of prehistoric communities. Rock art, for this very factor may be more useful
than other aspects of archaeology, which due to their technological and functional character
may not so readily reveal information pertaining to the socio-cultural context. It is intended
through the analysis of the rock art, its composition and spatial associations, to identify how
the art and quarry relate. Specifically are they components of a behavioural system associated
with the site, or are they unrelated, possibly chronologically separated?
Kurutiti is unusual in that it is one of only a few known sources for grindstone artefacts in
this region of the Northern Territory. In addition to the considerable evidence for the
industrial activities at this site, petroglyphs abound on the exposed bedrock and loose
boulders, as well as on material associated with the reduction of sandstone. In all, 2,249
engraved motifs were recorded in the area of Kurutiti, this being a minimum number for what
existed. Regrettably, there is evidence of the deliberate removal of engraved sandstone slabs
and the destruction of some art. It is probable, given the distribution of the art, that some
remains as yet unrecorded, especially within the quarry area, where motifs may be on the
undersurface of the loose blocks, or buried below the surface rubble. In fact, one panel of
seven bird tracks was found on a boulder within the quarry subsequent to the initial recording
programme. Evidence on the boulder indicates that an attempt had been made to split the
engraved surface from the main body of the sandstone block, the rock being abandoned at its
present location when this failed.
With over two thousand engravings, Kurutiti represents one of the largest concentrations
of rock art in the region. Most of the petroglyph sites in the area range from tens of motifs to
several hundred, although no systematic rock art survey has been undertaken. There is the
possibility that other large bodies of rock art exist in the Ashburton Range, although, if so,
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they are unknown to local Aboriginal communities who hold detailed knowledge of their
country. Further afield, there is no suitable rock outcrop on the Barkly Tablelands and for the
Tanami Desert to the west the only art is focused in the area of known rockholes. Therefore,
the likelihood of major art repositories in the region is limited. That Kurutiti has an unusually
high occurrence of rock art is self-evident. The issue addressed in the chapter is whether
through the recording and subsequent analysis it is possible to define a relationship between
the art and the sandstone quarry. Does the pattern of the art conform to that recorded at other
sites in the region or are there specific and identifiable aspects to the art explicable in relation
to the other site functions of Kurutiti?
Maynard (1979: 84) observed that throughout south and central Australia ancient
engravings have been incorporated into the traditional religious beliefs pertaining to sacred
sites and their associated Dreamings. The same situation exists at Kurutiti, where Aboriginal
custodians place specific interpretations on certain engraved motifs and believe that all the art
was created by the two sister snakes (Milywaru). Contemporary Aboriginal interpretations
and explanations may bear little, if any, relationship to the original artists' intentions. While
this does not diminish the current Aboriginal custodians spiritual relationship to the site, it
may provide some insight into the significance of association between past and present. There
are clear cultural links ascribed by the Aboriginal custodians for certain motif forms on the
rock surfaces and those used as body decorations during ritual performances (see Chapter 3).
However, at Kurutiti the custodians provided no specific advice concerning the significance of
the placement of the engravings throughout the site, including engravings on portable
fragments of sandstone and on blocks within the quarry deposit.
Within the recent period it is evident that in the construction of their art people took as
subjects the physical world around them or borrowed from the mythological/ceremonial realm.
That such circumstances existed into the past can only be inferred, although the similarity in
subject range and positioning of figures over time in such areas as western Arnhem Land and
the Victoria River District suggest that the principles in art production are relatively constant
(Chaloupka 1993 Lewis and Rose 1988 Mulvaney 1996). However, without direct
information, often there is no clear differentiation between what may simply be a
representation of an animal from that of some form with mythological association or ascribed
meta-physical properties. The original interpretation of rock art within a rockshelter in southwestern Amhem Land, by Macintosh, which was subsequently recorded with local
Aboriginals by Elkin (1952), revealed a marked discrepancy between the two. Subsequently
Macintosh (1977: 196) commented that:
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The dangers inherent in interpretations based on comparison with assumptive
likeness in parietal art elsewhere, rather than direct information from Aboriginal
senior initiates in the rituals of the region, could hardly be more clearly and
dramatically instanced.
It is likely that he judged his work too harshly, although this case illustrates the problem of
getting at the art marker's meaning without direct informants. Nevertheless, it is still feasible
to discern the structure influencing the production of rock art.
Anthropological information concerning the spiritual realm and its material manifestations
in rock art is one aspect of the socio-cultural influences on the creation of the art subjects and
placement. There is also the more fl.mnctional aspect which relates to the availability of
suitable rock surfaces, access to art medium (ochres etc.) and the desirability to produce
certain forms of art. What social and cultural factors are involved in limiting the selection of
subjects? Why for example is fauna rather than flora depicted, or why are certain animals or
birds featured and not others? Also evident is the regional variation in the style of depiction,
the use of 'x-ray', silhouette or abstract infihl. In some areas it is the representation of animals
by their tracks rather than by body outline which is characteristic. Possibly the situation of
the surface on which the art was executed has some relationship in the depiction of subject and
form. Boulder surfaces, walls and ceilings of rockshelters provided a more suitable area for
large naturalistic figurative forms, while horizontal surfaces tended to promote the notion of
tracks and geometric forms.
It is in this context of socio-cultural linkage although form and placement that the Kurutiti
art was investigated. This research focused on the rock art's association with other aspects of
the site and an analysis of the subject matter and features of these petroglyphs. The pattern of
superimposition of motifs usually provides indications of the relative sequence of rock art,
however, at Helen Springs there are remarkably few motifs that overlap, especially when the
large number of engravings is considered. It may be that the span of production of motifs at
Kurutiti was comparatively short, or that subsequent artists intentionally did not engrave over
existing petroglyphs. A difficulty exists in ascribing temporal sequences to the art as
indicated by the few cases where there is overlapping engravings, as weathering and patination
obscures the details of the intersecting facets. At Kurutiti it is as yet not possible to define the
limits or duration of the production of the rock art, although, in general, it accords with the
style and subject range located at other sites in the general area (see below).

7.2

CONTEXTUAL SETTING

Mountford (1929: 340) described intra-site variation between a number of art localities in
South Australia, and commented that some are sacred sites, with the art ceremonial in
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character, while some sites were produced idly during leisure hours. All of the art, he felt, had
definite meaning attached to it by the local people regardless of the purpose behind its
production. There was a general similarity in the style and subjects depicted, one aspect of
which was that no figures were executed in plan view. In his work in south-eastern South
Australia, Edwards (1966, 1968, 1971) added greatly to the number of sites recorded and art
documented. He more firmly identified a consistency in the style and subject of engravings
throughout this region and regarded the sites as an cohesive assemblage. However, it was
Maynard (1976: 181-99, 1979: 92-9) who presented the notion of a single cultural (panAustralian) art style relating to engravings in South Australia and elsewhere. This she termed
'Panaramitee', the name of one of the classic sites (Maynard 1976: 193). Certain elements are
identified by researchers as indicative of this artistic package. As Maynard (1979: 92)
comments:
Each site contains several thousand individual figures. All appear to have been
made by pecking (indirect percussion); they are composed of bands and solid
forms; most figures measure up to 10 centimetres in height, and there is a very
narrow range of motifs, dominated by macropod and bird tracks and circles, with
smaller numbers of crescents, groups of dots, human footprints, radiating lines,
'tectiforms' or line mazes, and a tiny fraction of other non-figurative designs.
A not surprising feature of these art sites is their proximity to water, a feature first noted by
Mountford (1929: 342).
Edwards (1966: 7) suggested that the South Australian and other recorded sites may
represent a "simple engraving culture [that once] prevailed over a wide area of the Australian
continent". Since Maynard (1976, 1979) formalised the concept of a pan-Australian rock art
style, the 'Panaramitee', research during the past decade or so has tended to be centred within
this concept of a tradition (eg. Clegg 1983, 1987, 1992; Franklin 1984, 1991, 1992; Gunn
1994; McCarthy 1988). Whether or not this body of petroglyphs constitutes a single style or
tradition has yet to be resolved, although it is clear that certain elements are consistent. The
origin of the 'Panaramitee' style appears to be late Pleistocene, older than 10,000 years old,
and possibly in the order of 30 to 40.000 years old (Nobbs and Dorn 1988, 1993; Dorn and
Nobbs 1992).
In Central Australia, Smith (1988) found evidence of occupation extending back 22,000
years during excavations adjacent to an engraved boulder at Puritjarra rockshelter. However,
given that the engravings are found only on the upper surface of the boulder, and that no
petroglyphs were uncovered in the excavation, an age of less than 6,500 years is suggested as
more probable for the production of the engravings (Smith 1988: 129). At the Early Man site
in north Queensland, engraving appears to have continued at least up to about 4,500 BP
(Rosenfeld et al 1981: 86-88). Flood and David (1994: 17-18) have found that 'Panaramitee'
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engravings near Willeroo (some 400 km north-west of Kurutiti) have a maximum age of 3,000
to 4,000 years, while Forbes (1982, 1983) and Gunn (1993, 1994) have also shown that in
Central Australia the 'Panaramitee' style continued into recent times. Rosenfeld (1991: 137)
has raised doubts concerning the notion of the widely dispersed art tradition of the
'Panaramitee' and questions Maynard's inclusion of sites from south-eastern Australia and
Queensland because there are marked differences in the art corpus between these sites.
Nevertheless, the striking trait of the 'Panaramitee' style is the depiction in track form of the
fauna, rather than naturalistic representation.
Recording of art sites within the general region of Kurutiti has been confined so far to a
few observations made by staff of the Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory
(Smith and Cundy 1985a) and in records pertaining to documentation of Sacred Sites
(Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority). No systematic rock art study has been undertaken.
This contrasts with Central Australia to the south (Edwards 1966, 1968; Forbes 1982, 1983;
Gunn 1993, 1994), and the Victoria River Region and Arnhem Land to the north (Brandl
1973; Chaloupka 1993; Lewis 1988; Lewis and Rose 1988; McNickle 1991; Tacon 1989),
where numerous studies have been carried out. Less work has occurred along the western
portion of Queensland, although some research has taken place in the Lawn Hill and Mount
Isa areas (Dymock 1989; Franklin 1996). Paintings as well as engravings occur in all areas,
although usually there is regional dominance of one art form.

Petroglyphs of the

AshburtonlBarkly region appear not to fit with the northern painted art traditions, nor do they
conform with the Central Australian or western Queensland material, which also has a painted
rock art component. Nevertheless, there are similarities with the many pecked engraving sites
which occur throughout the arid regions of Australia and these invariably contain comparable
proportions of motif types (based on subject categories), although each site may contain
figures that are specific to that site. This engraving component is the distinctive 'style' of the
'Panaramitee'.
Within the general location of Kurutiti, Aboriginal sites with an engraving component are
known on Muckaty and Helen Springs Pastoral Leases. These sites are all sandstone
formations which hold significance within the Milywaru tradition for local Aboriginals.
Nyanya, located in the vicinity of the present Helen Springs homestead, just four kilometres
down-stream from Kurutiti, and apart from Kurutiti, comprises the largest body of known art
in the region. No systematic recording programme has been undertaken to date at Nyanya,
although it is estimated that between one and two thousand motifs occur. A sample recording
set indicates that there is a higher proportion of arcs and concentric circles/spirals at this site
than at Kurutiti. Also, some of the hand, feet and animal track motifs appear in a more
naturalistic style. The interesting feature of this site is that on some surfaces less patinated
engravings of 'snake-like forms overlay the earlier art work. Snakes are the principle
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association of the Milywaru tradition, Nyanya being one of the chief sacred sites for the
Warimanpa linked to this tradition. A few engravings have been recorded at two other
sandstone outcrops between Nyanya and Kurutiti. Both locations contain less than twenty
motifs, subjects comprising arcs, concentric circles, spirals, bird and macropod tracks, and at
each is an extended wavy/meandering line ('snake'). One of these sites comprises several hills
formed (in part) by outcropping sandstone, which is associated with limited quarrying
activities, technologically comparable with that at Kurutiti (see Chapter 5).
To the east of Helen Springs homestead, within a sandstone formation, are several track
motifs, and within a small alcove numerous incised lines are present. This is the only recorded
site in the general region at which such petroglyphs are known to occur. An interesting aspect
of this is that the mythological association of the site and even its Warlmanpa name pertain to
nose bone ornaments, Marrapinti. These ornaments were made by grinding the point ends on
an abrasive rock, such as sandstone, forming longitudinal grooves in the process (Peter
Toprail pers. comm.). A formation of six low sandstone outcrops comprise the sacred site
War/ga, located 24 km south south-east of Kurutiti.

Engravings are present on them,

although concentrated on the western formation. One hundred motifs are recorded at this site.
Within a kilometre east of War/ga is a low formation of siliceous sandstone. Engraved on
four rock surfaces are six 'bird tracks', several concentric circles and two meandering line
geometric forms.
From the data available, the pattem indicated at each of these local art sites is that there is
a consistency in the subjects and style of depiction. Tracks and circle motifs are dominant, the
relative proportion of the two being similar, comprising 40-60 % of the total site corpus. In
addition, there appear to be some motif forms unique to particular sites, such as the incised
lines at Marrapinti. At other locations the relative frequency of depiction of specific motif
forms varies between these sites. At all sites within Warimanpa country so far visited, sacred
sites linked to the specific Dreaming association of the Milywaru sisters, there is present the
wavy or meandering line motif. That there is likely a link with the motif and the particular
Dreaming is no more apparent than the extended wavy lines ('snake' motifs) which overlie
heavily patinated engravings at Nyanya.

7.3

THE PETROGLYPHS OF KURUTITI

As indicated by Dymock's (1984) report, Kurutiti was known to contain a substantial body of
rock art which consisted essentially of pecked engravings on exposed rock surfaces. The
petroglyph distribution focused on a small gully with an ephemeral waterhole on Helen Creek.
At the time of the original investigation (Dymock 1984) it was not realised that engravings
were also associated with the extensive sandstone quarry and reduction areas. In order to
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assess the art at Kurutiti a quantified recording of the motif types present was undertaken.
The recording procedure undertaken was to elicit both the overall content of the site's art
corpus and to examine its intra-site variability. This is done in conjunction with research on
other archaeological and ethnographic aspects of the site (see Chapter 3, 5 and 6), and in part
provides a means to reconstruct the archaeological context of the art more closely.
The classification of the petroglyphs was undertaken subsequent to the field programme,
although a record was made at the time of documentation in the field notebook in terms of
general categories, like bird track, spiral or line. As has been commented by other
researchers, the classification of motifs is a reduction in information, a personal selection and
interpretation of traits (see Forbes 1982: 27-28). Nevertheless, such categorisation is required
to provide a useable description of the art. Identification of detailed typology was left until the
analysis phase, and is reliant on the field sketches and photographic record. For the
quantitative analysis thirteen variables were examined (Table 7.1). Seven of these categories
are nominal, three involve numerical data, and three relate to presences/absence traits.

Table 7.1 Quantitative analysis attributes & attribute states.
ATTRIBUTE
LOCATION

ATTRIBUTE
STATE
Bedrock

ATTRIBUTE
AREA

ATTRIBUTE
STATE
see Table 4.1

ATTRIBUTE
MOTIF CLASS

Creek
Outlier

Abstract
Figurative

PANEL No

Al

Reductios

PANEL SIZE Lth

nearest cm

Artefact

PANEL SIZE Wdt

nearest cm

MOTIF SIZE Lth

nearest cm

SR 22

Fragment

.

Quarry

PANEL FORM

ATTRIBUTE
STATE

Geometric
Track

MOTIF TYPE

see Table 7.2

Bedrock
Bedrock Loose
Block
Fragment

QUARRY FEATURE

Presence/Absence

PART ONLY

Yes/No

COMPOSITION
COMMENT

Tablet

Yes/No
Test field

'Location' is a general indication of the physiographic nature in which the motif occurs.
This, in conjunction with the original recording of 'field survey area' and 'panel number',
provide an indication of the position of the motif within the site complex. 'Panel form' was
also recorded, and within this category the attribute state 'Artefact' pertains to those motifs
which are on a grindstone or other piece of stone showing signs of use/working. The other
variables describe the state and shape of the sandstone on which the motif is pecked. 'Motif
Class' as an attribute is based on broad categories which are general descriptions of the form
of the motif, although in the case of 'Fragment', it indicates that not sufficient of the motif
remains for classification. 'Motif Type' further refines the classification of the motif The
twenty-two attribute states were developed as best fit for the Kurutiti art, using standard
nomenclature or adaptation of descriptive forms, for example linear, rayed and amorphous
geometric. Of the presence/absence attributes, 'Quarry Feature' relates to the evidence of any
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quarrying technology on the piece of stone that also contains the engraving. These mainly
were remnant isolation pits (see Chapter 5). 'Part Only', records whether the motif is
fragmented (mechanical/physical weathering). 'Composition' pertains to those motifs that are
in a spatial arrangement that suggests production as an artistic entity.
Although the associated archaeological context of the Kurutiti art is diverse (quarry,
reduction areas, camp sites), the form and composition of the petroglyph assemblage is
remarkably similar. All motifs are produced by the pecking of the rock surface (direct or
indirect percussion), most are formed by interlocking (co-joined or overlapping) pits of 1-3
mm diameter and 1-5 mm depth. Only 35 cases were recorded where the motif is formed by
an arrangement of spaced pecks, all but six occur in the main site area of the bedrock (Areas
F, H, M and R), within the quarry (Areas AA, N, S and V) and the reduction Area A. In the
southern part of the survey area, one example was recorded on the low outcrop, Area OF,
three on sandstone associated with the low rise of Area SR and one at Area SO. Only a
limited range of motif types are formed by the spaced pecks. Most common are 'circles' (8
cases), 'dots' producing recognisable geometric patterns occur seven times and as amorphous
shapes in six examples. Other forms are the 'linear geometric' (5 cases), 'arcs' (3 cases), and
once each of 'line', 'arc set', 'spiral', 'concentric circle', 'macropod track' and 'bird track'.
Aspects of petroglyphs that are often recorded in research projects relate to
superimpositioning, degree of patination and weathering. This latter aspect is usually
recorded as an index of the contrast in colour between the engraved and adjacent surface.
Although these aspects were investigated during the initial reconnaissance of the site, it was
not deemed suitable for detailed recording. Two features of the art of Kurutiti were influential
in this decision. The occurrence of superimposition is infrequent and where it does appear the
specifics of the weathering and geophysical characteristics of the sandstone do not allow
determination of the relative sequence with any accuracy. It was equally apparent that the
micro-environments associated with the rock surfaces were either extremely variable
throughout the site, or that certain properties within the rock so affected the surface that
contrast as an index was not viable. Although petroglyphs ranged from extremely worn,
indistinct and fully patinated to fresh-looking (unpatinated), this related to the individual panel
and not the separate motifs it contained. In addition, there were examples of the same
engraved name, Chad (located in Area NR), which were both fresh and fully patinated.
A total of 2,249 motifs have been classified during this archaeological investigation. Of these
1,239 may be described as of geometric depictions (Figure 7.1; Table 7.2). The remainder are
of non-geometric form. Although certain animal and bird tracks may be geometric in shape,
they are usually classified within a separate group. At Kurutiti this comprised 916 motifs
within the track category. A further 54 motifs where grouped in the figurative class, with only
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14 petroglyphs classed as abstract, non- representational (or non-classificatory). There are
the fragmented remains of a further 26 engravings, occurring on broken pieces of sandstone
where it is evident that the original motif has been truncated. Most of the fragmentary
petroglyphs were classified within the geometric 'Motif Type' categories, either as 'amorphous
geometric' or 'line'. Due to Aboriginal perceptions and interpretations pertaining to specific
motif forms, not all examples of the petroglyphs recorded at Kurutiti are illustrated, those not
included are among the geometric class.

Certain line drawings and photographic

reproductions were of concern to the Aboriginal custodians of Kurutiti. This followed the
author holding consultations in regard to the appropriateness of revealing information and
images, and was given as a request rather than demand. The discussion provided here is of a
general nature. The intention is to provide a descriptive image of the character of the rock art
at Kurutiti and does not pertain to issues regarded as secret-sacred to the Aboriginal
custodians of the site.
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Table 7.2. Motif numbers grouped by subject class and survey area.
AREA

A

arc

arc set

bar

dotls

line

14

1

18

7

22

B
E
O

GEOMETRIC:
complex form

GEOMETRIC: simple form
circle con. dr. spiral
6

3

3

OE

1

3

1

2

U

5

2

3

D
G
I

4
3

5
3

2
7

J

4

5

F

59

H
K
M

3

2

1

1

1

1

9

bird
track

bird tr. macro
ext.

34

7

2

6

1

5

2

14

2

3

4

2

2

33

44

33

125

23

183

13

54

3

2

5

9

12

22

5

20
3

1

1

1

5

44
5
4

3
2

1

11
2
1

1

3

1

6

10

4

14

2

1

4

1
2

3
2
2
1
12
8

1

18

129

66

36

26

27

30

11
1

27
3

14
1

20

18

14

3

1

R

6

1

7

8

3

7

2

AA
BB
CC
HH
N
NE
S
T
V
W
X

1

1

1

2

2
1

2

1

1

4
3
3
1

12
3

4
3

2
8
3
2
2
3
4

185

69

245

1
4
7
2

2
5
7

area
total

1

182

4
2
1

3

2

1

2
2
3
1
2
1

1

4

6

8
1
1

37

2
1

8

7
4

1

1

26

10

3
57
31

1
2

1
3

2

3

1

74

4

886

2

271
17
16
1

1
3

2

1
5

1
12
3
7

2
4

1
3
2

3
6

11
5

144

121

111

97

1
1
3
1

34

1
3
2

3
3
1

1
1

2

86

84

1
6
3
3
1
1

104

1
4
15
2
7
1
20
2

3
2
1

4
9
1
1
3
5
4
2

333

66

361

1
2
1

12
3
10
15
58
3
78
9
24
7
5

1

2

1
1
4
3
2

1
1

4
1
1
6

1
1

2

2
51

99

1

4

14

16

11

7

C
R
E

0
R
0

77

1
2
1
4
1
3

U

13
2

3
1

1

D

22

7

3

1
1
12
5
3

fig,
geo.

1

3

14

1
1
1

other
zoo.

4
10

4

1

5

1

3

1

1

4

7
1

1

3
4
4
1
2

3

2
1

3

2

snake

3
4

1
4
2

8

tool

3

1
2
1

1
1
1
3

2

pick

1

1
2

3
4

hand

3

4

1
1

foot

2

2

2
3
6
1
4
1

27

paw

4

2

form
total

2

1

1

L
NF
NR
OF
OR
OW
SO
SR

14

rayed amorph
geo.
geo,

FIGURATIVE FORMS

1

1
4

7

linear
geo,

TRACK FORMS

7

0
U
A
R
R
y

120
32
U
81
T
47
L
32
I
15
E
77
R
35
2249
-

Motif Types
Within the geometric group eleven motif types were identified, including 'dotls', 'bar', 'line',
'arc' and 'circle' which are simple geometric designs conforming to the mathematical shape.
However, the question of how curved a line should be to be classed as an arc or the
lengthlbreath ratio to differentiate a dot from bar is subjective. Dot motifs occur singly and as
clusters (N=144), a number of these may have their origins in the quarrying of the sandstone
blocks, although in size and placement on the engraved surface enabled separation between art
and functional pitting. That is, the pits associated with the quarrying technology were deeper
and situated near the edge of the rock face. Pits identified as rock art tended to be small and
shallow, often spatially associated with other discernible motifs.
The difference between the classification of bar (N=245) as opposed to line motif (N=121)
is in the relative length to width ratio. This was not accurately measured, although as a rule
where the lengthlwidth ratio was 1:2 or less this was placed within the bar category. Line
motifs include straight or simple linear forms (slight angle variations), hooked or bent forms,
and meandering, irregular and wavy forms. Arc (N=185) and 'arc sets' (N=69) are noticeable
components of the total art corpus of Kuru f/ti. Variation is exhibited with these motifs in the
degree of curvature of the arc. Within Australian research studies, the arc forms are often
interpreted as depictions of boomerangs, the curved wooden throwing stick and musical
instrument of the Aboriginals.
'Circles', 'concentric circles' (N=121) and 'spiral' (N=11 1) make up 19% of the geometric
class of motif. These similar types include a range of form within each motif group. Of the
circles, 75 instances (67.5% within type) can be said to be regular in shape, forming a
geometric circle (constant radius). At the other extreme of this motif type are the seven
irregularly formed circle motifs. Concentric circle motifs are depicted with relatively evenly
spaced rings, although not exact. The gap between each ring in the motif may exhibit some
variation. A double ring is the most common form, with an eight ring concentric circle motif
the greatest combination produced. A feature of both the concentric circles and the single
circle is the occurrence of a secondary motif incorporated within the design. The inclusion of
a centrally placed dot is the most frequent, although in one case a 'bird track' was at the
centre.
Spiral motifs are depicted with the whorl clockwise (N=17) and anti-clockwise (N15).
Two other motifs are engraved with a reversal of spiral direction. Both these spiral clockwise
on the inner portion (3 and 2.5 loops), then with an enclosing outer loop (2.5 and 1.5)
spiralling the other way. The count of the loops is given from the origin point (inner) for the
line to complete an encirclement to be aligned with the initiation point. Three loops within the
spiral are the most frequent depiction, with 13 counts (38% within type). The range displayed
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is from 1.5 loops up to eight loops, with the ioop finishing either aligned with the origin point,
or on the opposite side. In only one case was it recorded that the outer loop did not end at the
normal place, continuing a quarter turn past the origin point.
Within the more complex of the geometric forms, the 'rayed geometric' (N=84) is the
easiest to classify (Figure 7.2). Based on the number of rays (arms) and symmetry of
configuration, they are depicted either radiating from a central area or bi-directional off a
common axis. 'Amorphous geometric' by their nature challenge precise classification,
nevertheless some general observations are possible. Of the 104 motifs recorded within this
type-group, 60 remain asdefying description. Pecked formless areas (as apposed to scatters of
dots) were recorded in 21 examples. These stippled patches do not appear to be associated
with the surface changes associated with grinding of foods, although they may still be of
economic rather than artistic purpose.

Seven motifs resemble stylised or abstract

representations of the 'human foot' and one is a possible 'macropod track'.
Within the category of 'linear geometric' (N=86), five broad stylistic divisions may be
discerned. The more standardised of these are the motifs that resemble a curved capital letter
'E', five examples of which were recorded. Similar in form, although with varying and greater
number of bars off the base curve, is the motif referred to as a 'rake' or 'pubic tassel' design
(Davidson 1952: 97 Forbes 1982). Nine examples were documented, ranging from four
bars/lines to seven, the base line either straight or curved. Sets of parallel lines and bars occur
27 times, from pairs to a set of 13. Lines with varying attachments account for 31 of the
linear geometric motifs. The stylistic form of these is relatively standard, with line and dots,
or tassels on the ends and more complex lines with several linear appendages. The variation
within the more complex combinations of lines and loops enclosing space (10 cases) is niuch
greater.
At Kurutiti 'track motifs' comprise 41% of the art corpus, with six broad categories
identified within the track type of motif: 'hand' (N=4), 'foot' (N99), 'paw' (N5 1), 'macropod'
(N=3 61) and two forms of 'bird' print (N=3 99). Hand and foot motifs are those that resemble
human palm and foot prints (Figure 7.2). Paw motifs mainly concern those that resemble
animal prints such as dogs (dingo) and lizards (goanna) but can also include others like those
of the echidna, possum and the various marsupials and rodents (Figure 7.2).
In terms of the 'human hands', three are of the right hand (or possibly the left as depicted
from palm up). One of these (F77) is paired with the opposite hand slightly offset. Of the
motifs depicting what look like 'human feet', only four are as pairs (left and right). Why there
should be this overwhelming proportional difference between hand and foot motifs is unclear.
However, a number of motifs classed as rayed geometric or paw type motifs may be
engravings originally intended by the artist to depict human hands, but are too stylised for
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such classification in this current analysis. Of the remaining 95 foot motifs, 33(34.7%) are
right foot depictions, 30 as left foot and 32 which are not definite. As with other examples
within Australian rock art, the number of toes depicted in the Kurutiti art is variable (ranging
from 3-9).
'Bird track' motifs were sub-divided into two stylistic categories, one is the 'trident' form,
which is also labelled 'emu track' in many publications (Figure 7.3). In total, 333 motifs of
this category were recorded at the site. The second broad group, labelled 'bird ex', are those
tridents with a fourth line opposing the other three. This category occurred less frequently
(N=66, 16.5% of bird tracks). Most common in both motif forms is a single track depiction,

although on some boulders and bedrock surfaces offset pairs or trails occur. As stated,
custodians at Kurutiti, as with Aboriginals elsewhere that have been present during
discussions on rock art motifs, consistently identify all trident forms as bird tracks. In some
cases species are associated with particular features of the motif. In this regard, custodians
recognised four style forms at Kurutiti. Those representing the tack of an emu, pelican,
brolga and bush turkey (Figure 7.4). Their identification is based primarily on the shape and
arrangement of the toes.
'Macropod track' motifs account for 38.6% of all track depictions (Figure 7.3). Of the 361
motifs, pairs are illustrated 278 times (77% within macro class), the right track 49 times
(13.6%) and the left track in 34 cases. There is variability in the style of execution of the
motifs, although 15 generally distinct forms are identifiable. These range from the simple line
with side bar to petroglyphs which resemble detailed anatomical features of the toe/track.
McDonald (1983) indicated the potential for speciation in engravings through her analysis of
motifs from the Sturt's Meadows site in New South Wales. In a later paper, McDonald
(1993: 114) stated that engraved 'Panaramitee' depictions of macropod tracks are naturalistic.
It is possible that the variation exhibited at Kurutiti relates to species representation, although
artistic competence, stylistic fashion and the physical character of the rock surface may also
be involved. What is constant is that in most cases it is the hopping pads and fourth (main
side) toe that are depicted. In only two examples does a line extend further than the hopping
pad, interpreted as representations of the full macropod pes, a track left when the animal is
stationary. There is also one example with a line between the two 'foot tracks'. Such spatial
associations are generally interpreted as a representation of the 'tail'.
In total, 54 motifs are classified as 'figurative', 14 are 'picks' (see below), a further 16
resemble 'other implements', ten are grouped as 'snake', with another seven classed as 'other
zoomorphic'. In addition, there are motifs that appear to be intended as figurative forms but
lack distinguishing attributes that would enable better classification. All these have been
classed as 'figurative geometric', (N=7). Identification of a 'snake' motif, although subjective,
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is based on a number of features which separate it from being classed as a 'linear' motif. The
pertinent properties are the form and frequency of wave, inclusion of a 'head' and tapering of
the body (Figure 7.2). Not all features need to be present. Supporting this classification was
the fact that the Aboriginal custodians of Kurutiti interpreted all these motifs as snakes, and in
the case of those on one panel (F30) stated these were the two Milywaru snake sisters (Figure
7.4).
Within the group of seven motifs classed as 'other zoomorphic', two have resemblances to
lizards in form, but do not have sufficient anatomical detailed to positively ascribe such a
classification. Two others are more squat or without a defined tail. Depicted in spatial
association with emu track motifs are a pair of solid pecked oval shapes. Based on the
relationship of these two motifs with the tracks, they are interpreted as representations of emu
eggs, and so are included within the 'other zoomorphic' class. One other figure resembles, to
some degree, the form of a long-neck tortoise, although they are not recorded from this far
south. Within the group classed as 'figurative geometric' are a number of forms which do not
fit easily within the other categories. Some may be incomplete or weathered zoomorphic
motifs, others resemble stylised forms of lizard or anthropomorphic shapes. One engraving
suggests a bent limb with a four digit handlpaw.
A distinctive feature of the rock art at Kurutiti is the depiction of a form of hooked line
which resembles the profile of stone-bladed fighting picks recorded in the ethnography of the
region (Spencer and Gillen 1904). These are stylistically different from the hooked
boomerang or spear thrower depicted in the western Amhem Land art (Chaloupka 1993;
Lewis 1988). There is some range exhibited within this class of fourteen motifs, although
generally the 'handle' is straight with the 'blade' perpendicular and tapering (Figure 7.5). In
ten examples, what might be the depiction of the spinifex resin hafting is also evident. Of the
'other implement' forms, two may also be of stylised picks (both right facing). Hooked sticks
or hooked (No. 7) boomerangs are probable mental templates for eight other motifs within this
category. An interpretation pertaining to four other motifs is that they represent clubs or stone
axes, the position and angle of the appendage to the line (handle) suggesting this. Two other
motifs are included within the 'implement' category by spatial association with other
implements, although equally they could be placed within the arc category.
Spatial Occurrence
As stated previously (see Chapter 4), for purposes of analysis the survey area associated
with Kurutiti was divided into five distinct physiographic units which also corresponded to the
nature of the archaeology of the site complex. These are the sandstone rubble of the main
quarry, the channel of Helen Creek, the exposed bedrock flanking the creek, the open sandy
expanses associated with the reduction areas surrounding the quarry, and the various
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sandstone outliers which were surveyed. It is the bedrock adjacent to the creek and along the
western side of the main quarried rubble (Areas F, M and R) which contains the largest
number of petroglyphs, 979 motifs on 210 panels (Table 7.2). Opposite this, on the exposed
bedrock and jointed blocks along the western flank of the creek (Areas H and K) a further 288
motifs occur on 53 panels. Between these bedrock areas within the creek channel a further 57
motifs on 14 panels were recorded (Area G). This concentration represents 58.8% of the total
recorded corpus of rock art at Kurutiti. Comprising 277 engraved bedrock surfaces and faces
on sandstone blocks, this represents 42.9% of all panels containing petroglyphs. The majority
of the art occurred within just two locations, Area F with 886 motifs (39% of the site total)
and Area H containing 271 motifs (12%).
What is noteworthy is the presence of engravings within the quarry and reduction areas.
This appears to be directly associated with the sandstone rubble produced through the
grindstone production process and not simply reflecting a fortuitous use of available rock
surfaces. Within the main quarry formation are 128 engraved surfaces, only seven of which
are on exposed bedrock. In total, 223 motifs (9.9% of all art) were recorded within the quarry
rubble, including 15 motifs (ten panels) located within the quarried rubble on the western side
of Helen Creek (Area I-il-I). The greatest concentration of petroglyphs within the main quarry
are toward the southern extent (Area S), with 78 motifs recorded. A further 57 motifs are
located within the isolated quarry rubble adjacent to the creek (Area N). These two areas
contain 60.5% of all motifs identified within the quarried rubble. Fewer engravings are
located within the eastern and northern portions of the main quarry, although part of the
original site has been removed (see Chapter 4), which may distort the general pattern of
distribution and density.
Engravings also occur along the bed of Helen Creek, to some extent their distribution
reflecting the variable archaeological pattern adjacent to the channel. The highest density of
petroglyphs within the creek occurs adjacent to the rock art location of Area H and
immediately west of the quarry Area N. In total, 165 motifs are identified on rock surfaces
within the creek channel. Apart from this cluster of motifs within Area G, two other relatively
high density concentrations occur. These are Area I, located some 45 in down-stream from
the petroglyphs of Area G, and Area J a further 180 in down-stream. It is the presence of
exposed bedrock sheets that focus the art in these two areas. Within Area I, seven of the 31
motifs on eleven panels are on bedrock surfaces. For Area J, the 74 recorded petroglyphs are
associated with a 40 in stretch of bedrock along the western bank of the creek, and on
dislodged bedrock sheets and blocks within the adjacent channel (26 engraved panels). Upstream of Area G, adjacent to the reduction Area A, three engravings were recorded, these
being the only other petroglyphs located within the channel of Helen Creek.
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As with the quarrying activities, petroglyphs are also frequent within the locations
associated with the reduction of sandstone and the manufacture and maintenance of sandstone
implements, as well as flaked stone artefacts. As would be expected, a high percentage are on
fragments and tabular pieces of sandstone. Some 257 motifs occur within the reduction areas
representing 11.4% of the total number of engravings recorded at Kurutiti. It is within the
reduction area on the west side of the creek, to the south of the main quarry, that most of these
engravings occur. In this location (Area A) 182 motifs were identified, occurring on 63
individual stones. Many of these occur in the northern extent, directly south of Area F, and
within an area of 30 in by 20 in.
Ten motifs on three panels were located immediately north of the main rock art area,
situated adjacent to the western quarry rubble (Area FIR). Across the creek, within Area U, a
further 26 motifs (11 sandstone pieces) are more generally spread throughout the flaked stone
material than is evident within Area A. To the north of the main quarry, within the spinifex
covered sandy flats and adjacent to the petroglyphs associated with Area J, are some 22 motifs
on boulders and small sandstone pieces. Eight of the ten panels are within an area of 15 in by
10 in. On the eastern side of the Stuart Highway, on both sides of Helen Creek, five engraved
sandstone pieces (13 motifs) were recorded. This area has suffered extensive soil degradation
and disturbance. As a consequence the archaeological pattern is therefore distorted.
Included as part of the general survey associated with Kurutiti were a number of sandstone
outlier formations in proximity to the quarry which contained rock art. Seven separate
locations were identified, containing 337 motifs (15% of all recorded) occurring on 95 panels,
the majority bedrock formations (80%). To the north of the main quarry across Helen Creek
is a low ridge, at the eastern end of which engravings occur (Area NR). Some 82 motifs occur
on 16 panels within a 35 in section of the ridge. Below this, on the relatively level ground
between the ridge and the creek, is an exposure of sandstone, in extent approximately 20 in by
10 in, containing 32 motifs along with sixteen shallow grinding grooves (see Chapter 6). On
isolated and scattered exposed bedrock to the west of Helen Creek and north of Area HR were
located 26 motifs on seven panels. These are spread over an area of some 80 in by 60 in.
Off to the south of the main quarry, on the western side of the Stuart Highway, are two
concentrations of petroglyphs associated with low sandstone rises. These are located 300 in
and 500m from the quarry (Areas SR and SO). At the northernmost of these formations,
covering some 72 in by 50 in, 35 motifs occur scattered over 22 panels. The other low
sandstone hillock, covering 85 in by 50 in, contains 78 motifs on 21 panels. East of these, on
the opposite side of the highway, are two other locations where engravings were recorded.
One of these (Area OF) is a low sandstone outcrop covering just 20 in by 15 in, contains 47
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motifs on eleven panels. A further 200
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east is a low sandstone ridge trending north-

west/south-east (Area OR) where 35 motifs occurring on 22 panels were recorded.
Subject Configuration
The spatial occurrence of motifs throughout the area associated with Kurutiti provides
some indication as to the nature of the inter-relationship of the petroglyphs with that of the
other archaeological components of the site. Across the site there is variation in the frequency
with which particular motif categories appear. Some motif categories are over-represented,
others are under-represented. The main rock art focus of the site is the area of exposed
bedrock and adjacent section of Helen Creek, within an area of 1710 m2 (Areas F, G, H and
R). It is in this location that the large panels densely covered in petroglyphs occur. To an
extent, the magnitude and the relative proportions of the art subjects depicted in this major art
location distinguishes this part of the site, containing 54% (N=1214) of the 2,249 recorded art
corpus.
Given that 5 6.3% of all motifs occur in areas associated with the bedrock formations, if
there was an even allocation of subject matter throughout Kurutiti, slightly over fifty percent
of each motif type would be expected in this geomorphic area. An assessment of the spatial
distribution of motif types shows that a majority conform to the expected pattern. Ranging
between 44-57% for most motif subject categories to occur within the bedrock areas.
However, in some cases there is a greater proportion of the motif type to be engraved within
the bedrock locations. This situation is found within the subject categories of foot at 78.8%,
hand at 100%, and macropod track at 69.2%. In the case of rayed geometric for which 70.2%
are produced on bedrock panels a further 11.9% occur within the creek channel (Area G).
Within the 'dot(s)' category 61.8% appear within the areas of bedrock, although this higher
occurrence may reflect the inclusion of quarry isolation and separation pits associated with
extraction of sandstone (see Chapter 5).
There are a number of subject categories where proportionally fewer motifs occur within
the main rock art focus area. This is the situation within the motif type category of implement
with only 12.5% produced on bedrock, while 3 1.2% occur within the quarry and a further
31.2% in the reduction areas. Within the paw group 3 9.2% are located within the bedrock
area, with some 25.5% occurring in the outlier areas. Spiral motifs are the only category
which are more evenly spread throughout the recording area, with 23.5% on bedrock, 29.4%
along the creek channel and a further 29.4% located in the reduction areas. The only part of
Kurutiti where spiral motifs were not recorded was within the quarry.
More specific spatial patterning is exhibited within the human hand and foot motif. It is
noteworthy that 84.8% of foot motifs and all of the hand motifs occur within an area of 1710
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m2, associated with the bedrock and section of Helen Creek adjacent to the quarry (Areas F,
G, H and R). This is a part of the site which contains 54% (N=1214) of the 2,249 recorded
art corpus. It appears that the human print motifs were confined to the major petroglyph area
and not produced within the sandstone quarry.
Another pattern of note is that within the reduction Area A, compared to the other
reduction Areas, a proportionally higher number of motifs of the bird track and macropod
track categories are represented (N=77. 74.7%). Line' motifs are also relatively common in
Area A (N=22, 78%). This may be a construct of the research, as within this part of the site
are numerous fragments of sandstone which retain the reduction separation lines (see Chapter
5). Nevertheless, an effort was made to distinguish those engravings associated with the
grindstone production. This was based on similarity with pecking remaining on partially
processed grindstone and the regularity of the pecked lines extending over a number of faces
on the reduced pieces. Of all the defined locations associated with the reduction of sandstone
and flaked stone artefact scatters, Area A contains the greater number of petroglyphs.
As stated above, the majority of motifs found within the quarry occur in just two locations
(Areas N and S). Within Area S. just under half of the motifs are bird tracks (47.4%), and
both Area N and Area S have proportionally higher macropod track motifs than were found in
other parts of the quarried rubble. Area S also contained the only implement class motifs (five
examples) found within the quarry. This represents 3 1 % of all of this category of petroglyph
recorded at Kurutiti. A higher percentage of engravings are found within the southern portion
of the main quarry than throughout the rest of this quarried rubble. That the small and isolated
portion of quarried sandstone (Area N) also has a relatively high proportion of engravings is
likely due to its proximity to the major area of engraved bedrock of Areas F and R.
Variation of subject matter is evident along the channel of Helen Creek. Within Area G
there occurs a relatively high proportion of foot motifs, two other foot motifs were recorded
along the exposed bedrock within the channel of Area J. This northern channel section also
has a proportionally higher representation of bird tracks (N=14, 63.6% within group) and
concentric circle motifs (N=14, 77.7%) than occurs along other parts of Helen Creek. There
are no such distributional focus of motif subjects associated with the areas of bedrock expanse
adjacent to the creek channel. These defined bedrock Areas (F, H, K, M and R) are all in
close proximity and apart from Area F being numerically dominant, the trends in relative
proportion of motif categories are fairly constant throughout the bedrock
Variability is exhibited in motif assemblages within those areas surrounding the main rock
art concentration and the quarry. Although spatially more disparate than the other location
categories, there is nonetheless a general pattern in frequency and range of motifs depicted
which is consistent across the entire area. One of the distinctions is that within the southern
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outlier formations, Area SO, a higher than average proportion of concentric circle motifs
(N=11, 40.7% within location group, although only 11% of all concentric circle depictions).
This outcrop also has a marginally higher number of paw motifs than the other outlier Areas
(N=6). Spiral motifs are more frequent at Area OR (N=3, 50% within location group), and at
Area OF both foot and line motifs are more frequently represented in the art than the norm of
outlier locations. Of the northem outlier art assemblages, within Area NR bar motifs are
more common (N=8, 33.3%), and Area NF macropod tracks occur more frequently (N9,
36% of total within group) than is evidenced at the other outlier Areas.
Visual Characteristics and Size
The extent to which a given panel may have been used as a canvas for the rock art is
variable and does not appear to relate to the size of the panel or the relative size of the motifs
produced. Many large panels have one or a few small motifs present while other panels,
whether small or large, are crowded with motifs or a motif fills the surface space. As stated
previously, there are 2,249 motifs recorded on 646 surfaces (panels). In many cases within
the reduction rubble both faces of a sandstone piece was engraved. Panel H19 and panels
F28-30, across Helen Creek, are the few examples where the density of motifs produces a
visual crowding. The rock art of Kuru l/i/ exhibits little superimpositioning. Even on panel
H19, with 99 identified motifs on a surface of approximately 270 cm by 200 cm, there is
minimal overlap of motifs. In other cases, there is what is taken to be the deliberate mtention
to avoid masking other motifs, or possibly all were done as a composition.
Visual compositions at Kurutiti fall into two forms, those that are trails (generally tracks in
sequence) and aggregates of motifs in spatial association. In total, 306 motifs produced on 84
panels were identified as occurring as compositions in spatial association involving at least
one other motif. A large percentage involve macropod or bird tracks in a series across the
rock surface. Of the 24 recorded trails, seven involve bird tracks in lines of 2-7 motifs,
macropod trails occur in four cases (3-5 track pairs). Human feet appear in eight cases, four
times in combination with other track motifs. The paw motif is present in four trails, only one
of which is not in combination with macropod tracks. There are also nine panels where tracks
are clearly in association with each other, although not forming a trail. In several examples
this involved the use of different subjects as with the case of panel AA8, situated within the
quarry, comprising three paws, two bird tracks and a macropod pair in a set. A further six
examples have tracks grouped in association with other motif types, dots, bars and circles
being the most common. There are also 23 cases where the tracks may be placed facing each
other, or in some other spatial arrangement that indicated they were produced as a set. Tracks
in combination with other subject categories occur on twelve panels. The spatial association
of implements and picks as a group on a panel were recorded in three cases. While groupings
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of geometric designs occurred six times, most common were clusters of circles or concentric
circles. An additional 13 panels were documented where geometric motifs were linked with
other motifs, generally a motif contained within a circle.
Bird tracks are the most frequently occurring motif type featured within the trail and
grouped motifs (73 times or 22% of all occurrences of this motif type). Interestingly, bird
tracks with the extended back toe only appear nine times in recognisable configurations.
Macropod tracks are the next most frequent record, with 64 counts (18% of motif group). A
higher proportional representation is evident with the occurrence of paw (19 or 37%), foot (31
or 3 1%), snake (3 or 30%), other zoomorphic (2 or 28%) and pick (5 or 35.7%) motifs. For
most of the geometric type motifs the proportional representation is in the order of 4-13%,
although with the spiral group this is at 17%. In five out of the six cases, the spiral appears
with one or two others.
Compositions, in terms of artistic construction, are not limited to arrangements of trails or
clustering, but may be seen in the singular placement of the motif on a given panel, or in the
form and situation of the panel itself. Panel H 19 on the bank of Helen Creek is one such
example, where evidently its situation has attracted the production of petroglyphs. A number
of other panels are set on angles, especially within the creek channel, and contain striking
compositions, although fluvial action may have shifted these from their original position.
Visual composition in motif placement central to the panel is also a feature of the Kurutiti
rock art, although this situation is more common with the engraved small sandstone pieces
found in the reduction areas of the site. Also a feature that is particular to Kurutiti is the
placement of motifs either in spatial association with, or utilising features formed in, the
process of quarrying. Within the quarry Area N is a sandstone block (N 15) which retains the
isolation pits (see Chapter 5) and a macropod pair and 'bird track' are focused on them. Other
examples were recorded where the motif actually incorporated the isolation pit. To an extent,
such cases are a form of isomorphic congruence (see Rosenfeld 1991: 137), the utilisation of
an existing feature in the rock (although usually natural). There are only two recorded
examples of the incorporation of the natural form or structure of the rock surface. Engraving
N33, comprises three pecked lines (not interlocking pecks) positioned between the natural
ripple curves on the surface of the sandstone block. The other case (H28) is a linear
geometric motif formed by a series of curved, spaced and pecked lines, linked at each end.
This motif is situated within an area confined by the angle change in the surface of the stone.
One aspect often noted concerning the 'Panaramitee' engravings of Central Australian is the
relatively small size of the individual motifs, most less than 10 cm (Franklin 1991; Maynard
1979). The rock art of Kurutiti would seem to conform to this pattern, with 58 % (N1 178)
falling below 10 cm, the mean size of recorded motifs being 12 cm. The range exhibited in the
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length of motifs is 1-1 10 cm (Figure 7.6; Table 7.3). It was not possible to obtain
measurements for all recorded motifs, the sample size thus reduced to 2041. Of these, 73%
(N=1497) are within the size range of 5-15 cm. The majority of the 'simple geometric' motifs
fall within the size range of 5-45 cm, although bar motifs have a lower range, of 2-18 cm.
The more 'complex geometric' category tend to be bigger and it is within the 'linear geometric'
motifs that some of the largest motifs recorded are grouped.

Within the

Table 7.3: Size range of motifs and panels (dimensions in cm).
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20-30

circle

104

4-55

12.5

10.5

9-280

foot

94

5-34

13.3

11.5

60-120

hand

4

10-19

13

11.5

60-120

MOTIF

-

MEDIUM

PANEL
SIZE
RANGE

9.3

8

13-350

12.4

11

16-280

9

15-700

MEAN

spiral

34

7-43

18.2

17

14-270

con.cir.

91

6-41

18.6

17

13-350

linear
geometric

68

5-110

26

17

9-350

pick

13

8-33

16.4

16

28-15

rayed
geometric

77

6-52

16.8

13

20-300

implement

14

10-40

18.2

17

21-20

amorphous
geometric

82

3-53

13.2

10

9-270

snake

10

18-110

60

46

60-270

figurative
geometric

7

3-44

21

17

19-170

other
zoomorphic

7

6-24

15.4

19

34-150

JRigiutire 7.6: Bitr girmtp]li sJliowinig the nutttiserkil coiuttrtt. of pcttroglypllis gtroiutped by

size of moUf,
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track class of motifs the size range is less, extending from 3-34 cm. Depictions of the human
foot and hand are on average slightly larger (mean 13 cm) than animal tracks (mean 9 cm),
although extended bird tracks are marginally bigger (mean 12 cm). Within the figurative
class, implements and picks range from 8-40 cm. This characteristic, more than the
circumstance of the track motifs, would indicate that accurate size reproduction was not
necessarily intended by the artist in the production of the motif. Snake motifs exhibit the
greatest range within the figurative class, 18-110 cm, with a mean of 60 cm.
Only 33 (1.7%) of the motifs are within the size range of 41-110 cm, snake and linear
geometric subjects being the largest. One of these, on panel F30, may have been longer. This
motif measures 110 cm, on an adjacent panel is what appears to be the tail end of the F30
snake motif This fragment is 13 cm in maximum dimension. Of the motifs in the larger size
range, a conmon form is that of the meandering or irregular line with what appear to be
'tassels at one or both ends. There are three examples, measuring 107 cm (panel F88), 92 cm
(panel F 105) and 60 cm (panel H4 1). Rayed geometric design motifs are more frequent in the
size range between 44-5 2 cm. In the size range from 44-110 cm (1.15% of all motifs) the vast
majority (74%) occur on the bedrock adjacent to Helen Creek (Areas F and H). This feature
may be in response to the size of suitable panels on which to produce the art, as there is a
general trend to larger panels available on the exposed bedrock at Kurutiti. Conversely, it
would be impossible to produce large motifs on small fragments of rock.

7.4

DiscussioN

Davidson (1952: 90) comments:
so stylised are most of the portrayals that without ethnological advice
identification of the species in most cases is impossible. The same narrow range
of naturalistic subjects and techniques of execution are among the most striking
feature of Australian art, for they demonstrate that the continent shares a basic
art tradition.
The subjects depicted in the petroglyphs at Kurutiti may be seen to reflect the world around
the artists, with engravings of macropod and bird tracks, and the portrayal of images that
match current ceremonial body decorations. It is true that there is an abstract form to much of
the art, and that interpretation of the motifs by researchers is subjective, although, in part,
such interpreted meaning is patterned by the Aboriginal custodians' understanding of various
motif designs. Ashwin (1932: 66), in providing comment on the "more enlightened" aspects of
the Aboriginals of the AshburtonlNewcastle Waters area, mentions that "in their carving of
animals on the gumtrees they were very perfect in their imitations". Such an observation is of
interest, in that none of the rock art motifs recorded at Kurutiti remotely resemble naturalistic
forms, let alone imitations of animals. In addition, it is tracks and geometric forms which
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dominate the petroglyphs of the region. An explanation for this apparent dichotomy may be
that of a chronological shift in the artistic expression by the people of this region.
Alternatively, it may simply be that different art styles were used on different mediums. The
rock art at Kurutiti unfortunately does not present any obvious means of dating. None of the
motifs which overlap (superimpositioning) provide any indication to the order in which they
were produced. There are no apparent mineral or organic deposits coating the engravings, and
the general weathering of the pecked surface is not consistent across the site, panels, or even
associated with a single motif, thus giving no good indication of age. Bednarik (1992b: 281)
does present a means of direct dating by micro-erosion analysis, however this technique is less
suited to rock types like the sandstone at Kurutiti. The age for the rock art at the site could be
in the order of 10-15,000 years and possibly much older (Nobbs and Dorn 1988), based on the
similarity to the South Australian 'Panaramitee'. However, it is certain that petroglyphs were
being produced much later, as is suggested in the depiction of the fighting picks, with their
stone blades, which are unlikely on technological evidence, to be beyond 3-5,000 years.
Identified at Kurutiti are 2,249 motifs, occurring on 646 panels scattered throughout the
sandstone quarry, the bedrock adjacent to and within the Helen Creek channel, on small
sandstone pieces associated with the reduction areas and on various sandstone formations
within 500 in of the quarry. Although the associated archaeological context for the art is
diverse, the form and composition of the petroglyph assemblage, as stated, is remarkably
similar. This is despite the fact that the art panels range from small sandstone fragments to
large bedrock sheets. Nevertheless, there is a numerical concentration for the art, some 1620
motifs within an area of approximately 110 in by 90 in, focused on a section of Helen Creek
and the adjacent bedrock. This includes the bedrock Area F, of approximately 1000 m2, with
a relative motifs density of 0.89/rn2. In addition to part of the quarry Area S with a density of
0.05/rn2, bedrock Area H of 1.6/rn2 and a portion of the reduction Area A with a relative
density of 0.20/m2. Between Area H and Area F are the 57 motifs on 14 rocks within Helen
Creek channel. The relative density of motifs within this section of the channel (Area G) is
0.23/m2.
A particular feature of the Kurutiti art is the association with the sandstone quarry and
reduction debris, with 183 engraved blocks and bedrock panels recorded within the main
quarry. In addition, 33 panels featuring 58 motifs occur within the quarry rubble of Area N,
and 15 motifs are recorded from Area HH, across Helen Creek from the main quarry. During
the initial stages of the survey recording programme, the impression was gained that there was
a spatial correlation between motif subject and portion of the quarry in which they occurred.
Although in the final analysis this could not be substantiated, there remain a few anomalies to
the general distribution, spatially and in subject depicted. In one pit within Area 5, near the
southern part of the main quarry, occur the only snake-like motifs (S12 and S13) within the
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quarry. One pair of macropod tracks (S 11) also are located within this pit, with no other such
motifs present within the quarry rubble. In an adjacent pit occur six blocks, each with a single
bird track motif (Figure 7.7). In Area W are the only two panels within the quarry that
comprise a hooked arc and curved line in combination. Located in other parts of the main
quarry are particular motif subjects which do not occur elsewhere, and there are several
examples of petroglyphs incorporating the pecked indentations on the surfaces of the
sandstone blocks associated with the quarry technology (see Chapter 5). In other cases, the
motifs are arranged on the panel so as to align with the isolation pits (Figure 7.7). It is
possible that the occurrence of these engravings on quarried blocks within the extraction area
have more than an aesthetic intention. Such a scenario may relate to the marking of individual
ownership, possibly connected to the identification of blocks of sandstone for subsequent
reduction in the grindstone manufacturing process. Another possible, although less probable
explanation, is that these engravings resulted from people doodling while they worked within
the quarry.
That there exists some association between the rock art and other activities at Kurutiti is
suggested by the distribution of engraved stone which also retains features linked to the
grindstone production. Within the quarry rubble are 48 blocks with features linked to the
extraction process which also have petroglyphs. Within the adjacent area of bedrock thirteen
panels were recorded which also retain these quarry features. Two examples occur within the
creek channel and a further eight within the reduction area. No features associated with
extraction or reduction where noted within the engravings on the surrounding sandstone
outcrops. Twelve examples were recorded where engravings actually occur on sandstone
implements, that is on milling stone fragments or manufactured grindstones. These were
found within the reduction areas, four engraved artefacts each within Areas A, U and OE.
As noted above, within the reduction areas a high percentage of the petroglyphs occurs on
small fragments and tabular pieces of sandstone (81% of engravings within these areas). This
contrasts with the situation of the nearby location (Areas F, H, K, M, and R), where 83% of
the art panels are bedrock surfaces. Within the quarry area, nearly 93% are on blocks and
other smaller pieces of sandstone. To an extent, engravings are produced on suitable surfaces
within the vicinity, and so the contrast between the use of bedrock and loose sandstone pieces
reflects the changing character of the sandstone across the site. However, the production of
petroglyphs on the small sandstone fragments which occur in spatial association with the
reduction working in the production of sandstone artefacts is particular to Kurutiti. The
motifs appear to have been produced in-sii'u, utilising available surfaces, although there is no
apparent change in the representation of motif depictions in this area to that of other, different
physiographic areas of the site. It is apparent that the utilisation of both faces of the
sandstone pieces also seems particular to the reduction areas. Seventeen sandstone pieces
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within Area A are so engraved, five in Area U, and one each within Areas B, 0 and OE.
Despite the obvious portability of these engraved sandstone pieces, they have not been
transported from the site and at no other site in the region are engravings produced on portable
pieces of stone.
Considering the number of truncated motifs, many engravings in these reduction areas have
suffered breakage since they were produced. In total, 194 motifs are effected in this way,
occurring on 131 sandstone pieces or bedrock surfaces. Area A (31 cases) and Area F (21
cases) appear to have a high proportion of post-engraving breakage. However, within the
reduction areas this represents 47.8% of all panels, while in the creek channel, 40.7% of
panels retain truncated motifs. In contrast, in the bedrock areas only 13.3% of panels show
evidence of motif damage. This is suggestive of anthropogenic breakage and specific high
velocity water flow within the reduction areas and the creek channel respectively. A second
measure of the reduction material associated with production of rock art is that 68% (64
cases) of the engraved pieces within the reduction areas are on fragments of sandstone, 45 of
these within Area A. Within the quarry this is 27.5% and in the creek channel it is 29.6%,
these are also locations which have a relatively high frequent occurrence of the use of
sandstone fragments. As expected, the more stable surfaces associated with the bedrock
exposures adjacent to the creek and quarry, and the outlier outcrops, have fewer cases of the
utilisation of sandstone fragments (13.3% and 5.1% respectively). In total, 290 motifs are
engraved on 158 individual fragment surfaces.
Despite the particular occurrence of the Kurutiti art in association with quarrying and
production of grinding implements, the subject range, pecking technique, form and size of the
motifs conform to the general pattern recorded at sites in the region. These petroglyphs have
parallels with the 'Panaramitee' engraved rock art found over much of Central and South
Australia. These sites, although invariably located near water (Edwards 1966; Mountford
1929) are often ascribed sacred significance within the tribal mythology. In this respect,
Kurutiti with its association to the two snake sisters Milywaru conforms to this general
pattern. The selection of art subject and style falls within the type range for sites attributed to
the 'Panaramitee' petroglyphs, although the singularity of Kurutiti is in the production of rock
art on the quarried stone.
As stated, within the rock art at Kurutiti are images that resemble the Warumungu fighting
picks recorded by Spencer and Gillen (1904: 653). The reproduction of such artefact images
is not found at other sites in the region, although the connection with Kurutiti is unresolved.
No definitive examples of such blades from these implements were found on the site.
However, it is quite possible that a number of the broken quartzite blades at Kurutiti derive
from the fighting pick. Neither the example collected by Spencer and Gillen, nor the form of
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the engravings provide an indication as to any specialised form to the leilira blade. It is
feasible that residue analysis may provide a clue, as Gillen (1897) noted that the resin hafied
knife is used in fighting and rarely used for cutting up game, for which hand held pieces of
quartzite suffice. However, Davidson (1935: 173) noted that "the blades which are used as
spear-heads, knives, or hafted picks, for all are similar in general characteristics and do not
differ in kind, but only in the manner in which they are mounted". His conclusion concerning
the distributional pattern of these artefacts was that the use of blades as knives was the oldest
artefact type and that picks and the 'woman's knife' (see Chapter 6.3) had more limited spatial
occurrence, and therefore were the youngest (Davidson 1935: 173).
If Davidson's (1935) chronology is correct then the implications pertaining to the relative
age of the production of at least some of the petroglyphs implies a relatively late occurrence.
Yet the general corpus of the art at Kurutiti complements the so called 'Panaramitee', which
has its origin back 10,000 years and possibly over 30,000 years (see Chapter 7.2). However,
the pattern of the rock art at Kurutiti with the particular response to the character of the
location, as formed by the extraction and reduction of sandstone into seed milling implements,
suggests that the production of art is influenced by the specifics of the site. The link with
'Panaraniitee' is likely a stylistic similarity rather than ascribing the art as part of cultural
baggage or a tradition, which has generally been held to be the circumstance associated with
the engraved rock art of central and southern Australia. Nevertheless, it is possible that the
petroglyphs at Kurutiti are part of 'Panaramitee' which continued through the Holocene and
included painted art in Central Australia (Franklin 1992; Gunn 1995; Rosenfeld 1991).
O'Connell (1987: 74), in his assessment of Alyawarra residential 'base' camps, infers that
most of the variability in site structure is a function of differences in the degree of reliance on
food storage, seasonal variation in weather, household population size, and the length of time
actually spent in the area of use. It is evident that for Kurutiti, some of the spatial distribution
of archaeological material is task specific, like the quarrying of the sandstone and the
production of grindstones and the main petroglyph concentration. However, as over half the
art is situated in an area that is also the focus for the reduction of sandstone and manufacture
of grinding stones there is a suggestion that the placement of both activities is connected. It is
possible that the presence of potable water during the wet and early dry seasons is the
focusing principle, although because of recent pastoral management works the original
character of the creek in this location is now uncertain. For the Alyawarra in the late 1960s,
at least, their camp sites were not routinely divided into activity specific area (O'Connell
1987: 105). These were primarily residential camps, whereas Kurutiti, by its very nature, is
multi-functional, the concurrence of activities as indicated by the pattern of art distribution
reflecting a symbolic link attributable to the physical and economic particularities of the
location.
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CHAPTER ]EIGHT
ANTIQUITY AND U[SE IKURUTITI AND
GRINDSTONES

8.1

INFLUENCES AND EVIDENCE

When one first sees Wilga niia doubts arise as to its association
with the aborigines. The excavation is so stupendous that it is
difficult to attribute such an accomplishment to a people with a
simple technology. When it is realised that several thousand tons
of rock have been removed it is evident that tens of thousands of
man-hours have been expended in the operations of hewing out
the solid walls, carrying the debris up the steep northern side and
dumping it down the outer slope. ... The aboriginal economic
system is not organized in such a manner that this local group
could have made their living by exchanging ochre for food.
Nevertheless close examination of the site reveals adequate proof
that the aborigines with their crude and strictly limited means of
exploitation are solely responsible for this most impressive
excavation (Davidson 1952: 82-83).
Similarly to the famous site of Wi/ga rn/a (Davidson 1952), the archaeological evidence
present within the sandstone rubble formations at Kurutiti attests to the activities which took
place adjacent to Helen Creek. As discussed in previous chapters, there is considerable
evidence within the sandstone rubble formation and the adjacent areas to affirm the industrial
ingenuity of the people who visited this location and quarried sandstone to manufacture their
grindstones, produce rock art, refurbish their tool kits and hold ritual celebrations. The
technological innovations and adaptive processing of the sandstone (see Chapter 5) does not
reflect a people or culture that is comprised simply of ignorant savages, but rather of people
who utihised a resource to produce a serviceable implement that aided in the subsistence
economy. Torrence (1989a: 58) comments that people developed technologies and produced
tools for what they believed to be good reasons, and that where linked to survival, as in food
resources, the behavioural and technological development will be designed in such a way to
ensure adequate supply. Although the Barkly Tablelands may look featureless and bleak, it is
in the grasses of this region that a bountiful food resource exists. It is in the provisioning of
the means to exploit this resource, reducing the subsistence risk, that the technology of the
seed milling implements as produced at Kurutiti were geared into. The Ashburton Range
provided the source for the raw material people required for the grinding stones. Acquiring
the primary stone or the manufactured implenient was essential.
There are several options in the organisational means by which people obtained the seed
milling implements. Noble and Davidson (1996: 202; see also Binford 1979) identify three
distinct models; embedded procurement, logistic procurement and procurement by exchange.
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Embedded procurement principally operates under the notion that people visit the source and
obtain the required raw material in the general round of the groups movement through their
country. Logistic procurement entails specific scheduling of a trip to acquire the resource at
its source. In essence, there is a link between resource scheduling, settlement patterns and
demographic arrangement (Jochirn 1976). Exchange acquisition is an indirect contact with the
source location. Each of these modes of procurement, which entail differing sets of
behavioural strategies, will impact on the raw material location in various ways and should be
recognisable in the archaeological pattern of the site. In the preceding chapters analysis and
discussion has focused on the specific activities evident in the archaeology and ethnography of
Kurutiti.

It is intended in this chapter to establish the organisational principles which

produced the physical evidence, in part by assessing the spatial and temporal relationship of
the component parts of the site. By identifying trends in the regional archaeology and in the
specifics of Kurutiti, one can determine the procurement strategies and mode of dispersal of
the grindstones from the quarry site.
The distribution of the major archaeological features at Kurutiti is primarily determined by
the physical character of the location. Engravings occur on the bedrock sheets along Helen
Creek and at the various outcrops in the vicinity. Quarrying, and to an extent the reduction of
sandstone, occurs at locations of the jointed rock exposures. Evidence of the activities
associated with the subsistence and general domestic tasks are found within the sand-sheet
areas adjacent to Helen Creek and the quarry, including the refurbishment and maintenance of
implements like the picks, spears and adzes. This is indicated by the higher number, in both
absolute and percentage terms, of the broken and spent (no further retouching effective) stone
attachments, especially within Area U and to a lesser extent Area A. Within other parts of the
Kurutiti location, sandstone pieces comprise the vast majority of artefacts, although not to the
total exclusion of the other lithics. It is evident from this pattern that the working of the
sandstone into artefacts was the major activity at the site, and that the manufacture and
refurbishment of other artefacts was opportune.
Differing relative ages for the various archaeological aspects of Kurutiti are suggested,
both for their initial appearance and period of activity. Data from archaeological excavations
in various parts of Australia, including the Northern Territory, indicate that a blade
technology, in particular involving retouched forms (including points), is at most 6,000 years
old (Jones and Johnson 1985; White and O'Connell 1982: 118-120), with their more general
appearance less than 4,000 BP, although in Central Australia it may be as recent as 800 years
(Attenbrow et at. 1995: 117). Some petroglyphs similar in subject and form to the Kurutiti
art have a greater antiquity, probably a late Pleistocene date, the oldest ranging from 30,000
years (Dom and Nobbs 1992; Rosenfeld 1993) to possibly more than 42,000 BP (Nobbs and
Dorn 1993). However, these forms of petroglyphs were also produced in more recent times,
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so style may not be a useful indication of age. The evidence for the antiquity of grinding
implements spans an equally broad time range, with debate regarding the appearance of the
specialised grass seed milling stones (Furby et al. 1993: Smith 1988). Certainly by the
Holocene, in particular from about 6,000 BP, grindstones and the exploitation of seeds was a
wide spread feature of Australian Aboriginal society (Smith 1986b; Tindale 1974).
As to what the temporal patterning of Kurutiti may have been remains unclear. Although
data may be retrieved through excavation, the site is of sacred significance to the Aboriginals
of the region and permission would be difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, through the spatial
arrangements and associations there are indications of chronology. At Kurutiti the majority of
the rock art is situated on the exposed sandstone pavements and boulders flanking Helen
Creek. It may be that a large percentage of the Kurutiti art was produced prior to, or
independent of, the activities associated with the quarry. However, there are a reasonable
number of engravings which are on blocks within the quarry or on sandstone fragments linked
to reduction debitage (see Chapter 7). Such evidence supports the notion that the art and
grindstone production where continuing over the same period. Certainly, there is little
apparent difference between the pecking technique of the art motifs and the reduction
trimming lines (see Chapter 5.3). Motifs are pecked onto the small sandstone fragments
within the reduction areas of the site, supporting the notion of the inter-relationship between
the engraving of petroglyphs and the production of grindstones. At no other site in the region,
and to the author's knowledge in no other part of Australia, is there the creation of portable
rock art of the form and on such a scale as found at Kurutiti.

Although a number of

engravings are found on small stones incorporated into a stone arrangement located in the
Hamersley Range, Pilbara region Western Australia (Brown and Mulvaney 1983). Also
exhibited is a similarity in motif subjects, although relative percentages differ across the
entirety of the recording area associated with the Helen Creek site. Some distinct features are
apparent, like the dominance of foot and hand motifs within the one part of the site (channel
and bedrock area flanking Helen Creek), and that of motifs depicting implements (including
the pick) prevalent within the quarry. These patterns in motif depiction support the notion of
simultaneous production and symbolic links between the various archaeological manifestations
of the site.
Both the point and blade technology, along with the adzes, suggest the Kurutiti flaked
stone assemblage is of a mid to late Holocene origin. Debate continues concerning the timing
of the appearance of the artefacts associated with this phase in the cultural baggage of the
inhabitants of this continent (see Bowdler and O'Connor 1991; Clarkson and David 1995;
Jones and Johnson 1985), although generally it is taken to be in the order of 4,500 BP. For
Wardaman country points appear in dated deposits only after 3,000 BP (Mulvaney 1969), and
may be even more recent in Central Australia (Graham and Thorley 1996). The only
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sequenced archaeological deposits within the region come from the excavations at Lake
Woods, where the artefacts recovered suggest on typological grounds a late Holocene
assemblage, certainly no older than 5-6,000 years old (Smith 1986a: 66).
The location continued to be used into the historic period, attested to by the current
generation of Aboriginal custodians who state that ceremonies where conducted associated
with Kurutiti at least up into the early part of this century (see Chapter 3). Two pieces of
evidence located within the quarry indicate at least that this place was still being visited post
European settlement. Situated within one of the extraction pits toward the northern end of the
main quarry (Area CC) was a metal spear-head, typical of the form of spear referred to as the
'shovel nose'. It measures 295 mm in length, is 38 mm at the broadest (middle) section, and is
between 1 mm to 2 mm thick. The artefact was lying on the floor of the shallow pit. As to
why this spear-head should be on the site remains conjectural. Isolated occurrences of such
artefacts are known to the author and appear in various circumstances which suggest both loss
and the deliberate discard or caching. This metal blade is elongated in appearance with a
slight rounding to the tip of the implement. The adoption of European metal objects for use in
the conversion to spear-heads, and in chisels and adzes, was extremely early in contact
history. Cowle, in a letter to Professor Spencer dated 8th January 1898, following a trip to
the Gill Range commented that: "the ubiquitous butcher knife was there but no stone ones and
I feel convinced that it is almost a thing of the past for many miles west and at least as far
south as Ayers Rock". The metal artefact found on the site may date from any time over the
last century, although it is likely to have arrived at the site after quarrying had stopped. Such
an artefact would have been readily salvaged had Aboriginal people been frequenting the
quarry.
A second item of European origin is a tin match box, located within the main quarry area,
in the vicinity of the engraved boulder recorded as Ri 5. It does not bear any distinguishing
marks or brand name other than a pressed striking area on the base of the box. Such tin
match boxes were in production for over 80 years and were still in use during the 1940s
(Mickey Dewar pers. comm.). No other items of European manufacture were found on the
site which could not be attributed to roadside litter. This absence, although inconclusive,
strongly suggests that the site, or at least the quarry, ceased being actively worked prior to the
ready availability of European implements. The writer has observed that, especially at quarry
sites which continued to be worked at least into the 1950s, implements, such as axes, metal
bars and to a lesser extent shovels, once obtained by Aboriginal people are left at the quarry
ready for return visits. Steel axes were used both to dig out the desired rock or ochre, and as a
hammerstone. In fact, an axe head with hammering damage to the butt, reported to have been
collected form one of the quarries in the Renner Springs area, is held by the Museum and Art
Galleries of the Northern Territory (Museum No. AA82.41).
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Antiquity of the Kurutiti site is uncertain. It is possible that Aboriginal people had been
visiting the location for a considerable time, even relying on the local springs during the last
glacial maxima (see Chapter 2.7). More probable is that the intensive use of the site is
relatively recent. As mentioned above, some of the rock art subject matter can only date from
the last few thousand years. The presence of grass seed milling implements is not only
dependant on the available manufacturing technology but on the availability of the food
resource. Based on palaeoclimatic evidence the resource may not have developed until the mid
Holocene (Jones and Bowler 1980). The technological and morphological character of the
flaked stone artefacts recorded at Kurutiti is also suggestive of the developed occupation of
the location since about 5,000 BP.

8.2

CONTEMPORARY AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
CONTEXT

There are only a few sandstone quarries and grindstone manufacturing areas documented
within Australia, yet milling implements are found throughout the country. It is evident that in
many areas people utilised fortuitously shaped slabs of stone or rock surfaces. In other
locations, such as parts of the Pilbara region of Western Australia and the Gulf country of
Queensland, exposed bedrock and boulder surfaces served as convenient grinding surfaces
(Gorecki and Grant 1994; Mulvaney 1984b; Vinnicombe 1987). However, within much of
Central Australia, as with other parts of the country, the widespread and abundant occurrence
of sandstone grinding implements is striking (Cane 1989; Smith 1985, 1988; Tindale 1974,
1977; Veth 1989). Long distance exchange networks and the personal acquisition from the
source are the mechanisms through which the dispersal of these milling stones was probably
achieved (see Chapter 9.2). Plant food milling, in particular that of seeds, appears from the
distribution of grinding implements, as an important and widespread aspect of Holocene
Aboriginal culture.
Arising out of a study of foraging patterns among the Alyawarra of the Sandover River
area of the Northern Territory (O'Coniiell and Hawkes 1981), it was postulated that selection
of food resources could be explained by an optimal diet model coupled with cost-benefit
analysis. These researchers interpret Aboriginal exploitation of an identified resource as
determined by a combination of the ranked return for investment and encounter rate
(O'Connell and Hawkes 1981: 108). This selection model explains the apparent determination
factors in the selection (collecting and processing) of a resource, and affords a ready
rationalisation for the shifts in obtaining an identified food resource. In this regard, the cost of
procuring and maintaining seed-processing gear, when offset by decline in encounter rate of
higher ranked resources, or by frequency of foraging activities, means that seeds will be
included in the diet. When high ranked resources are so abundant that the returns never fall to
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the point where it becomes efficient to include lower-ranked items, then these low ranked
resources are absent from the diet (O'Connell and Hawkes 1981: 114). This deterministic
model was developed during research carried out in the mid 1960s
and 1970s and was clearly
influenced by the availability of European goods and the use of motor vehicles, and possibly is
skewed as a result. Nevertheless, it places seed processing and the requirement of milling
stones clearly in a subsistence economic framework. The energy required in obtaining the
relevant equipment is measured against the energy retum for the survival of the individual.
Plant food resources were important elements in the subsistence economy of the huntergatherer society within Australia. In Central Australia some seventy plant species were
utilised for their edible seeds, the two most important groups being the grasses and wattles
(Latz 1995: 49). For the Martujarr of the Westem Desert, eighty nine plant species were
recorded as supplying food resources, of these, 48% were seeds (Veth and Walsh 1988: 20).
In the Great Sandy Desert, of the 70 plant species exploited, 42 were edible seeds of which 15
were grasses (Cane 1989: 99). Evolutionary developments within plants which produce seeds
have meant that in general they are designed to deter being consumed by animals. As a
consequence, for humans the utilisation of this resource requires effort in the gathering and
processing of the seed. However, one of several advantages of seed resources are that
Australian plants tend to produce abundant seeds, making collection of relatively large
amounts possible. Seeds also maintain a comparatively long shelf life ensuring their
availability for people over extended periods. Nevertheless, the collection and processing of
seeds was a labour-intensive activity, generally carried out by the women, and involved a
number of stages and processes, requiring a varying degree of skill. Devitt (1988: 131) in a
study among the Alyawarra of Utopia community, identified eight distinct stages: collecting,
threshing, winnowing, yandying, parching, pounding, grinding and cooking. Both specialised
and improvised implements were utilised. The stone milling tools and the wooden container
used in the winnowing and to hold the processed material, were retained for this purpose,
whereas beating sticks, small spatulas and shovels where constructed from materials at hand
and subsequently discarded. In the grinding of grass and other seeds small quantities of water
would be added during the milling process, often trickled from the mouth (Chewings 1936
Devitt 1988 Roth 1897 Tindale 1974). The combination of the grinding motion and added
moisture resulting in a characteristic wet milling grooved wear pattem to the basal stone.
Referring to the milling, processing the seed into a form of gruel, Chewings (1936: 4)
commented that grinding of seeds is a tedious game'. In fact, it is the gathering and threshing
of grass seeds that appears to be the most time consuming of all the activities associated with
seed processing. A comparative study between Woollybutt grass (Eragrostis eriopoda) and
Dogwood (Acacia coriacea) showed that 75% of the total processing time was involved in the
collection stage for grass seed and only 7% for the acacia (Devitt 1988: 140). Grinding into
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the paste for the grass species was much quicker, 24 % (grass seed) as compared with 89%
for Dogwood seed, although the actual rates for the whole process with the grass seed (8.4
hlkg) took much longer than for the acacia seed (5.7h!kg). It is certain that both men and
women when moving through their country were aware of the locations and availability of
seed-producing plants. Under favourable and predictable conditions grass seed is not a
difficult resource to manage and utilise. As a food resource it was generally dependable and
accessible, and to some extent could be stored (Ashwin 1932; Kimber 1984; O'Connell et al
1983; Tindale 1974, 1977; Veth and Walsh 1988; although see Devitt 1988 for a critical

assessment). In their calorific and nutritional properties seeds, both grass and tree species, are
generally high, with that of mulga being comparable with that of the peanut (Latz 1995: 53).
Brand and Cherikoff (1985) provide nutritional data for some 56 species of plant available m
arid and semi-arid areas of Australia. It is evident that the wide availability and predicability
of the plant stock, coupled with the evident dietary value of seeds, explains peoples'
exploitation regardless of the time required to process the resource. The energy expenditure in
acquiring the food, although it may appear laborious, in regard to the quantity and nutritional
value of seeds means that it is not an energy deficit operation.
The basal mill-stone and the hand held muller formed the specialised took kit necessary for
seed processing. In addition, the particular teclmique employed by Aboriginal women while
grinding the seed resulted in distinctive wear patterning on the stone implements (Cane 1989:
113). Tindale (1977) produced a short film in 1930 of the process at Macdonald Downs,

Central Australia, and provides a description of the wet-grinding technique. The process as
observed by Tindale is similar to that described by Roth (1897: 104), in that:
the movable one [muller] is round, flattened, with thinned edge, and about 5, 6,
or more inches in diameter; it is pressed with both hands backwards and
forwards, each change in direction being accompanied by a sort of preliminary
half-circular movement at the wrist. The slab, beyond its general elongated
shape, is more or less irregular: the upper grinding surface, however, is
invariably comparatively flattened.
A similar observation is provided by Basedow (1904: 26), who stated that the muller is:
usually a water-worn pebble three or four inches in diameter, worked by hand
upon a flat slab of rock,
forward.

...

...

The motion is not circular, but backwards and

The hand stone is usually carried about by the gins in their 'mikas';

the lower slab is, however, not generally transported, on account of its weight.
As Devitt (1988: 137) noted, this method not only grinds the seed but also pushes it towards
the edge to drop into a wooden dish. It is this process that results in the characteristic
longitudinal grooves in the basal milling stone. Several small stones may be placed under the
basal implement to provide a slight dip away from the person grinding the seed. Until the
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availability of wheat flour, native seed gruel was an important food resource, especially within
the arid and semi-arid lands of Australia.
Variation in the form of the grindstones is attributed to the nature of the product being
processed, the hardness of the seed, and whether the milling was wet or dry processing. Two
major classes are identified. One is associated with the processing of grass seeds, producing
characteristic longitudinal shallow concave depressions. The other is generally linked with the
milling of acacia seeds and native plum species, and is characterised by a relatively flat
working surface, with stippling or larger pitting. Spencer and Gillen (1912: 369) recorded
that the Warumungu, in the production of edge-ground axes, would use an available sandstone
basal milling stone and would grind the prepared axe by periodically applying water and sand
grains. Such expedient usage of implements is not uncommon. However, the effects on the
form of the grindstone surface employed in such a manner is of relevance especially as the
process of grinding the axe is reported to have taken two days (Spencer and Gillen 1912: 370).
The multi-functional employment of implements is a common facet of Aboriginal Australia
and O'Connell (1977: 277) noted that the classic seed grinding implements would be used to
pulverise lizards and other small animals.
Tindale (1977: 345) claimed that the practise of wet seed milling spread both south and
westward from the Gulf of Carpentaria, and that the adoption of this food processing
technology enabled larger groups of people to live in a given area. In more recent years there
has been debate concerning the timing of Aboriginal occupation within the and interior of
Australia (Smith 1993). Evidence suggests that in certain areas at least, people were present
in Central Australia and the inland Pilbara region of Western Australia prior to 22,000 years
ago and that the arid interior of the continent was settled by 12,000 BP (Brown 1987; Smith
1988). The Barkly Tablelands and the Tanami Desert, with the Ashburton Range between,
has seen little detailed archaeological investigation, and only a few small excavations have
been conducted (Smith 1986a). However, due more to the circumstances of the natural
resources within the Barkly Tablelands region, rather than its physical character, this area is
liable to have a similar pattern to the Pleistocene and Holocene settlement history of the arid
interior, with the Ashburton Range possibly providing the refugia (see Veth 1989). It has
been argued that the adoption of seed grinding technology which enabled the exploitation of
the plant seed food resource, in part influenced the settlement (or re-establishment there of)
within the more arid zones of Australia (Smith 1988, 1993; Veth 1989: 83). O'Connell and
Hawkes (1981: 115) believed that:
the onset of arid conditions (17,000-18,000 BP) led to critical reductions in the
abundance of high-ranked foods and favoured the adoption of more expensive
items, including seeds. Once the technology for processing seeds was available,

it was possible for Aboriginals to move to previously uninhabited or sparsely
inhabited parts of the continent.
The need for the implements necessitated the availability of suitable material, not just the
technological knowledge. With access to the sandstone within the Ashburton Range, it is
feasible that people could range out over the adjacent Barkly Tablelands or into the Tanami
Desert when favourable conditions ensured grass seed availability. As discussed earlier (see
Chapter 2.7), prior to the last glacial maxima, evidence suggests that large bodies of surface
water existed throughout the Barkly Tablelands. The region probably afforded ample
resources to sustain Aboriginal populations. With the subsequent restriction of water
availability due to the cooler and more arid conditions associated with the glacial period, the
Barkly Tablelands may have become uninhabitable, although on the margins, from more
secured water points within the Ashburton, plant resources, particularly seeds, may have been
viable. Following O'Connell and Hawkes's (1981) optimal foraging model, the grass seeds of
the Barkly Tablelands could have become an important resource, and the technology may
already have existed for its exploitation.
Dated examples of milling stones are not well documented, but there is a general
acceptance that the height of their use corresponds with the mid to late Holocene period.
There is also evidence for a significant increase in the occupation of sites within the last 2,000
years, with the appearance of seed milling grindstones post-dating 1,400 years (Smith 1988:
325). During investigations in Central Australia, grindstone fragments were uncovered in
excavations of deposits dating back some 20,000 years. On examination of 'key specimens'
obtained from Pleistocene assemblages, based on their morphology and use-wear, these are
seen as non-specific grinding implements used for processing a range of items (Smith 1988:
302). However, the appearance of typologically identifiable millstones (characteristic of the
wet milling of soft seeds) is only within the last 3-4,000 years (Smith 1986b, 1989b). There
are now contextually dated grinding stones from the Cuddie Springs site in western New
South Wales to between 19-28,000 BP (Furby ci al. 1993: 208). These are fragments only,
although micro- and macroscopic study indicates an association with grass seed processing
and it is suggested that they are purpose made (single function) artefacts (Richard Fullagar
pers. comm.). This is only one site and a long way from the Barkly Tablelands, but it has
implications for the settlement pattern and the antiquity of the Kurutiti quarry in that people
may have been obtaining sandstone from the location for some considerable time.

8.3

REGIONAL PATTERNS IN SITES

To understand the behavioural system which produced and dispersed the grindstones from
Kurutiti it is necessary to identify the pattern in the regional archaeological context of these
seed milling implements. The way people use and discard, raw materials and artefacts may
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reflect the system through which people obtained the items (Jochim 1976; Morrow and
Jefferies 1989). Minimal archaeological work has been carried out within the Barkly
Tablelands and the country to the west and south (see Chapter 1.3). The excavations at Lake
Woods, to the west of Elliott, provide evidence of the people camping on the old beach dune
only within the Holocene (Smith 1986a). All other evidence for the region is derived from
surface features, without temporal control. Nevertheless, spatial patterns pertaining to the
archaeological context, especially that of the sandstone artefacts, remains valid in the broader
analysis of behavioural spheres. In the systemic context of procurement, manufacture,
utilisation and discard, information is retained in the archaeological context. That Aboriginal
people used and occupied this region is attested to by the presence of flaked stone artefacts
throughout the area, and by inference the nature and distribution of sites of sacred and
mythological significance to the Aboriginal people of this region.
Some indication of what may have been the situation in the past is provided by the few
observations made in the early years of European contact. Favenc and his party in 1878 came
across the Barkly Tablelands at the end of the 'dry season', although once into the area,
isolated thunder-storms brought rains which assisted their passage to the Overland Telegraph
line and Powell Creek station. Nevertheless, his party had a hard time of it, and like other
Europeans who saw the Barkly Tablelands in other than good seasons, left with an impression
of the region being a dry and merciless place. Favenc (1906: 8), himself, observed the
Aboriginal inhabitants and witnessed some of the endeavours to subsist in this "howling,
barren waste, cracked and rent in the glare of the sun". At one time coming across "some
blacks digging yams

...

there were thirteen gins, and most miserable looking wretches they

were" (Favenc 1879: 619). This impression of the gruelling nature of the environment
withering the people who inhabited it is common, and as observed of the people north-east of
Newcastle Waters; "having seen these men with their apeish appearances

...

I am fast coming

to the conclusion that 'Darwin's Missing Link' is to be found in Northern Australia" (Favenc
1906: 8). More material aspects and subsistence activities were also noted, with comments on
the presence of stone dams, for the purpose of fishing (Favenc 1879: 620). Mussels and bird
bones existed in their camps, the remnants of meals, and wooden vessels (to store and carry
water), the largest of their type were seen in one camp (Favenc 1879: 683). In a later report
to the South Australian Government, Favenc (1883) commented that "in some places we
found as many as from 100 to 200 of them camping around these waters. As it is not usual
for them to congregate in such large numbers unless for some special reason, it shows how
much they relied on the permeance of these supplies".
Overlapping and, to an extent, integrating with the archaeological sites are those of
mythological significance to the Aboriginal people of this region (see Chapter 3). In a broad
sense all the waterholes, springs and even ephemeral sources of water are sacred sites, with
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their associated Dreamings and mythologies. Conspicuous, either economic or unusual,
geological and physiographic features are sacred sites within the cultural beliefs of these
people. Some times vegetation, either isolated trees or bushes, and stands of shrubs, trees or
ground-cover plants, will have an associated sacred tradition. What is evident in talking with
the Aboriginal people of this region is that the sacred sites are linked by their associated
mythological tradition, the travels of particular Dreamings that define tracks of country and
resources into which these people are affiliated.
Investigations conducted throughout the Barkly Tablelands provide some indication of the
spatial patterning of sandstone artefacts. For the Barkly Tablelands, as with all marginal
environmental areas of Australia, availability of water appears the principal factor in site
location. It is along the minor drainage channels and adjacent to the major waterholes that the
archaeological material is concentrated. At all sites are found flaked stone artefacts produced
from the locally available banded chert (see Chapter 6.2). Less common are artefacts like the
basalt edge-ground axes, small chalcedonic chert and silcrete blade flakes and points.
However, present at all but the lowest density artefact scatter are the fragmented remains of
sandstone seed milling implements. Throughout the Ashburton and on the eastern edge of the
Tanami Desert, the dominant lithic at sites is quartzite, although banded chert, chalcedonic
chert and other cherts are present to varying degrees. Again sandstone is evident, generally as
fragments of basal milling stones or the hand held muller.
There are many grindstones in the AshburtonlBarkly region with use-wear polish over a
surface which forms a shallow concave depression, rather than the commonly occurring
Central Australian form with the narrow groove associated with the wet milling of grasses.
This northern form is said by Aboriginal informants to be functionally equivalent to the softseed grinding grooves. The different shape of the grinding depression may develop either
through different milling techniques, or possibly use of the grindstone for multiple tasks in
addition to seed milling (for example axe polishing). Nevertheless, many examples
(approximately 20%) exist with the classic double parallel set grooves on one or both
surfaces, which is typical of the Central Australian soft-seed grinding basal stones. That seed
was regarded as an important feature of Aboriginal society in the general study area, can be
gauged by Stanner's (1979: 16) list of Warumungu matrilineal totemic affiliations, which
include reference to grass or grass seed in three out of the nine instances.
It is extremely rare that an intact grindstone is located on any of the sites away from the
quarry. However, an unutilised, although completed grindstone was located adjacent to a
quarried sandstone formation on the eastern side of Helen Creek, some 3.5 km from Kurutiti.
This artefact measures 500 nim by 330 mm, maximum thickness of 68 mm. Invasive bidirectional flaking has reduced the thickness along the margin to 38 mm. However, the
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presence of a step fracture at one end is conceivably the reason for the rejection of this
artefact. A transect survey along ten kilometres of Monmoona Creek, 55 km north-east of
Kurutiti (Figure 2.1), located only one intact grindstone. This artefact measures 670 mm by
325 mm by 42 mm and weights 14.98 kg, with hammer-dressing over bi-direction flaking
round the margin, producing a regular curve to the margin profile. Hammer-dressing is also
evident over both surfaces of the stone, which is oval in shape although less tapered at one
end. Both faces have use-wear, one more than the other, although neither are to a great extent.
Near the main road a fractured, although complete, grindstone was found. Measuring 510
mm by 300 mm, with the thickness varying from one end (48 mm) to the other (28 mm). This
artefact weights 9.53 kg, and is broken into five pieces. Hammer-dressing is evident over the
surfaces and margin, which has been worked into a squared profile as well as a more angular
shape. Despite the breakage, it does not appear to be beyond its use-life, with a shallow
depression on one face and two on the opposite face. It is possible that the damage to this
implement occurred during the construction or maintenance of the road. Numerous grindstone
fragments littered both sides of the channel, in some cases fragments scattered over tens of
metres could be pieced together, although never forming a complete milling stone. Flaked
stone artefacts and sandstone material extends out from 10-100 m from the creek channel.
Although there was not a discernible change in density of artefacts corresponding to the
current waterhole, density did vary. Broken fragments of grindstones have a thickness ranging
between 12 mm and 48 mm (majority are 18-30 mm) and generally exhibit the characteristic
longitudinal use-wear grooves. The rim fragments show the characteristic margin flaking or
hammer-dressing which is typical of the Kurutiti implements. In hand specimen analysis the
lithology of the sandstone matches that from Kurutiti, most diagnostic is the banding formed
by the depositional bedding of the rock.
A second transect survey along a seven kilometre section on the southern side of
Tomkinson Creek, including Namerinni Waterhole 19 km south-west of Kurutiti, revealed a
similar pattern in artefact distribution and assemblage composition. At Namerinni Waterhole
the relative proportions of silcrete, chalcedonic chert and various coloured cherts is 30% each.
Again, only one complete grindstone was found, although this was in two unequal sections
(possibly the result of cattle trample). This artefact, measuring 540 mm by 230 mm by 52
mm, has the characteristic two longitudinal grinding grooves on one surface, with no evident
wear on the other. In outline, it has parallel side margins squared at one end and tapering at
the other. Although this implement is probably from a naturally cleaved slab, many of the
fragments retain margins which indicate the hammer-dressing and flaking evident in the
technology at Kurutiti. Hand specimen inspection of the lithology suggests that much of the
sandstone is similar in appearance to that at the Helen Springs quarry. Rarely, fragments of
implements retain some of the quarry and reduction features that are recorded at Kurutiti. In
particular, remnants of the isolation and separation pits (see Chapter 5.2 and 5.3) were seen
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on several fragments at a site about one kilometre south of Renner Springs, and the separation
lines were present on artefacts along Helen Creek.
Less extensive investigations have been carried out along the numerous drainage channels
throughout the Barkly Tablelands. The main areas looked at are associated with Lorne Creek
and Ranken River on Alexandria Station, some 360 km east south-east of Kurutiti. Also
investigated were sections of the Playford River, on Alexandria and Airoy Stations (250 km
ESE), Cresswell Creek on Anthony Lagoon Station (180 km ENE), and Brunette and Corella
Creeks on Brunette Downs Station (200 km E). Other unnamed creeks were investigated, as
well as sections within the open black soil plains and any stony rises. Land adjacent to the
Barkly Tablelands Stock Route some 60-80 km north of Kurutiti was also included for this
sample survey. The pattern of the archaeology is similar across the whole Barkly Tablelands
region, banded chert dominating the assemblages, around 80-90%, whether a quarry or
residential site. Sandstone artefacts were not present at any of the banded chert quarries,
although they may occur in relatively close proximity where the quarried stone is present
adjacent to a creek channel. No complete or even large fragments of sandstone grinding
implements were recorded, although one artefact, collected by Elliott Aboriginals from
Undernow Waterhole on Walhallow Station, some 170 km north-east of Kurutiti, is half to
two thirds the size of the presumed original implement. Until recently, this artefact was used
as the grinding base in the preparation of ochres used by the Elliott men. The implement (50
mm by 49 mm by 3 mm) retains the two grinding grooves on both faces, although it appears
to be of a coarser quartz grained sandstone to that commonly outcropping at Kurutiti. It is
estimated that this implement weighed in the order of 11-15 kilograms.
One other study, carried out in conjunction with research associated with an Aboriginal
Land Claim to Vacant Crown Land, provides additional information pertaining to regional
patterns of sandstone artefact form and spatial distribution. This location is some 160 km
north-east of Kurutiti and is near the head waters of streams running north into the Gulf of
Carpentaria. Two distinctive lithologies are present at sites on Lija Creek, one a fine gramed
bedded sandstone, the other a medium to coarse grained cemented rock with partial
silicification (Mulvaney and Pickering 1991: 27). Artefacts of the finer grained material
utilised slabs fractured along the natural bedding with little or no modification to the surfaces
or margins. The more commonly occurring coarser grained stone exhibits the same
manufacturing features as produced at Kurutiti. This pattern of flaked edge trimming and
hammer-dressing is common on most sandstone artefacts found throughout the Barkly
Tablelands and the Ashburton Range. A sandstone object similar in shape to those smaller
regularly shaped objects at Kurutiti (see Chapter 5.4) was found 160 km north-east of this site
during research work for the Wampaya Aboriginal Land Claim. Aboriginal traditional
owners of the area stated that the object has its origin in the Dreaming, and is of ritual
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significance attached to a particular ceremony (Mulvaney and Pickering 1991: 32). It is
possible that this artefact derives from the Helen Springs area, but this is not to say that the
sacred association of the Wampaya object is transferable.
Considering the number of small fragments beside the creek channels, it is a possibility
that natural attrition of the sandstone artefacts results in the fragmentation of discarded
implements. This breakage may be enhanced when grindstones are worn down thinly,
although this pattern of artefact fragmentation might alternately represent an intentional
breakage by persons once associated with the grindstone. The destruction of personal items
upon the death of an individual is a common practise, although it is noted that among the
Yanyuwa people of the southern Gulf of Carpentaria on the death of the owner their grinding
stone was red ochred and smoked (ritual severing with the spirit), and subsequently cleaned
for re-use (John Bradley pers. comm.). Howitt (1904) provides numerous references to the
practice of including personal items with the burial of the dead in south-eastern Australia.
Basedow (1904: 35) observed in the Musgrave Ranges of Central Australia, that objects
belonging to a deceased woman were placed on or near the grave. Although he mentions some
of the items, no indication is given that this included any milling implements. Such practises
may account for the continued acquisition of additional milling stones. However, with
distance from the quarry source or in areas where replacements are not easily obtained, the
pattern is that grinding stones continued in use to the end of their functional life. The
occurrence of numerous thin, well worn milling stones and fragments attests to this. Tindale
(1974: 100) recounts the existence of a "woman's song that laments the inertia of her husband
who would not make the journey to fetch new tjungguri [grinding] stones for her. Her hand
stone is worn so thin the tips of her fingers are bleeding as she makes his bread".
Of the sandstone artefacts recorded at Kurutiti were some that retained a central small
depression and surrounding pecked area (see Chapter 5.4). No such artefacts have been
located out on the Barkly Tablelands, or on sites visited within the Muckaty Pastoral Lease.
The only other location at which they were present is that along Helen Creek near the current
station homestead. Part of this site comprises the engraved sandstone formations of the sacred
site Nyanya, also associated with the Milaru tradition (see Chapter 3). It is uncertain if
there is a link between the mythological aspects of the places and this particular artefact, as
the function is not known by Aboriginal people of the area. Although, those people questioned
assumed the artefact to be of utilitarian purpose. Certainly, in form, it is suggestive of a hard
seed or nut cracker. If this is the case then the resource is probably restricted to the Helen
Springs area of the Ashburton Range. However, a possible variant on this artefact form
consists of those artefacts which exhibit a larger depression (5-8 cm diameter) than that on the
Helen Creek form (1.4-2.5 cm). Several implements of this kind were located along
Monmoona Creek and Lija Creek.
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The general pattern as indicated by the various investigations carried out in the region is
one of the widespread occurrence of sandstone milling implements (mullers and basal
grindstone fragments) amongst the artefact scatters adjacent to all the waterho!es and a!ong
the main creek chaimels in the AshburtonlBark!y region. It is evident that, although the
dominance of particular stone types, such as silcrete, chalcedonic chert or banded chert may
vary, there are common elements in the tool assemblage present on the sites. Retouched
b!ades and points, scrapers on blades and flakes, and adzes are the most frequent tool types on
sites. Other artefacts such as edge ground axes are also present, although these are generally
not located on any but the larger and relatively high density artefact scatters associated with
the major waterholes. That sandstone material is present at all these archaeological sites is
indicative of the importance to the subsistence economy of the milling implements.
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CULTURAL CONTEXT OF ACCESS AND
PRODUCTION

We seek a set of more or less archaeological conclusions on the
nature of huma ii transactions in the sociel ies which surround us
and those which nninediatelv preceded ours, and whose exchange
institutions clil'fer from our ov ii..,,. we do not find simple
exchange of goods. \\ealth and produce through markets
established among individuals. For it is groups, and not
individuals, which earn on exchange, make contracts, and are
bound by obligations (Mauss 1954: 2-3).
The archaeological evidence from Kiinit/ii identifies the site as a major focus of economic and
social industry. The manufacture of grindstones, maintenance and production of other
artefacts, residential usage and the creation of rock art all comprise activities that are
associated with the site. Ethno-historical information also points to this site being an
important mythological place and the focus of ceremonial performance. Large ceremonial
gatherings and ritual gift exchange are known to have occurred in the Barkly region (Ashwin
1932; Favenc 1888: Murgatrovcl 1991: Paton 1994). It is in this context that the production
and distribution of the Kuruliti grindstones is situated. It is argued in this chapter that
Kurutili was an important center in the regional exchange network, where ceremonial and
kinship linked gifts were the dominant mode of acquisition of grindstones produced at
Kurutiti.
Movement of goods and people invol\zed in barter and exchange has long been recognised
as an important aspect of subsistence economies (for example McCarthy 1939: Malinowski
1922; Mauss 1954: Sahlins 1972). Motivated partly by economic necessities, partly by social
considerations, a network of access and intercourse is established which reaches beyond an
individual's or group's normal territory. In some cases it is evident that exchange systems are
integral to the maintainance of the society (Irwin 1985: Macintvre and Allen 1990). As
discussed in the previous chapter, sandstone implements are found throughout the
Ashburton./Barklv region. Se\ erah scenarios exist that may account for the dispersal of the
grindstones, although these are not necessarily exclusive. Individuals may have direct access
to the sandstone resource or alternatively, people may have acquired the grindstones through
intermediaries in transactions removed from the source.
Several issues ticed consideration in determining what system may have been operating
with regard to the Kuru i/ti grindstone production and distribution. The procurement strategies
and manufacturing design of artefacts are part of the overall social and economic system in
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which people operate. In addition. the utility of any artefact may be assessed in terms of its
efficiency. the benefits from use compai-ccl to its cost of manufacture. It is evident, from the
investigation at Kuriiiiii. that an elaborate manufacturing sequence was developed in the
production of the finished sandstone milling slabs (see Chapter 5). During some of the rock
reduction stages it is probable that at least two people were required. Energy expenditure and
time away from other tasks (the costs) would impact on the general subsistence pattern for
these workers and possibly consequences for their family groups. Nevertheless, once a milling
stone is produced, its use-life may have extended over a significant time span. The
importance of seeds as a food resource (see Chapter 8) attests to the vital position of milling
stones in the subsistence economy. Hayden (198
8)9:proposed a model that suggests that as
the conservation of lithic raw material becomes an increasingly important consideration,
conservation tecl1nologies will be adopted despite higher energy costs. What is evident at
Kurutiti is certainly the adoption of extraction and manufacturing technologies that may be
regarded as energy expensive. The potential returns in terms of food energy (milled flour) are
unlikely to match or exceed the time/energy spent in the labour of producing the grinding
stones. Nevertheless, the Kuriiiiti reduction technology was efficient and took advantage of
the physical properties of the rock. However, the level of expenditure to obtain the finished
product suggests that a high return was expected, whether economic or social.
In what context then was the production of grindstones carried out? Did individuals come
to the location when requiring new rnillnig implements? Was there a system of controls and
permissions, or was the work carried out by any peon coming to the site? It is evident that
Kurutiti was a focus for the production of sandstone milling implements and a major regional
quarry supplying artefacts to the surrounding district. The manufactured implements were
obtained from the site and transported into areas where they were used, refurbished and
eventually discarded is indicated by the presence of these artefacts at archaeological sites
throughout the region.
The technology of quarrying and the process of reduction and manufacture (see Chapter 5)
indicates a

SCC!fiC

sequence of working the sandstone. As postulated previously, it is

possible that the origins of this quarry began with people obtaining suitably sized and shaped
naturally occurring slabs of sandstone. Ho\\c\'er, this developed into a deliberate and
systematic process of converting sandstone bedrock into serviceable artefacts. The working of
the rock, while not unique to the site, is particiilir to the physical properties of the sandstone.
The evidence intimates that

it

as either specialists who carried out the work or that a

prescribed methodology applied to the production of grindstones. Individuals who in some
way (kinship and/or Dreaming) held proprietoriil rights to the Kurutiti site may also have
retained the technological information to produce the grinding implements. This theory finds
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some support in anthropological information pertaining to the quartzite quarries in the region
(Murgatroyd 199 1).
Historical documents indicate that a form of ownership. including inherited control, of
specific resources existed within Aboriginal Australia (Howitt 1904: Spencer and Gillen 1899,
1904). However, it is uncertain ho\v widespread this was or when such a process developed.
Nevertheless, for the Mount William axe qciarry (Victoria), it appears that ownership of the
rock was vested in identifiable individuals whose link to the site was through patrilineal
descent. As Howitt (1904: 3 Il) states:
The right to hunt and procure food in any particular tract of country belonged to
the group of people horn there, and could not be infringed by others without
permission. But there were places which such a group of people claimed for
some special reason, and in which the whole tribe had an interest. Such a place
was the 'Stone Quarry at Mt. Williain near Lancefield, from which the material
for making tomahawks was procured.
These individuals worked the dluarn' producing the bifacial axe blanks for use and exchange.
Other groups would send word or come to the owners and obtain permission to take the
quarried stone. Ownership and control of specific resources was not restricted to southeastern Australia, with a similar situation being documented in the highlands of New Guinea
(Hughes 1977).
There are historical accounts of people travelling directly to a source or visiting the group
controlling the desired items for the specific purpose of acquiring what they wanted. The
Lake Eyre people apparently macic return trips of over 1.000 km to obtain red ochre from the
Pukardu quarry, despite red ochre sources being present within their own country (McBryde
1987: 259). More recently. McBrvcle's research has focused on the sandstone quarries of
northern South Australia. where agaul ethnographic information has provided some insight
into the mechanisms of production and distribution of grindstones (McBrydc 1990, 1991). As
stated, in many instances individuals travelled long distances to obtain desired items. Howitt
(1904: 710-12) records the annual trips made by Dieri (Divan) men to obtain pituri and ochre
up to 300 miles (480 kill) UI distance. In tilese cases the party often had to fight their way
through hostile tribes, and acquired the goods without the perillission of the local people.
Roth (1897: 134 -6) also provides exaillples of the long distance travels of people to obtain
items. Tindale (1977: 347) states that "pernlission had to be given by the occupiers of the
mining area before slabs of stone could be removed". These milling stones were transported
southward out of Wakaja lWakial country along the riverinc corridors. No source is known
to exist in this area and, in fact. this may be a reference to the Ashburton Range sandstone, the
milling slabs entering Wakia territory froill the west.
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It is possible that grindstones manufacture

\\ as undertaken

when other economic and social

activities took place at the site and. certainly in the most recent period, this included
ceremonial gatherings (see Chapter

3).

The pattern of artefacts in any site assemblage, the

range of stone, distance from raw material source and the way people worked the stone are
taken to be indicative of subsistence practises: the way people utilised and moved about their
environment and in what context people frequented Kuru f/ti. One feature of the site is the
range of lithologies represented in the flaked stone assemblage. The known sources for some
of these rocks is within two kilometres of the site, while for others the nearest occurrence is
twenty or fifty kilometres awa\ (see Chapter 6.2).
So much flaked stone is present at

K/fr?! liii

that it suggests the people who discarded these

artefacts had no difficulty in obtaining additional material. Certainly, the proximity of the
silcrete and dolerite outcrops along Helen Creek allows for easy access. While this is not the
case for the chalcedonic chert, banded chert or other cherts, discard patterns of artefacts of
these materials do not differ from the other two lithologies. Hiscock (1988a), in his research
of archaeological sites in the La\vn Hill area of western Queensland, found that distance from
quarry source was a major influence in assemblage composition. At Kurut/ti there is not the
same response to quarry, distance. There is also no evidence for changing tecimological
attributes that would indicate increased curation expected with distance from source. There
is, however, some correlation between lithic type and artefhct form (see Table 6.1). Adzes
were predominantly made from the Barklv Tablelands. banded chert and blades from the
Ashburton silcrete. Points and invasive retouched blades were produced on silcrete, and less
often on banded chert and chert. This pattern is attributed to the mechanical properties of the
individual stone. Either mobility of people or the stone was such that suitable flaked stone
was readily available. Alternatively, the production and distribution of grindstones were so
regulated that supply demand was such that people at the site did not have a difficulty in
obtaining other stone. What is clear is that manufacturing and refurbishment of artefacts from
a range of lithics was takuig place in the same location as the production of the sandstone
implements.
Used grindstones were also discarded on site, although whether these were returned for
disposal or were simply never removed from the site is uncertain. At Kurutiti there are dozens
of fragments of deeply grooved grindstones. This contrasts markedly with other grindstone
quarries with associated habitation material. For example, at the Serpent's Glen site in the
Little Sandy Desert of Western Australia. Veth and O'Connor (1996: 21) regard the absence
of deeply grooved or any other recognisable wet milling seed grinding implements as reflecting
the abundance of raw material available. The pattern at Kurutiti is also at odds with notions
of rejuvenation and discard behaviour in relation to availability of replacements (Tindale
1974: 100). In addition, other forms of the sandstone artefacts produced at Kurutiti, the
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smaller regularly shaped pieces and those \\ I tli a central pit (see Chapter 5.4), appear to have
a limited distribution away from the site. That such specialised artefacts were being produced
and utilised at the site suggests that it is 110t just the procurement of implements for personal
use or exchange that brought people to the location.
Kurutiü is clearly a multi-functional site. Activities associated with the sandstone quarry
formed only a part of the complex. As sandstone and flaked stone artefacts occur over a
relatively large area it is feasible that the general maintenance of flaked stone artefacts and the
presence of utilised milling stones is indicative of intensive occupation of the location. This is
characteristic of a residential usage of the location and it is unlikely that only small groups of
specialist miners occupied the site. As discussed previously (see Chapter 3), the site is
associated with the !vIilywciru tradition and. according to a local Aboriginal informant, ritual
activities were held at the site in the recent past (Harry Bennett pers. comm.). Historical
sources indicate that such gatherings for ceremonial purposes would entail the congregation of
up to several hundred people (Favenc 1879, 1 888: Trainc nd.). Provision of food and the
daytime activities of these visitors would account for the domestic debitage at the site. It is
likely that people coming to the site would be returning to their own country once the
ceremonial proceedings were completed. possibly taking new grindstone with them.
The regional significance of the ceremonial role and status of the Milywaru tradition
attached to Kuruliti may reflect the potential for general access to the site, and not limit the
resource availability to just a few.

Peterson and Lampert (1985: 6-8) recorded the

significance and interplay of Dreaming (nivthological association) and kinship (subsection)
affiliation concerning rights by Warlpiri to ochre obtained from a source in the Campbell
Ranges, Central Australia. Bell (1987:
246) noted that the Kaytej [Kaytetye'l women of the
Devils Marbles area, south of Tennant Creek. not only required permission from specific
people but also certain kin, their kurlungurlu (see Chapter 3), had to be present when the
women extracted the red ochre they sought. In addition, the approach to the ochre quarry and
the digging out of the material were accompamecl by singing and proscribed behaviour in
deference to the Dreaming of the location. On returning to their camp. the women processed
the ochre obtained, grinding it to a powder and forming small compact cakes. The red ochre
may have been used later by the women or the cakes exchanged during gatherings for
ceremonial business. This kinship association of ownership, permission, and working of a
quarry is also recorded for the Jingili and Mudburra people of the Newcastle Waters area
(Murgatroyd 1991: Paton 1994). This is not surprising, given the ubiquitous linkage and
roles within the Aboriginal society of oiie's mother's and father's relatives (see Chapter 3).
What is less apparent is the antiquity of such a system. Certainly, based on linguistic
principles and the spatial distribution of the skin terminology, the current pattern is unlikely to
be more than a few thousand years old (McConvehl 1996).
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Warimanpa people today lay claim to ownership of the site and identified individuals act as
the principal Aboriginal custodians of the site (see Chapter 3). This has been the way for
several generations, and possibly is of greater antiquity. Control of the sandstone as a
resource may also, as stated above, entail the knowledge of the manufacturing process and
extend to possible authority over the material even after it left the site. Archaeological
patterning at the site, although there are problems with establishing the contemporaneity and
functional association of the various components (see Chapter 8.2), suggests that the
production of the grindstones \vas carried out b\ people familiar with tile elaborate reduction
technology. Tile occurrence of petroglypils Oil the quarried blocks and Oil pieces of sandstone
reduction rubble supports a tileory of lIon-utilitarian association \vitil the production of the
grindstones. This is suggestive of a link with the ceremonial and Dreaming association of the
IvIilywaru tradition of the manufacture of the sandstoile irnplelllcnts. At least for the later
period of the quarry workings it is probable that people directly linked with the Milywaru
where regarded as the owners of tile site and that these were the people who controlled the
production of the grindillg stones. A situation, as stated above, that has its parallel with the
production of the ieihra blades at the silcrete quarries in the region (Murgatroyd 1991 Paton
1994).

9.2

PATTERNS OF EXHANGE AND ACQUISITION

Establishing in part who may have had access to the quarry and what group may have
controlled production of the grindstones provides a pointer to the socio-cultural circumstances
of Kurutiti.

An explanation for the social context of the production and acquisition of

grindstones may be found in the conduct of excilange. In Australia, at least in the more recent
period, a major means for the dispersal ol objects and ideas has been through such a
mechanism. Examination of the ethnographic and anthropological evidence illustrates the
complexity of exchange systeills and the ulteilsity of contact operating at many different levels
within those societies studied (for example Akerman 1979: Hughes 1977; McCarthy 1939;
Malinowski 1922: Rappaport 1967: Siiiitoe 1978: Strathern 1965: Thomson 1949a).
McBryde (1978). in her innovative work on the pattern of edge-ground axe distributions
within south-eastern Australia, identified through ethno-historical records anthropological
aspects of the production and exchange of these items. Extending her research into other
areas, especially to the couiltry of the Lake Lyre basin. McBrvde (I 987: 259) concluded that
it is through the niechanisill of exchange that people have access to goods available from
across a region where otherwise items are scarce or inferior quality.
It is proposed that the majority of grindstones produced at Kuriit/ii were dispersed through
an exchange system, although a number of transaction modes may have been available.
Mauss (1954: 1) wrote that in SO called 'prulliti\ e' or archaic societies "social phenomena are
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not discrete: each phenomenon contains all the threads of which the social fabric is
composed", thus inferring that no aspect in a society is independent of the others. In essence,
economic activities cannot be separate, they exist v ithni a framework of religious, subsistence
and social transactions and obligations. The various aspects of Kurutiti, the mythological
association, the petroglyphs. the flaked stone artefacts, in addition to the quarry and reduction
debris, certainly confonii to the archaeological patteril of a site complex at which social and
economic interactions have occurred.
A review of the transaction modes, the way people acquire goods, indicate as Mauss
(1954) suggests, that a complex and niulti-level system of social and material intercourse
existed within subsistence economies. Studies have shown that transactions (social or
economic) may be on a personal leveL between individuals, or invol\'e larger groups, family or
communitY. Interaction and the associated movement of goods inav result from indirect
actions, such as seasonal movement of individuals and groups, or by items taken to gatherings
for ceremonies as gifts linked to kinship obligations or ritual exchanges. People may also
obtain items through rights to exploit particular resources. Distinctions between certain
classes of objects are also evident. Levels of socio-ceremonial involvement can influence the
directions in which artefacts may move and. to an extent, the amount. Within all sociocultural groups there exist complex socio-political influences. These are often manifest in
elaborate ritual obligations and practises. Social factors may influence the production and
distribution of a range of goods. The situation with all these instances is that direct access to
a resource for some and exchange and barter for most were the means of acquisition of goods.
Raiding and warfare are also means by which individuals or groups acquire goods, what
Sahlins (1972: 195) terms negative reciprocity (acquisition without obligation). In addition,
as part of the distribution of apparently mundane artefacts, very sophisticated socio-cultural
information is also circulated over considerable distances (Mulvanev 1976: Paton 1994).
Anthropological data indicates a strong correlation het\vcen the operating social system
and the organisation of the exchange network. Several anthropologists have interpreted this
pattem as reflecting a progression of socio-political evolution, which in turn determines the
mechanisms of control within the exchange system (Sahlins 1972: Service 1962). To
generalise this concept, the less centralised the social organisation, the fewer and less complex
are the exchange modes operating w ithin that society. At the simplest level, there would be
direct reciprocity of exchange of goods. predominantly kinship linked. People travelling to the
particular source or obtaining items as gifts given at a location removed from the source, such
as at a ceremonial gathering. Payment for services rendered was also a means by which
people could obtain goods (Frith 1965: McCarthy 1939). Dawson (1981: 75) records
"presents of opossum rugs. weapons, and ornaments' were given to an individual who acted as
an adjudicator in a "great battle" (fight between two tribal groups).
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More complex systems for acquisition and distribution of items max exist where elaborate
and often ritualised, exchange transactions have developed. Structured mechanisms have
emerged within these societies that eniphasise individual status, or occur where contact
between communities is extensive. This may involve highly ritualised exchanges which are

incorporated into socio-ceremonial systems, as

\\

ith the Kula exchange cycle of the Trobiand

Islands (Malinowski 1922) or in the system of Moka exchange in the New Guinea highlands
(Strathern 1971). Often the system of exchange may maintain a culture within a marginal
environment or restrictive ecosystem, gi\uig rise to the concept of subsistence traders (Irwin
1985: Macintyre and Allen 1990).

A number of studies into Australian Aboriginal societies have attempted to identi'
underlying principles and the impetus concerning the transfer of material culture. Researchers

have categorised these to various degrees. and argued that social or economic factors were
paramount (see Berndt 195 Ia: Berndt and Bernclt 1964: McCarthy 1939: Thomson 1949a).
Economic aspects in acquiring items or using certain products to gain access to yet other
goods certainly have a part in exchange systems. However, social intercourse and the transfer
of ideas and information are also crucial elements in establishing and maintaining exchange
partners in the wider system. Notions of Purely economic/commercial motivation in exchange
do not fit well the etlmographic evidence from Australia. Mitchell (1995) examined the
economic principles in relation to the exchange networks of the Cobourg Peninsula and northwestern Arnhem Land. He preseits e idence of the influence of Macassan items, which
extended and boosted the exchange system, and showed that the movement of objects often
went into country which had similar locally suitable items, suggesting social not economic
motivation in exchange (Mitchell 1995). Paton (1994: 176) also recorded the exchange of
silcrete blades from different quarries (along with other goods) between groups owning/using
these quarries. Although these exchanges were purely at a local level, the value of items and
timing of transfers were variable. At issue is the degree to which social obligations or the
material value motivated the exchange and direction an object ma have moved.
Other researchers, such as Falkenberg (1962) and Stanner (1933. 1934), documenting
people in the Daly River and Port Keats area of the Northern Territory, emphasise the
importance of kinship links and the niaintenance of social intercourse as the primary role in
exchange networks. The system described invol\ ccl the transfer into, and subsequently out of,
a local group horde" through individual reciprocal relationships, where identified items
always moved in one direction (Falkenberg 1962: 144-5). The time of year and the apparent
need of a particular item affected its exchange value, although items were never retained by
the receiver for long. A similar situation of changing value was noted by HoviU (1904: 711),
among the Diyari of the Lake Evre region of South Australia. By way of contrast, McCarthy
(1939: 91) observed that exchange rates often depended on what could be carried. Stanner
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(1933: 157) observed that. although most of the exchange items are of intrinsic utilitarian
value, the transference of goods is niore than merely an economic interchange on a utilitarian
basis. The social links and the continued friendship between inchvicluals are significant factors
in the existence of these exchanges. This system of localised kinship based reciprocal
exchange partners would appear to be a general system \\hich operated in many parts of
Australia.

Those that are local one-to-one relationships, nevertheless, moved articles

considerable distances and through a number of tribal territories. This pattern of individual
exchange partners was also observed in relation to eastern Arnhem Land communities
(Thomson 1949a) and in the eastern Kimberlev ( Kaherry 1039),
It is evident that the acquisition of goods through personal exchange obligations, as
outlined above, was only one mechanism by which individuals could acquire goods. Howitt
(1904), through the later half of the nineteenth century, amassed a considerable amount of
information concerning the customs and practises of Aboriginals throughout south-eastern
Australia. The social and religious obligations and practises observed by Howitt and his
informants all those years ago is paralleled by that recorded in central and northern Australia
more recently. An aspect recorded h\ Ho\\ itt and others was that of the large 'tribal"
gatherings which involved initiation rituals. (iifis were exchanged at these times, or presents
may have accompanied the messengers infoniiine. the scattered groups of the place and timing
of the gathering.
The exchange of goods at ceremonial gatherings was commonly a ritualised affair,
although it also could be materialistic in aspect. Spencer's (1914: 247) comments concerning
the mourning ceremony held by the Kakadii (Gunwinggu/Gagudju) tribe of western Arnhem
Land, included that it had become associated with a system of barter, with men specifically
stating what goods they wanted in exchange for their owii weapons. For the Malak Malak of
the Daly River area of the Northern Territory there existed an elaborate ceremonial exchange
of gifts between the marriage couple and their relatives (Stanner 1934: 45). This involved
provision of a feast and. at a later date, the reciprocal presentation of material goods. This
system, like the individual exchange partners. is seen as kinship-conditioned patterns of
economic behaviour" (Stanner 1034: 470)
Berndt (195 Ia: 157) distuiguishccl between

hat he termed "ceremonial exchange

systems", where the transfer of articles is accompanied b\ ritual. and that of situations where
goods are exchanged as a side line or incidental to the ceremonial activities.

This

differentiation is basic to Berndt's (195 Ia: I 5t) iiotion of economic verses social instigation of
exchange where tribal groups niet in western Arnhem land "for the sole purpose of the
ceremonies and their exchange of goods'. It is possibly a later development of what Spencer
observed. Certainly, within Australia, gatherines have been observed that were specifically
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arranged for transfer of goods. although clearly incorporating ceremonial activities, such as
those associated with the perforniance of circumcision and sub-incision rites. For example,
Kreffl (1865: 366-7) observed at Yelta, in the Darling-Murray area, large iuimbers assembled
for barter and feasting upon fish, and at night a corroboree was perfoniied.
It appears that people congregated for the e\press purpose of obtaining goods from other
groups and country, separate to the ceremonial-related activities. These may be seen in terms
emphasising economic structure, although Social intercourse would have been an important
consequence. Dawson (188 1: 78) describes a favourite hill called Noorat, near Terang
Victoria, where bartering took place. This location was a place where forest kangaroos were
plentiful and the skins of the oung ones were considered superior to all others for making
rugs. These meetings were often tiniccl to coincide with the local abundance of particular food
resources. For example. l-lowitt (1 )O4: 693) mentions that between 500 and 700 people
gathered in the Bega area of New South Wales when the Bogong moth was available. The
Diyari of the Barcoo Delta and representatives from other tribes, periodically met at
Kopperamana South Australia for the purpose of barter, although this was carried on with
certain ceremonial observances (Howitt 1001: 330).
It may also be concluded, from some of the literature, that exchange transactions and the
acquisition of certain items were undertaken at the instigation of individuals or groups
desirous of the product. l-lowitt (1004: 6)0) noted that \vordl was sent down with a messenger
that they were in need of stone for axes. and the material from the quarry was "taken to the
next great meeting of the tribes on the Wimmera for barter". Such communication of need
indicates an economic rationale. that demand for an item may in fact have influenced the
production. Items that were involved in the acquisition or production of food resources clearly
were within the subsistence sphere and their possession held economic benefit. This is
certainly the case for the specialised subsistence implements of the muller and basal seed
milling implements.
Roth (1 897) discerned defined ''trade-routes'' along which people and their goods would
travel in relative safety. Invariably these routes followed the availability of water (Johnston
1941), although in good seasons and country where food and water is plentiful, groups would
range out across the land (McCarthy 1030: 98). Mathe\\s (1910: 497-8) records that the
tribes of the Darling River region would be invited, by means of a message object, to gather at
a specified location to "har\est" the narcloo seed, bringing articles to exchange for the seed.
Favenc (1879: 658) in his travels through the Barklv Tablelands comments on the
existence of well trod foot paths. "dog-pads", running between the main water sources. These
he followed to guide him across this barren and parched landscape, at one time coming to a
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vast water, naming it Anthony Lagoon. and the creek it was on. the Cresswell (Favenc 1879:
658). It is of interest that Roth (I 897: 132) states that in northern Queensland:
the great trading or bartering system is more or less continually going on
throughout the various districts. Certain trade routes, laid down from time
immemorial along then' own or messmate's country. are followed by the
members of a tribe or tribes, along which each knows that he is free to travel
unrnolested these routes, of great or less extent. are rigidly adhered to.
Possibly these same exchange paths were those followed by Favenc and his party. We may
infer from these two histoi'ical observations that across the Barklv Tablelands existed a
network of exchange routes. Stanner (1933: 161) also comments on the existence of well
defined 'dusty tracks worn deep into the earth by the feet of generations". within the country
of the Malak Malak of the Daly River region of the Northern Territory, along which the
exchange goods were transported.
Revealed by the historical and anthropological studies is that there appears a complex
situation of socially linked acquisition. with the additional circumstance of what may be
termed materialistic enterprises. It is in this general context that the Karat/ti stone quarry and
the implements manufactured at the site may be understood. McCarthy (1965: 94) observed
that "in barter and gift exchange there exists a means of adjustment to the environment,
enrichment of local cultures by the importation' and that movement of goods operated
"sectionally, that is in local group exchanges. or through long trading journeys made
intermittently by local group members". This was an Australia wide phenomena and fitted
into "the social, economic, and ritual life of the people" (McCarthy 1965: 94).
Considering the widespread similarity in the exchange networks operating throughout
Australia, it is feasible to assume that for people of the AshhurtonlBarkly region the same
mechanisms of exchange were operating. One thing that is evident from the Australian cases,
is that the exchange recipients were generally related through kinship, with goods going to
specific partners and items in ariablv moving in fixed directions. Both ceremonial linked gift
exchange and more personally motivated exchange of goods was the norm in Aboriginal
Australian society. It is into such a systeni that the grinding stones of Kuruliti are believed to
have been moved. As already identified, studies have shown that quartzite blades were
transferred through a system of gift exchange (Murgatrovd 1991: Paton 1994). The Kurutiti
grindstones most likely formed one of the component artefacts within this exchange network.
However, this does not mean that people did not access the site directly. In this context,
Howitt (in Smyth 1876, 11: 305) comments on the situation where a number of young men of
the Cooper's Creek area made a round trip through several tribal territories each bringing
back a grindstone slab carried on their heads. Roth (1 897: 104) documented the procurement
of sandstone for the Walava and Toko locations: "where the natives cut, hew, and grind it into
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the required shapes and bring them for barter either to Carandotta or to Roxburgh'. It would
appear that the implements observed by Roth were manufactured ready for the intended
gathering at which the exchange took place.

9.3

CONTEXT OF

ACQUISITION AND USE

Torrence (1989b: 4) proposed that the patterns of procurement, production and maintenance
of tools is better understood in terms of reducing the potential effects of risk. Technologies
are developed and adopted that provide in optimal response in time and limit risk. In the case
of seed resources, despite the time consuming task of collection and processing (see Chapter
8.2). they have the advantage being available somewhere in a groUp's foraging range and with
the potential to extend the exploitation period through the use of storage. The development of
the seed milling implements, the basal grindstone and the hand-held grinder or muller, were
important innovations which enabled the exploitation of a useful food resource and certainly
meant a reduction in the subsistence risk in the marginal and variable environmental
conditions found in Australia.
Sandstone outcrops are frequent within Ashburton Range (see Chapter 2), however the
extensive exploitation of the raw material appears to be limited to Karat/ti. Davidson (1952:
84) noted that Wi/crc, mici is known as a place of fabulous wealth to all the Aborigines of the
west, and possibly as a result of its great reputation other sources were intentionally neglected.
This situation was certainly the case with the Parcich/inc, i-ed ochre quarry in South Australia,
where in part, the mythological association of the site emphasised its importance (McCarthy
1939: 86-88). Karat/IL with its associated Mi/inca-u Dreaming, fits this historic pattern and
certainly would have been a site known throughout a large portion of the Northern Territory.
This feature sets Karat/ti in parallel

\\

ith sonic of the more important silcrete quarries in the

area, including that of Renner Springs (Panw'rcipwipa) just 20 km to the north (Murgatroyd
1991 Paton 1994). The iiivthological association and the fact that no other sandstone
quarries are known to present day Aboriginals of the area supports the notion that Kurutiti
was the most significant source for grindstones in the region.
McBryde (1991) studied the pattern of the distribution of grindstones from their quarries in
the Flinders Ranges, Lake Eyre and Roxborough Downs areas, linking this to the Dreaming
tracks and associated trade i'outes'. Siniilarlv. the dluartzite blade quarry Ngiiipilji in northeast Arnhem Land is associated with significant mythology and is an important sacred site
(Jones 1990). As discussed above, there are documented exchange networks and associated
transfer of objects which extend for many hundreds to over one thousand kilometre distances
(McCarthy 1939 Micha I d)70: Mul\aney 1976: Roth 1897). An association with the route of
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movement of goods and mythological narratives has been recognised in many of these studies.
As Thomas (1906: 58) observed:
the evidence from folktales seems to 1omise most light on the question of
migration. We are, of course, contronted by the difficulty that this evidence may
simply disclose the lines along

\\

hich tribal intercommunication has been most

easy, whether in the way of simple interchange of commodities, evidence of
which we have over considerable areas in Australia or in the way of intermarriage.
It is also evident that an ascribed value through symbolic or Dreaming association assists in
the dispersal of items. The attachment of the Mi/i'ww'ii tradition to the site of Kurutiti and the
grindstones, probably enhanced the value ascribed to and assisted in the exchange of these
items. It is likely therefore, that the sandstone artefacts lirodluced at Kurutiti were being
transported out into the Barkly Tablelands, possibly linking into the same exchange network
that involved the leilira blades (Murgatrovd 199 I ). and brought into the Barkly Tablelands the
stone axes from the Mount Isa area (Mulvanev and Pickering 1991). The presence of Barkly
Tablelands banded chert artefacts at Kiii'iititi pro\hides some evidence for this contact.
In contrast to this northerly and easterly movement of sandstone artefacts. the Milyvvaru
Dreaming tradition travels t'roni north to south. and the nivthologv attached to Kurutiti implies
that other grindstone locations illay exist to the south. As part of the narrative, these snake
sisters carried their grindstones with theni and subsequently letl them at other locations. For
other parts of Australia a direct correlation is documented between the local Dreaming
mythology and the direction of movement of exchange items (McBrvde 1991). How this
situation may relate to the Kurutili grindstones and their distribution will require additional
regional investigations coupled With petrological analysis. Sandstone milling implements are
present at sites on Muckatv Station and further south there is some evidence from limited
surveys. It is therefore feasible that seed milling implements were being transferred southward
into Warumungu country and possibly west out in Warlpiri country of the Tanami Desert
Despite the significance of Kuroiiii as a raw material source, only three intact but unused
grindstones were located. The apparent absence of cached grindstones suggests that these
artefacts were manufactured on demand i'ather than prodticed and stored. A few utilised and
intact milling stones were found \vithnl the areas of the flaked stone material along with the
smaller pieces of broken heavily utilised grindstone fragments points to a situation where
either implements were used and ended their use life at the site. It is possible that others
where returned and disposed of at Kiti'iiiiii.

The amount of reduction debris and quarry

features indicate that many more grindstones erC made than is evidenced by the fragments
that remain. The fact that items, once finished, were removed from the site may indicate that
persons visiting Kurulili did so to manufacture and take with them their own grindstones.
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Although it is

conjecture, more

likely the sandstone artefacts were produced by the owners of

the site (see Chapter 9.1) and used in the exchange network once completed.
Many of the sites throughout the Barklv Tablelands and along the eastern edge of the
Tanami Desert comprise numerous fragments of sandstone grinding implements. Milling
stones also are common on sites withni Alvawarra country to the south of the Barkly
Tablelands region. In none of these areas is sandstone known to outcrop. The transfer of the
artefacts to these locations, in sonic cases over 300 km from Kitrutiti, represents a
considerable investment of time and labour. Cane (1089) noted, in the case of sites within the
Great Sandy Desert, that the density of grindstones (intact/fragments) related to the local
importance of seed as a food resource in the local area of the site. It is possible that a similar
principle influenced the distribution of grinding stone fragments and relative density in the
AshburtonlBarklv region. It has also been noted that grinding implements, the basal mill stone
and, to a lesser extent. mullers were usually tiansportecl to and kept at major habitation sites,
awaiting the return of the residents. In the Western Desert it is stated that the ownership of
grindstones was collectively by women and based on niatrilineal kinship. In this situation
"each set [muller and basal slab I normally being located at a particular habitation site adjacent
to the main water-source in a grass-scccl hearing area (Hamilton I 980: 8).
Tindale (1977: 347) observed that extreme wear is a factor of relative remoteness and
inaccessibility of replacements. In areas where replacements were difficult the artefacts
continued to be used and rejuvenated. Well-worn fragments of milling implements are
ubiquitous thi'oughout the Ashburton/Barkl\ region. e en on sites

\\

ithin 10 km of Kurutiti.

This pattern can partly be explained by the absence of source material out on the Barkly
Tablelands, but nearer to the Ashburton Range this is not the case. Smith (1986b: 31)
recounts reports of the intentional destruction of grindstones on the death of the owner, this
occurred in country where obtaining replacements was relatively easy. This does not appear
to be an activity practised by the group of people in Hamilton's study. Their country was at
some distance from the grindstone sotnce. For the Yan\tiwa, a coastal people of the southern
Gulf of Carpentaria, grindstones once acquired were given individual names and were handed
down from mother to daughter (John Bradlv pers. comm.). Ho\\ever. these were relatively
thick blocks (10-20 cm). obtained from one of the Sir Edward Pellew Islands and were given
to the women, the men expecting to receive food pi'ocessed from the particular grindstone in
retum. Nonetheless, the existence of a snnilar custom of destroying grindstones may explain
the relative dominance of fragmented grindstones observed close to Kuruuiii.
It is well attested that items in exchange networks moved into and through areas in which
local substitutes existed. It is feasible. therefore. that the system of exchange partners and the
development of perceived

\ alue

in goods irom other peoples country is a mechanism of
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adaptive survival. By this means it assures access to resources, including water, while
generally maintaining harmonious relations in a hostile physical environment. Porteus (1931:
136) comments on the psychology of not replicating items from other parts and the belief in
superior properties of exotic goods. even though equ I \ alent local items may exist. Some items
like the pearl and baler shell were cxcliaii-ccl over vast distances (see Akerman 1994;
McCarthy 1939: Mulvaney 1976). while as in the cases discussed by Porteus, many items
were transferred into areas where local equi alents were available or could be produced.
Mitchell (1995) identified a trend within archaeological deposits on the Cobourg Peninsula,
Northern Territory, of increased proportions of exotic stone used for artefacts and that this
matched the time period of Macassan trepanging voyages to the area. He interpreted the
evidence to show that the desire for exchange was not necessarily motivated by economics, but
rather by the desire for social consolidation Howe\ er. Berndt (I 95 Ia: 17 1) considered that
among the Gunwinggu at least. they 'engaged in trade \\ ith the materialistic aim of obtaining
articles which they felt to be essential or desirable and that by necessity they where obliged to
offer goods in exchange. In the Arnhem Land region. inter-group relationships (eg. potential
marriage partners), reduction in conflict and competition. are seen as key factors in the
enhancement of the exchange networks. an aspect which Berndt himself noted (Berndt 195 la:
162). For the Barklv Tablelancls region, especially through the last tiw thousand years, with
a less hospitable climatic regime, the need to ensure access to water and associated food
resources, must have proved a more powerful motivation in the maintenance of exchange
contact.
The social links established through and maintained by the activity of ritual exchange was
important. Exchange partnerships and the larger ceremonial gatherings helped ensure
conditions which effectively worked as population safeguards, especially in marginal and
unpredictable environments. Meggitt (1962: 32) estimates for the Warlpiri, of the northern
part of the Tanami Desert, that population density was in the order of one person per 35
square miles (56 km2). The social groupings \\ crc ecnerallv small and large gatherings were
dependant on rains and the ensuing food and \\ater supplies. For Alvawarra people of the
historical period, south of the Barklv Tablelands. settlement patterns are estimated to be 15-40
people. with an average population density of one person per 50-90 km 2 (O'Connell 1987:
75). Within more marginal habitats, the cycle of ceremonies and the associated access to
subsistence resources and exchange articles may be partly an adaptive mechanism for
survival. The shifting of location and the assembly of large groups of people ensured
maximum utilisation of food and water availability. This concept is not new, as Strelilow
(1965) discussed the influence Of the geographical environment in relation to the cultural and
social development of several Central Australian Aboriginal groups. Ashwin (1932: 64) while
exploring within the Ashburton Range. came on a camp wlilch included a 'storeroom" with
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bundles of spears, shields and other weapons and seventeen \vooden vessels containing grass
seed. This is suggestive of preparations for a ceremonial gathering, with the exchange of gifts
and the provision of food during the ritual period. Both situations. the collecting and storage
in readiness for such events, still occur today in the region.
That a greater percentage of exchange takes place within ceremonial proceedings, which
require regular and large gatherings of people. \\ ould seem an adaptive mechanism for
survival in the unpredictable and irregular Australian climate. It is feasible that the system of
linked gift exchange and regional ceremonial perfoniiance developed as subsistence insurance,
enabling non-conflict contact between groups who, during the period of the ritual
performance, were utilising the water and food resources of the local area. The vast storage
of grass seed which Ashwin (1932: 64) came across, may be indicative of this sharing of
resources. Kimber and Smith (198 7) described the timing and specific location chosen for the
performance of rituals within Aranda countr\'. as dependant on the fall of rain and the
predicability of foods That the resident group is prepared to deplete their own subsistence
resources is reliant on the expectation that other locations rich in seasonal resources will
become accessible through the ceremonial cycle.
'What is evident from the literature is that a complex and niulti-foceted system existed
within Australian Aboriginal society for the acquisition and transfer of material items and
information. Both social and economic factors \\ crc involved, as were, personal status,
prestige and social obligations, all mixed with material possession and the necessities of
subsistence. Goods could he acquired directly from the source or from the individuals in
control of the source. Items could also he possessed through the personal reciprocal gift
exchange, or in attending the large ceremonial gatherings. It is in this context that the
grindstones produced at Karat/li moved throughout the region.
There are faceted mullers with the narrow form and beveled edge present at Karat/ti. As
stated, in addition to the worn mullers are hroken fragments of well used basal grindstones at
the site. It is unlikely that material would he utilised to such an extent on site when
replacements were on hand. The presence of such worn milling implements may relate to the
Dreaming significance of the site, or to some unknown economic imperative. Given the
ubiquitous pragmatic nature of Aboriginal socict\, It is unlikely that near useless artefacts
would have been transported hack to the quarry in the general round of movement by people
through their country, if some social and or s\mholic spiritual principal was not in play. The
ritual significance of the site and the singularity ol the quarry as the regional source for
grindstones coupled with the associated archaeolomical patterniig 5upp0rt the theory that
Kurutiti held a particularly important status w Ithin the Ashhurton/Barkly region.
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SUMMARY
It is iiiiich 10

be regretted I hat many of our !illow-coIoiiists who
have liacl ample opportunities for observine the aboriginal
inhabitants of Australia. have never made an attempt to record the
manners and habits of a people now without a doubt upon the
verge of extinction: and as every observation-be it apparently ever
so trifling-will become of greater interest from year to year
(Krefft 1865: 357).
Kurutiti comprises some 5.5 hectares of quarried sandstone rubble, which occurs
throughout an area of 75 hectares, the largest expanse being the main quarry area of
approximately 2.7 hectares. Within the sandstone formation are rubble mounds, mining pits
and quarry features which are the result of human activities. The material evidence pertaining
to the mechanics and technical )ocsing of the rock reveals a high sophistication in the
quarrying and reduction of the sandstone blocks (see Chapter 5). The technology employed
here provided for the controlled splitting of sandstone, both along the bedditig plane and
perpendicular to it. It also involved further reduction by invasive flaking to produce a thinner
slab. When reduced to a manageable sizc the slabs were taken from the quarry to adjacent
areas to be trimmed into their final shape as a basal grindstone or muller. Part of the later
stage in the process was the preparation to shape the implement. This was achieved by the
pecking of a narrow band (10-I5 mm). \vhich formed the line along which the stone was
separated. From the evidence at Kiinitiii_ this stage in the reduction sequence did occur within
the quarry scree. but more frequently in the locations adlacent to the quarry. The last stage in
the production sequence was flaking (urn and hi-directional) along the margins, and in many
cases the hammer-dressing of these margins, to finish the seed grinding implement.
From the few complete (or nearly complete) basal milling slabs remaining at KurutitL it
may be inferred that the product consisted of relatively flat elongated pieces, with parallel
sides and curved margins. These implements are some 40 cm to 50 cm in length and between
4 cm and 5 cm thick. It is evident that, once an item was manufactured, it did not remain at
Kurutiti, as there was no indication of the caching of finished grindstones. However, the use
of milling stones did occur at the site, and within those areas containing flaked stone material,
mullers and utilised grindstones (predoniinantiv fragments) are present.
It was also evident that a number ot other sandstone artefacts were being produced at the
site. These included the smaller and thinner (c. 25 mm) squam-e. sub-rounded to rounded
pieces (of uncertain function), and the hand held grinding stone, the muUers. Fragments of
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sandstone also appear to have been utilised in some manner to create a characteristic centrally
placed shallow pit (with smooth stirthce) surrounded by an area of pecking. Although there is
no direct evidence as to their function,

it

is considered that they are the basal anvil stone used

in food processing. probably a hard seed case
Sandstone fragments also became the canvas for many petroglvphs, either simple designs
such as macropod or bird tracks, or more complex arrays of linear motifs and combinations of
figures (see Chapter 7). Many are engra\ ccl on both faces of the sandstone fragment and
included the grinding surface of utilised millstones. While some have complete figures, many
show remnants of the original design. \Vithin the reduction areas, also associated with the
flaked stone artefact scatters (Areas A and

II). 74 engraved sandstone pieces occur.

Petroglyphs also exist on stones within the cltiarry. and in most cases these are engraved on
blocks that bear evidence of the early stages in the reduction sequence. In all. 128 engraved
panels were recorded during this survey \\ ithin the main quarry, although as indicated by a
recent visit to the site, engraved surfices can be on the under side of the sandstone blocks. An
indeterminate number of such petroglyphs ma\ remain undetected at Kurutiti.

A distinct

feature of the rock art is its production on portable slabs of sandstone within the reduction
debris and on the larger quarried blocks within the sandstone rubble formation.
A total of 2.249 engraved motifs ha\ e been identified at Kui'u!if i. making it one of the
larger rock engraving sites of north Central Australia. The art primarily comprises geometric
configurations, arcs, bars. circular forins. and bird and macropod tracks. Although many are
difficult to see because of discolouration (patination) and physical weathering, most are
otherwise well preserved. Sixty percent of these petroglvphs occur within an area of 420 m2,
flanking the narrow and shallow channel of Helen Creek. Kuri,tii'i conforms to the format of a
Classic Panaramitee engraving site, a

N

pe of site found throughout Australia and thought to

have its origin during the Pleistocene (more than 10.000 years old). Although. considering the
placement of motifs and several of the subjects depicted, the majority of the petroglyphs
recorded at Kuruliti probably date from the llolocene. probably no earlier than 6.000 BP.
In addition to the engravings :incl materia I associated w ith the cluarrvmg and production of
seed milling implements. extensive flaked stone artefact scatters occur in spatial association
with these other archaeological aspects of

f\1I/l/fif

/ (see Chapter 6). This flaked stone artefact

assemblage is typical of sites in the region. with no indication of distant exotic stone. Raw
material used to make the arteficts found at the Kiiruliti derives from a number of lithics, all
with potential sources within 50 km of the site. Component classes represented include
retouched blades, unifacial and hifacial points, one backed blade, adzes and slugs of
predominantly tula form. and scrapers or enora\ ers'. These artefact forms are in addition to
the unretouched blades, flakes, cores and clebitage. Crude bifaces. approximately half of these

I 73

with evidence of surthce grindine

to

produce edge-ground axes, occur throughout the

sandstone reduction areas and the main quarry.
There is a distinct regional bias in the rock from which the various artefact forms were
produced. Silcrete makes up 63% of the assemblage. and is the principle lithology within the
point and retouched blades categories. A number of silcrete quarries are known within the
general area of Kunitiui, including several locations within a te\v kilometres down-stream on
Helen Creek, and the famous Renner Springs quarry 20 km to the north. Despite the
proximity of this major black quarry, no leilura blades ere found at

Kuinititi.

It is known that

leilira blades produced clu ring historic times were macfe for the express prirpose of exchange,
the artefacts wrapped in paperbark sheaths and bundled together (Paton 1994: 177).
Nevertheless, a number of large blades (c. IS cm) occur at Kiiniuili which probably derive
from the Renner Springs source. These large blades, like the uniflicial and bithcial points, are
characteristic of utilitarian items, and are not part of the exchange assemblage that is
associated with the leilira blades. Their presence at the site, like other artefacts, are unlikely
to be part ofanv exchange bundle and arc indicaiie otdomestic activities at the site.
Adzes on the other hand are pi'ecloiinii:intly of the banded chert obtained out on the Barkly
Tablelands. These artefacts at Kiii'i,uuuu resemble tula adzes found on sites throughout the
Barkly Tablelands. although all were smaller than those examined in-s/lu on the Barkly
Tablelands. All the Kuruuuili artefacts are utilisecl and reworked or are discarded slugs. The
banded chert adzes retain the peblile cortex along the flake platform, indicating that these
adzes were not produced from cores with a prepared platform. This cortex platform is not
exhibited on the adzes of the other lithologies (chalcedomc chert and chert). and may indicate
differing characteristics of the aclze production. pi-obablv relating to the nature of the cores.
Spencer and Gillen (1904: 654) comment:
Except to a very slight degree, the art of chipping does not appear to be practised
by the more southern tribes. .... Even amongst the Warramunga and Tjingilli it is
very cnide. Further north, ho\\ ever , and more especlall\ out towards the northwestern district of the continent, the natives are aclepts I sicj in the art.
In fact, the quality of the retouched points present at Kuuruiuiti, and of those recorded on sites
throughout the Barkly Tablelands. belies this assessment of the lack in accomplishment of
flaked stone manufacture in the region. Howc\ er.

it

is possible that even by the turn of the

century Aboriginal people were loosing their traditional skills in stone artefact manufacture.
For the Warlmanpa custodians the mythological and ceremonial aspects of Kurutiti,
associated as they are with the !vfilruw'ui tradition (two sister snakes), constitute the
paramount cultural attachment to this site (see chapter 3). In sonic respects, the Dreaming
character of the site reflects and is mirrored li' the archaeological components, particularly in
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those features associated with the quarry (the mining pits within the rubble), and in
custodians' interpretation of the petroglvphs. The custodians believe that these images in the
rock were put there by the Milywaru sisters during the Dreaming. It was the sister snakes
who put the marks in the rock to show people the law that the Milywaru created, performed,
and then handed on to the Warimanpa people. The Milywaru sisters also made the first
grindstones and carried them away from Kurutiti.
Custodians stated that the conducting of ceremonies associated with the Milywaru sites,
including Kurutiti, took place during the early wet season, around November and December.
Two levels of ritual are linked with the Milywaru and were once performed at Kurutiti. One
related to circumcision initiation, young man or Nudupurra business (Peter Toprail pers.
comm.). The deeper (more sacredlrestricted) ritual level is referred to by the names Icawadi,
and djulaga, which are akin to the Kunapippi (see Bemdt 195 ib). During the performance of
these ceremonial activities, groups of people would congregate at the location for an extended
time. Their food requirements, and domestic situation doubtless influenced the archaeological
pattern found at Kurutiti, as well as controlling the timing of occupation at this site.
Kurutiti, unlike other quarries (flaked stone) within the region, is spatially associated with
a mix of domestic archaeological remains. In the occurrence of artefact refurbishing debris,
discarded artefacts, flaked stone debitage, as well as the numerous remains of utilised grinding
stones, all indicate other activities than quarrying took place at the site. This pattern could be
explained in terms of the ethno-historical information, that the location was utilised for the
performance of ceremonial business linked with the Milywaru Dreaming association of the
site, although no archaeological features were identified that could be interpreted as pertaining
to a ceremonial ground. Nevertheless, such gatherings associated with ritual performance
necessitated large congregations of people camped in the one location for several weeks at
least. For example, prior to and during the Aranda ceremony performed at the Native Cat site
in Central Australia seed food cakes were prepared and consumed, and at the completion of
the business, the site was abandoned, while the grinding stones were among the cultural debris
that remained (Kimber and Smith 1987). The availability to resupply seed stocks in the camp
largely determined the timing of completion of the ritual performances.
This investigation of the archaeological and sacred nature of Kurutiti has identified the site
as one of major cultural significance, and also provides an insight into the prehistoric
industrial activities which took place there. Sandstone rubble at Kurutiti is usually metres
thick, and within the main quarry it can be more than five metres thick. The amount of
material that may have been removed from this site is difficult to calculate. However, as
indicated by the density of sandstone artefacts on sites out on the Barkly Tablelands and north
toward Newcastle Waters, Kurutiti would have been an important site for some considerable
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time. Grindstone artefacts do occur in the Pleistocene, although these are seen as expedient
usage objects, rather than specialised seed grinding implements as are those produced at
Kurutiti. As previously discussed, evidence suggests that the grindstone slabs linked with the
intensification of grass seed exploitation only developed within the last few thousand years,
although there is some evidence for an earlier appearance (Smith 1986b, 1988, 1989b). It is
possible, therefore, that the utilisation of sandstone from the Ashburton Range may have
considerable antiquity, although the intensive use of Kurutiti, and the development of the
industrial process involving quarrying, the particular reduction sequence and the production of
the grindstones, may be relatively recent.
Ethno-historical evidence indicates a complex interrelationship in the mode of acquisition
of items. Concepts of ownership or rights of access and utilisation of particular resources is
also apparent. The sandstone at Kurutiti was clearly one such resource that supplied a desired
product. Value was ascribed to goods within Aboriginal society, whether material or spiritual.
For the sandstone outcrop in the Ashburton Range, the need to process the abundant grain
food resources of the Barkly Tablelands region ensured the desire for grinding implements.
The mythological association of Kurutiti to the Milywaru tradition evidently reinforced an
ascribed value greater than the physical properties of the particular outcrop, resulting in
extensive working of the one quarry in an area where apparently other suitable sources exist.
Kurutiti was a centre of cultural excellence, the occurrence of two and a half thousand
engraved motifs, the manufacture and refurbishment of retouched flaked stone tools and the
technological achievement in the production of the sandstone implements attest to this.
Several aspects of the archaeology present clues to the timing and intensity of use of the site,
including the petroglvph subjects and flaked stone artefact assemblage.
Work carried out at Lake Woods and from other parts of Australia indicates changes in
past environmental conditions. Fluctuations in the climatic situation could well have had an
influence on the pattern of site usage. The pattern can be summarised as follows. Prior to
25,000 years ago there was a greater availability of surface water, creating the mega-lakes.
Very low temperatures and increased aridity occurred at the peak of the last ice-age, between
18,000-22,000 BP, with the general aridity prevailing although subsequent warming periods,
improving conditions through the terminal Pleistocene and early Holocene. Conditions that
are essentially similar to current circumstances, developed by 6,000-8,000 BP. These
changing conditions through the Pleistocene and Holocene had profound effects on surface
water availability and vegetation regimes, changes that had implications in the way humans
responded to the prevailing circumstances.
It is likely that during the Pleistocene exploitation of the sandstone at Kurutiti was
opportunistic. The availability of water at nearby springs probably attracted people to the
location and individuals could acquiring suitably shaped, naturally formed sandstone slabs
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when visiting the site. The abundance of water and the associated increase in game would
lessen the dependence on grass seed in the diet. Certainly, the acquisition or replacement of
grindstone would not be as frequent. It is likely that specific trips to the source and
production of specialised implements would not necessarily be required. In this scenario, the
development of distinctive quarrying and reduction technology would unlikely be present, and
it

is probable that people accessed other outcrops of sandstone in addition to the Kurutiti

source.
During the Holocene there is evidence throughout Australia of the wide spread and
increased appearance of seed milling artefacts in the archaeological record. This suggests a
shift in the subsistence base of the Aboriginal population in many areas and possibly allows
the exploitation of previously under-utilised regions of the arid interior (Hiscock 1988a; Smith
1988; Veth 1989). The apparent increased reliance on seeds may be viewed as a result of
expanded abundance of plant seed, like the acacia and grasses that changing climatic
conditions brought about, or resulting from depletion and pressures on other food resources
such as the large game. Whatever the impetus, it is clear that people of the Ashburton/Barkly
region exploited the grass seeds of the area. It is likely that the development of the specific
quarrying technology, as evidenced at Kurutiti, and the intensity of exploitation relate to this
change in the subsistence behaviour of the people of the region during the Holocene.
Direct association with and the control of certain resources provides for strong
mechanisms of interplay between peoples within any society. At sometime in Australia's past
a system was developed for the management and dispersion of desired materials, minerals and
manufactured objects. By the time of European arrival there existed a structure of
interconnecting exchange networks that enabled objects to spread across vast areas of the
continent. Spencer and Gillen (19 12: 373-376), during their visit through the area in the late
nineteenth century, recorded the production of impressive silcrete artefacts, the leilira blades at
Renner Springs. Such blades are known to have been important exchange items in the
regional ceremonial gatherings of that territory. How and when the grindstones produced at
Kurutiti, some 20 km south of Renner Springs, connected into this exchange system is
uncertain, as there are no known historic documents concerning this specific site. In any case,
the production and use of seed milling stones appears to have ceased once European processed
flour became available.
The role of grindstones in exchange networks is well documented in the Lake Eyre and
Cooper Basins of north-eastern South Australia and southern Queensland, (McBryde 1987,
1991; Roth 1904). It is possible that the sandstone artefacts manufactured at Kurutiti were
distributed under a similar system, and that they linked into the same exchange network which
moved the Newcastle Waters leilira blades and brought the Mount Isa axes westward into the
region. Certainly, the extensive grassy plains of the Barkly Tablelands to the north and east of
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Kuru1/ti, although rich in grains and other plant foods, are devoid of suitable rock for the
processing of such food resources. Yet there is an abundance of seed milling implements on
many archaeological sites throughout the Barkly Tablelands, indicating that acquisition of
grindstones was an essential part of the regional grass-seed economy. It is probable that the
Helen Springs milling implements were one of the items moving within the ceremonially linked
regional exchange system (Murgatroyd 1991: Paton 1994).
Kurutiti on current evidence appears to be the principle sandstone source for manufactured
grindstones supplying the surrounding region. The production system indicates that it was
more than stone chips that were being removed from the sandstone blocks. Rather they were
highly processed lenticular slabs fashioned by flaking and hammer-dressing. The availability
of these implements, through exchange partners' link to the regional ceremonial gatherings,
not only established an extended social network but also ensured the continued exploitation of
the Barkly Tablelands, a place of uncertain and unreliable environmental conditions.
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